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Abstract

Learner autonomy has received increased attentio1: in the recent
language teaching and learning literature. Altheugh Holec (1981) proposed
a somewhat categorical definition of learner autonomy, this concept can be
viewed in various ways depending on factors such as context and culture.
One may posit, for example, that learner autonomy is based on Western
values and as such, is not as easily accessible in the Asian context. With such
variables in mind, the purpose of this study is to gain a greater
understanding of Japanese students' beliefs regarding foreign language
learning in a particular context.

This is undertaken by utilising

multi·modal investigation procedures, consisting of three studies. Little's
learner autonomy theory is utilised throughout this study to provide the
theorr.ticnl framework.

The currcmt research is divided into three interrelated studies. Study
One attempt to identify high achievers' beliefs about effective foreign
language learning strategies, teacher/learner roles, classroom expectations,
self-motivation strategies, and their concept of the self as a learner. In
Study One, Little's definition of learner autonomy is considered as the basic
concept and used to examine whether or not the collected data in this
research supports his theory.

Study 'I\vo attempts to di11cover Japanese

students' beliefs and expectations about foreign language learning in a
particular context, namely, learning English in Japan. Study Three reports

the atudcmts' views on inside/outside classroom environment their journal
writings.

'!'he researcher takes the position, based on Little's theory, that learner
autonomy means both awareness of self-direction and the need for
collaboration.

In addition, she believes that autonomous learning i~ not just

a matter of offering freedom of time and space, but that internal flexibility
slmuld be given some consideration in the development oflearne1· autonomy.

Based on Study One, learner autonomy is defined as learners' internal
attitude for self·motivotion, which leads to effective language learning.
Positive solf·beliefs and metacognitive awareness con be considorcd as keys
in promoting learner autonomy.

Study 'I\vo results confirmed high

achievers' higher self-efficacy beliefs as compared with average students.
The high achievers tended to have more confidence in their ability to learn a
language successfully and showed a greater understanding for and use of
metacognitive knowledge and strategies.

In Study Three, low·middlc

English level students' beliefs were extracted from their journals and
presented in detail.

These showed that confidence-building and

metacognitive awareness for self-reflection affected their motivation for
autonomous learning.

Results suggest that teachers should not impose restrictions on their
students' potential based on their external judgement of the students'

ii

capabilities.

Therefore, instead of training learners to satisfy teacher

expectations, or simply giving students unbounded freedom to makll
deciRions, learner development that promotes autonomy should be more
concerned with tho nature of both students' and teachers' learning as a path
towards self·growth.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH

Introduction
In the past twenty or so years, learner autonomy has received increased
attention in language learning and related teaching areas. Such an emphasis
appears to be warranted givcm findings indicating that autonomous learners
have greater succe~s in the process of language acquisition (e.g., Benson, 2001).
Holec (1981) stated that learner autonomy requires learners to take individual
responsibility for their own lemming, in other words, for behaviour where the
learner is independently active. Within the parameters of Holec's assertion,
learner responsibility can be interpreted in various ways such as the learner's
capacity, ability, attitude, willingness, and rights.
Learner autonomy, as it is discussed in the literature, has several key
attributes.

The first is that it is based on learner empowerment.

In

developing such empowerment the learner's ability to work independently and
have control over their learning process is emphasized. As such, autonomous
lea1-ning

requires

the

learner's

active

decision·making and 'knowledge creation'.

participation

in

their

own

Secondly, learnei· aut;.,nomy is

focused on authentic language lea.ming that is, in turn, is closely related to the
notion of!earner-centeredness. The term 'authentic' means that learners work
as much as possible in real world situations using resource materials such as
those from broadcasting, newspapers, ·•nd magazines, or engaging in practical
communication with people in a community.
Learner

autonomy

ther(lfore

emphasizes

the

learner's

personal

involvement in the ~ontent of their own learning, rather than a transmission of
knowledge from teachers.
Learner autonomy as described in the above paragraph is a Western
concept and as such, its appropriateness in and efficacy for the Asian mindset is
a controversial issue (Cotterell, 1998). For learners within the A;iian context,
the notion of learner autonomy challenges the traditional role of the teacher as
initiator of knowledge, controller of that knowledge, and authority figure in the
learning enterprise. Such characteristics are embedded in the very culture of
Asian society, where individuality is subordinate to conformity.

Asian

educational traditions tend to place students in a passive role th0.t accepts the
teacher as the final authority. Therefore, one of the biggest conside,·ations for
promoting le0.rner autonomy appears to be how such autonomy can be
introduced in more group-oriented and hierarchically organised societies such
as those represented by the Asian context. Chapter 1\vo will discuss in detail
the issues raised in this regard.
Whether or not the notion of learner autonomy is suitable for the Asian
context requires investigation, as the notion may be little more than the
expression of Western expectations.

Cortazzi and Jin (1996) noted significant

differences between Western and Asian interpretations of what it means to be
an active learner, indicating that the kiian culture stresses covert mental
activity rather than overt behavioural activity. That is to aay, the final goal of
learner autonomy could be considered from the viewpoint of internal mental
involvement with the content rather than the point·of·view of students learning
on their own.

Conceivably, learner autonomy could include various

interpretations and meanings that are both cultunJ.ly and contextually
dependent. By focusing on insights from actual learners, the term ''learner
autonomy'' might take on new meanings.

Conceptually then, assessing the differcmt attitudes and thought processes
in learning may result in the real understanding of what learner autonomy
means across various contexts. Further, such insights may have implications
for the way in which language is learnt and concomitantly, how it might best be
taught in each particular setting.

Purpose of the Research
The purpose of this researcli is to gain a greater undorstanding oflearner
autonomy by analysing Japanese students' beliefs about foreign language
learning in a private university in Japan. The research was undertaken by
conducting three separ.'lte yet inten-elated studies. Combined, the results of
these studies should provide greater insight into how learner autonomy can be
understood by examining learners' views in one specific Japanese context.
Throughout, Little's (1995) learner autonomy theory provided the theoreticPl
framework for the three studies. The theory itself will be outlined in Chapter
Three. Suffice it to say at this point that Little identified learner autonomy as
the learner's acceptance of their personal responsibility in learning. This can
be interpreted as the learner's awareness of their responsibility without
necessarily displaying

Western referent

behaviours.

Further,

Little

emphasizes interdependence rather than independence, which can be
understood as the learner's awareness of both self-directed and collaborative
processes.

Methodology

Study One: A sample of sixteen high achieving English major students
sourced from second, third and fourth year of study in a Japanese university
were interviewed in Japanese. Interviews were audio taped with the responses
transcribed into English.
Study One used in·depth interview data to identify high achievers' beliefs
about the use of effective foreign language learning strategies; teacher/learner
roles; classroom e:ii:pectationa; self'motivation strategies; and, oneself as a
learner.

This study is necessary in order to tlevelop nn understanding of

learner autonomy from successful learners' insights.
Study One aims at identifying how learner beliefs are influential in the
learner's language learning. Results may show the evidence of learner
autonomy from both learners' internalisation ofit- attitudes and beliefs held by
respondents, together with the e:ii:ternaliaation of the concept demonstrated
through learners' behaviour. The der:ree of learner autonomy may indicate
what still needs to ba targeted as the goal of learner autonomy in language
education. The influence of cultural practices in teaching and learning should
show that learner autonomy could be interpreted in different ways from the
Western perspective.

Therefore, the results of researching learner autonomy

from an Eastern perspective may have direct implications for Japanese
education.
In Study One, information from open-ended background questionnaires,
tho That of English for International Communication {TOEIC) examination
scores, and interview data were considered for analysis in order to determine
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the beliefs high achievers hold about language learning. TOEIC is recognized
and widely used in Japan as an English proficiency test. This study examined
high achievers' beliefs in order to reconsider interpretations of iearner
autonomy.

Study One's sample group was aelecred because of their past

TOEIC results. These scores showed high improvement and achievement in
their Engli~h language learning each time they undertook the TOE IC at yearly
intervals from entering the university to the final year of study.

It is

hypothesized that language learning is influenced by learners' beliefs and as
such, research in this area may lead to a better understanding of learner
autonomy from a consideration of the learners' view;ioints.
Siw.ly Two: A sJJmple of two hundred and ninety five, low to middle
achieving uniYersity students, comprising one hundred and four English majors,
eight:; Law majors and one hundred and eleven Pharmacy majors in the same
university were surveyed.
Study Two obtained data from low·middle achievers regarding the beliefs
held about their language Jearnin~.

All are enrolled in a small private

university in Japan with approximately one thousand students belonging to
each Faculty: Faculty of Foreign Language (FFL), Faculty of Law (FL) and
Faculty of Pharmacology (FP).

This study intendci! to elucidate the

low·middle achievers' beliefs about their language learning.
data was collected from all three faculties' students.

Questionnaire

Non·English major

students are from FL and FP, whilst English major studer,fo are from FFL. All
students from the combined group are identified as low·middle achievers on the
results of their TOEIC, other English examination re~ults, and oral/aural skills.
Thus, their selection for the study is justifiable.

Data waa obtained from each Faculty's students separately. The groups
were divided into English major students (E students), Law major students (L
students), and Pharmacy major students (P students). Students are identified
as E, L or P students in Figure 1. Data is considered discretely as well as
comparatively.
Study Three: Study Three's sample of twenty-nine First Year English

major students of low·middle achievement were selected in ordor to explore
low-middle achievers' insights oflanguage learning, in both a classroom setting
and external from it. Students' journal excerpts were considered in order to
gain such data, and from the data to find out what may be needed for effective
learning to occur. The sample group comprised the whole class taught by the
researcher and as such prnvided easy access to students' views of language
learning. The participants of Study Three were also included in the group of
one hundred and four English major students of Study Two.
The participants of the three studies are summarized in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: The Participants of Three Studies
Study Ono

16 x High achieving univemity atudente -All Eagliah majors from
Second, Third and Fourth YeEll' atudeats

Study Two

295 x Low to middle achieving univcraity atudonta - 104 x Engliah
Maj om, 80 x Law Majors & 111 x Pharmacy Majorn
First and Seoond Year atudents

Study Three

29 x Firat year university atudonta low to middle achiever, -All
English Majora.
(The 29 pnrtidpnnta from Study Three were taken from the 104
otudents in Study Two)

Significance of the Research
This research ia significant in that it is likely to provide insights into how a
selected group of Japanese students learn the role of autonomy in the language
learning process. The study is also likely to provide valuable data pertaining

to the defiaing characteristics of learner autonomy in a Japanese nniversity
context.

Thia will in turn provide valuable comparative data when more

Western notions of learner autonomy are considered.

Ii is also anticipated that

new perspectives of learner autonomy derived from this study will have
implications for pedagogical practice. Ia addition, it is hoped that this study
can serve es a base from which future research on learners' beliefs in other
contexts can be explored.

1

Research Questions
The folk1wing questions will be addressed:
Study One: High Achievers

(1) What belief.s do high achievers of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) hold

about the effectiveness of their own learning strategies?
(2) What beliefs and expectations do high achievers have about the teacher's
role in helping them to learn and the use of class time?
(3) What beliefs do high achievers have about self-motivational strategies?
(4) What perceptions do the students have of themselves as language learners?

Study Two: Low-middle Achievers

(5) What beliefs and expectations do low·middle achievers hold regarding
effective strategies, teacher role expectations, self·motivation strategies, and
self·efficacy beliefs in their foreign language learning?
Study Three: Subsidiary Data: Students' Journals

(6) Journal writing and project work encouraging individual or group
independent learning experiences and critical reflections of these. Topics for
consideration consisted of:
•

What have you learned?

•

How well do you think you have learned it?

•

What do you think you have learned?

•

What is the best way to go about your learning?

•

The aim

WllB

to discover students' insights about what seems to be

important to them for learner autonomy.

Synopsis of the Structure of the Three Studies
This study intended to examine students' beliefs about their language
learning. The data, from all three studies taken from a Japanese university
context, examined student beliefs from both qualitative and quantitative
pointa·of'view. By looking at learners in the Japanese context from different
perspectives, stereotypical views of Japanese learners were subjected to critical
examination.

From the information gleaned about learners' beliefs,

interpretations oflearner autonomy can be considered. The participants in the
three studies are Japanese students who have learned English in Japanese
contexts and have little learning experiences in a native English·apeaking
environment. Study One focused on high achievers, whilst Studies 'l\vo and
Three focused on low-middle achievers.
Study One used in·depth interview data to identify high achievers' beliefs

about the use of effective foreign language learning strategies, teacher/learner
roles, classroom expectations, self.motivation strategies, and oneself as a
learner. This study was necessary in order to develop an understanding of
learner autonomy from successful learners' insights.
Study Two obtained data from low·middle achievers' beliefs regarding

their language learning. The participants of Study 'l\vo were chosen from all
three Faculties of Foreign Language, Law, and Pharmacology, sampling around
one hundred students from each faculty.
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The small, private university in

Japan lms approximately one thousand students belonging to each faculty.
The study intended to elucidate the low·midd\e achievers' beliefs about their
foarning. It was anticipated that any differences between high achievers' and
low·middle achievers' beliefs would surface.
Study Three gathered first year English major students' views of

classroom language learning and language learning that occurred outside the
formal cl11!3sroom. The Journal writing of students provided such data. The
participants for Study Three were chosen from one of the first year English
classes in order to el[plore low-middle achievers' insights. The respondents of
this study were also part of the sample of Study Two.
Data from the three studies was the a synthesized in order to gain a better
understanding of learner autonomy.
A summary of the nature of the studies is represented in Table 1.2 and
Figure 1.1.

Table 1.2: Defining the Studies
Subjects

Type of data

Data

Dnta

Orgnnization analysis

All university

Timo
Line

studonta

Study

Interviews

"'

Recordod

Second,

Third,

and Fourth
Students

'=

295x

Two

l month

theory

Oo,

Study

Transcription
grounded

high achievers

Questionnaires

Survey

Percentnga

I month

Journal excorpta

Open·endcd

Description

8 months

low·middle
nohiovcra from
3 faculties

Firnt
Second

""'

Yonr

students

2Dx
Study

low-middle

1'hro~

nehievera

First

questions

Year

students

B

Figure 1.1: The Organization of Three Studies

CJ

Engliah major students
High achievers

~

D

Qualitative data

Quantitative data

English major students
Low·middle achievers

Non·Engliah majors
Law major etudents
Low·middle achievera

Non·English majors
Pharma.cology major
Students
Low·middle achievers

Study Two
E students

Study Two
Latudents

Study Two
P students

v

StudyThreo

"'

~

/

Figure 1: Tho above diagram shows the organization of Studies One, 'I\vo,
and Three.
Study One focused on high achievers' beliefs, whilst Studies 'l\vo and Three
focused on low·middle achievers' beliefs.
Study One and Study Three deals with qualitutivo data, while Study 'I\vo
preaanta quantitative data.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction to Learner Autonomy
This chapter is divided into several sections. First, definitions of learner
autonomy are presented. Secondly, cultural factors are considered in relation
to promoting learner autonomy. Thirdly, the notion of 'learner autonomy' for
Asian contexts is considered with specific reference to Japanese learners.
Fourthly, learner beliefs and learner autonomy are discussed in relation to
learner awareness and acceptance of responsibility for learning. Finally, a
revised definition of learner autonomy, using Little's notion of universal
autonomy, is suggested.
Learner autonomy has been defined as learners taking responsibility for
their own learning (Holec, 1961). Given such a definition, it could be argued
that learner responsibility means that learners are aware of their role. In
other words, it is the learners' internalised concept of self as learners that
determines their level of autonomy, with such an awareness generally being
derived in a metacognitive fashion. Wenden (1996) indicated the importance of
students' metacognitive knowledge when she claimed that true learner
autonomy refors to how students reflect on their learning and how they realize
that they have effective learning opportunities. Such views will be considered
in the Learner Training section of this chapter.
According to Benson (2001), "autonomy is n precondition for effective
learning: when learners succeed in developing autonomy, they not only become
better language leamers but they also develop into more responsible and

critical members of the communities in which they live" (p. !). However, the
nature of the concept of autonomy is often clouded by misconceptions. Little
(1995, pp. 3·4), for example, identified five misconceptions about learner
autonomy:
Learner autonomy
•

Is synonymous with self-instruction

•

Is something teachers provide for their learners

•

Is a single, easily described behaviour

•

Is a steady state achieved by certain learners, and

•

Somehow requires the teacher to relinquish all initiative and control in the
classroom context.
Keeping Little's misconceptions in mind, autonomy, from
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teacher's point

of view, ia not just a matter of offering freedom of decision-making, nor does
autonomous learning necessarily mean a complete shift of instructional mode
from teachers to learners. Rather, depending on the context of the classroom,
there are various teaching styles or ways of promoting leurner ..:utonomy that
need to be considered. Aceording to Little (1995), the learners' acceptance of
responsibility is the basis of learne1· autonomy, which has both socio·affective
and cognitive implications.

Socio·affective concerns for learner autonomy

suggest that affective factors mediated via interactive social processes ought to
be considered, whereas cognitive concerns suggest that autonomy may be an
inborn capacity for learning.

Definitions of Learner Autonomy
Most definitions of learner autonomy state that learners need to be
independent and have both the ability and capacity to take charge of their own
learning. The key terms of learner autonomy posited in Table 2.1 show tl1e
necessity for the learner to actively accept and willingly take responsibility for
his/her own learning.
Table 2.1: The Key tenns of Learner Autonomy
Taking chnrge of one's own learning (Holec, 1981)
An ability to decide by themselves (Baud, 1988)
Hnving n capacity or attitudP (Dickirumn, 1995)
Willingness to netindcpcndantly in cooperation with others (Dam, 1995)
Willingness to nccopt responsibility (Little, 1996)
Being aware that human boing~ are social creatures CHotha·Jnckson, 1995)
Using tactics for taking wntrol of their learning (Cottorall, 1995)
Sclheg0lotion process (Littlewood, 1996)
Maintaining the locllil of wntrol {Pierson, 1996)
Hoving intcrnnl capacity of the learner (Sinclair, 19961I097l
Rowgnising learners' rights (Pennycook, 1997)
Mooning ofsolf-mnstery, freedom, reflective activity (Benson & Voller, 1997)
Being able to control oncaelf (studont) !Benson & Lor, 1998)

The above statements suggest that learner autonomy ia related to the
learners' iuternal attitude toward taking responsibility for their owu learning.
In other words, the researchers cited in Table 2.1, all emphasized the need for
the lea.ruer to have an awareness of their own role in the overall learning
process.
The chnracteriatica of learners cited in Table 2.2 show autonomous
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learners to be: a) actively engaged in the learning process; b) encournb'l!d by the
teacher/instructor to be so involved; and c) managing the learning procoss.

Table 2.2: Definitions of Autonomous Learners
Being capable of tnking charge of hia own learning and making all the decisions concerning
the learning with which he is or wishes to be involved. (Holec, 1981)
Tho autonomous learners net according to their own mind and muet be free not only from
direction by others external to themselvce but oleo from their own inner compulsions and
rigidities, (Boud, 1988)
Hoving total responsibility for making and implementing all of the decisions concerned with
his own learning. (Dickinson, 1988)
Willingness to take the responsibility for their own !corning. Boing selhonlident leornera:
autonomous learners believe in thoir ability tn learn and to self·direct or manage their
learning. (Wendon, 1991)
Hoving capacity for being active and independent in the learninc- process, nntonomoua
lenrnera can identify goals, formulate their own goal•: and enn change goals to suit their own
learning needs and interests. (Dicldnaon, 1996)
Taking active part in the social processes of learning. (Dam, 1995)
Showing n desire to learn, a rohuat sense of self, motncognitive capacity, management of
change, independonco and o capacity to negotiate. (Breon & Monn, 1997)
Autonomous learners show awnreneas of the aims nnd processes in learning and arc aware of
trnditional pedagogical measures. (Benson, 1996)
ffiaing nblo to accept responsibility for their learning, autonomous lea mars constantly rollect
on what they are learning, why they are learning, how they are lcurning, and with what
do eofauccess.(Little 1999)

Responsibility

Holec'e {1981) emphasis on the learners' capacity to take charge of their
own learning hae been accepted as a key concept of autonomy in language
learning by the researchers in the field. However, the researchers cited in

Table 2.2, have expressed different understandings of the term 'responsibility'.
Most of them include in their writing some of ths following characteristics as
suggested by Sinclair (1999):
1. making choices and taking decisions about one's own lsmrning, such as
independent study, or project work:
2. making informed decisions about one's own learning that have been
specifically developed through learner training:
8. fostering responsibility developed through social and collaborative learning:
,nd
4. building awareness of learners' rights and helping them to achieve freedom
from the constraints of the existing curriculum and/or policies of their
educational institutions.
(p. 809- 829 passim).
Whilst Points 1 and 2 above seem to be the dominant themes in the
literature, in Asian contexts, Points 8 and 4 could be offered as better starting
points for incremental learner development. These points build on the strong
socialization skills already in place and they lead students to be metacognitive
and critical "collectively'' as a way of thinking about taking more personal
control (Murphey & Jacobs, 2000: Watson·Gegeo, 1988).
Synthesizing the above points, Sinclair (2000) clarified the possible
descriptions of laa.""11.er autonomy, specifically in the language teaching
profession, as follows:
e
•

Autonomy is a construct of capacity;
Autonomy involves a willingness on the part of learners to take
responsibility for their own learning;

•

The capacity and willingness of learners to :,ke such rGsponsibility is not
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necessarily innate:
•

Complete autonomy is an idealistic goal;

•

There are degrees of autonomy;

o

The degrees of autonomy are unstable and variable;

•

Autonomy is not simply a matter of placing leamers in situa.tions where

•

Developing autonomy requires conscious awareness of the learning process,

they have to be independent;
i.e., conscious reflection and decision·making;
Cl Promoting autonomy is not simply a matter of teaching strategies;
•

Autonomy can take place both inside and, tside the classroom;

•

Autonomy has a social as well as an individual dimension;

•

The promotion of learner autonomy has a political as well as a psychological
dimension;

•

Autonomy is interpreted differently by different cultures. (p. 7·12)
Sinclair's synthesia shows learner autonomy to be a construct of capacity

and attitude, both of which appear to be socially facilitated.

Therefore, learner

autonomy does not mean giving over the independant learning environment to
learners, but it entails an awarenass of both self·direction and collaboration on
the part of the teacher and the leamer. The learners' responsibility does not
mean learning alone but rather the learners internalising and developing an
awareness of responsibility for their own learning. Wenden (1998) pointed out
the need for raising the metacognitive awareness oflearners' responsibility and
made the explicit link between metacognitiva awareness and learner autonomy.
Her idea implied that autonomy refers to the learners' awareness of the
learning process rather than to a particular mode of learning.

"

Cultural Issues Relating to Learner Autonomy
The learners' metacognitive development of responsibility for their own
learning in a foreign language context ia important to this research because the
learners who are accustomed to a te11chercontred learning environment will
need to develop self·management, aelf·monitoring, and self-assessment Rkills in
order to carry out effective learning. In addition, the learners would need to
train themsehcs for learner-centred modes of learning (Benson, 2001).

The

researcher is mimlful of the learners' cultural backgrounds in language learning
and many of their experiences. Therefore, I specifically chose to investigate
!<earner beliefs in an Asien context with specific consideration to learners'
me>tacognitive development as autonomous ]earners.
Whenever autonomous learning is being investigated, the culture in which
such learning occurs needs to be considered. Sociologists would agree that
there is no such thing as a culture·free learning environment (Benson, 2001;
Pemberton, Li, Or and Pierson, 1996). Despite such agreement, the notion of
learner autonomy has been defined primarily in terms of understandings
developed from the Western world. As Jones (1995) warned, there is a danger
in if autonomy is a universally understood concept, since the interpretation of
autonomy can depend on culture.

Most reported definitions of autonomy arc associated with Weatern
individualism, and as such might be unsuitable for other contexts U,ittlewood,
1999).

Cotterall (1998) for ex!lmple, underscored the importance of examining

cultural b~liefs, stressing that one's cultural background can cause resistance to
new educational roles that differ from one's own experience and background.
She identified the central issue of learner autonomy development as being the

relationship between teacher and learner roles within a contextual milieu.
It hns often been suggested that in collectivist societies the power gaps

between teacher and learner cause the major difficulty in promoting
autonomous language learning. Benson (2001) identified that "doubts about
the cultural appropriateness of the goal of autonomy for Asian students have
been mainly based on a view of Asian cultures as collectivist and accepting of
relations of power nnd authority'' (p. 56). Accordingly, Cotterell concluded that,
"attempts to foster learner autonomy must always take account of the cultural
predisposition and beliefs of the individual learners and teachers, as well as the
context in which the learning is taking place" (p. 69). Little (1996) likewise
warned that careful attention must always be paid to the context in which
learning takes pince.

The Notion of Learner Training
In line with what has been presented thus far, the research literature
indicates that the notion ofleamer autonomy can be considered from a number
of perspectives.

What follows is an investigation of the major schools of

thought in an Asian learning environment.
Within Asia, a general approach to promoting autonomous learning seems
to depend upon learners changing from being passive to active participants in
their learning, as identified by researchers such as Dickinson (1987), Sinclair
(:WOO) and Wenden (1991). For such a reorientation to occur, it may firstly be
necessary to retrain the teachera as facilitators due to past and still current,
traditional teaching practices, whereby the teacher is seen as the tran~mitter of
'knowledge'.

According to Wenden (1998), the reaBon for the importance of 'learner
training' is that "it should enable learners to become effective agents of change
within their educations! context" (p. 5). She further indicated that learner
training is likely to bring about major changes in the learner's role by helping
language learners acquire the ability to take responsibility for their own
learning processes through planning, monitoring, and evaluating, thus
hopefully making them aware ofmetacognitive and affective factors in learning.
The learner training currently occurring in Asian contexts suggests that, whilst
learners hold appropriate beliefs about language learning, which may have
been shaped by previous educational experiences, a consideration of those
beliefs has not been taken into account in the training. Therefore, it appears
that there needs to be e reorientation i'l the learners' thinking processes with
concomitant teacher programs to facilitate such a transition.

Autonomous Activities In Asian Contexts
Another approach that has been suggested for promoting learner
autonomy in Asian contexts is adapting the notion of learner autonomy to the
b>Toup-oriented society. Littlewood (1996) stated that Asian learners should be
provided with an interpersonal environment that is imbued with mutual
support and harmony. He further suggested that "reactive autonomy" (p. 136)
should be supported in Asian contexts. "Reactive autonomy'' is the notion that
the learner regulates the activity once the learning direction has been
established. This contrasts with Littlewood'e view of "proactive autonomy''
where the learners take charge of their own learning in action. Further, it is
on established fact that many Asian societies, including Japan, value consensus
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and conformity over individualism and autonomy.
Th!lre have been attempts to produce 'negotiated' veraions of autonomy
applicable to the Asian context generally and the Japan!lae context in particular
(Aoki and Smith, 1999). Educators in Japan have tried to integrate autonomy
with group work in an empirical fashion such as their own claasroom·based
action research. It is suggested that grol1.p work s!lttings could work well with
Japanese students.

For example, Hart (::!002): Murphey & Jacobs (2000); and

Smith (1998), provided evidence of group coopHative learning, resulting in
increased aetive involvement by Japanese students. Aoki (1999) indicated that
the problems of Japanese students' passivity in ac:epting tnachers' power and
authority ~terns from Japanese educational influences, and therefore, she
emphasi?,3s ,'he importance of giving students deciBion·making opportunities.
Thus, both g:l'oUp activities and decision-making opportunities give students the
chance to improve their active participation in the classroom.
approaches seem

Such

to provide students with practical involvement in

learner-centred activities and e,:periences of collaboration.

The Cultural Appropriateness and
Existing Attempts at Promoting Learner Autonomy

The researcher has id!lntified cultural issues relating to learner autonomy
and the existing attempts for promoting learner autonomy in Asian contexts.
It is now necessary to consider the cultural influence upon learner behaviour.

Existing attempts se!lm to have belln somewhat effective, but with scant if any
attention being given to cultural influences. However, previous attempts need

critical examination and new strategies need developing, implementing,
monitoring and evaluating, giving due regard to cultural influences, if
autonomy in learning is to be promoted further.
Although learner training could be the challenge for promoting learner
autonomy in Asian contexts, the notion is based on assuming Asian students'
passivity. First of all, misunderstandings about Asian students' passivity need
to be challenged. Secondly, careful attention ought to be paid to the fact that
learner training focuses on students' independent learning skills. In other
words, the trainers need to clmnge from a stereotypical viewpoint to one that
encourages independent learning skills in promoting autonomy.
Small group approaches to active involvement and responsiveness in
classrooms might be effective in Japan as previously discussed.

However, the

focus of the issue should not be a "Western versus Eastern" perspective. It is
important to note, that different contexts exist even in the same culture and
these should not be overgeneralized. Contextual differentiation often occurs
due to individual teacher differences within a culture or institution. Esch
(1996) argued, "cultural differences may not be the main barrier to the
promotion of the concept of autonomy in countries with a group·oriented
tradition" (p. 46).
Previously, Jones (1996) raised some doubts with regard to the cultural
appropriateness of autonomy, but Aoki and Smith (1999) pointed out that,
"arguments against the aspirations of people and/or for the political status quo
in a particular context, can easily be masked by stereotyping
against cultural imperialism" (p. 23).
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arguments

They made their claim that, "it is

important to recognize that autonomy ia not an approach enforcing n particular
way of learning. It is, rather, an educational goal, as Holec (1981) explicitly

states. Objections to autonomy baeed on students' current incapacity to learn
in a wholly self-directed manner therefore lack validity in any context" (p. 21).
Beebe (1998) suggested, that before underestimating or giving up on Japanese
students, teachers ought to find out what the students are doing on their own
with regard to their learning, and what lessons their experiences can offer to
the teacher and other students.

What may be needed are more in·depth

investigations of students' insights about how they learn and what they believe
to be their part in the process. The current research is attempting to achieve
this.
A consideration of ways in which it may be possible to foster learners'
self-responsible awareness to become actively involved in their own learning
process needs immediate attention for tho promulgation of autonomy in the
learning environment. Learner autonomy does not mean that learners have to
display certain behaviours but it means finding ways to strengthen learners'
awareness of and commitment to their own responsibility as learners.

Japanese Learners
Japanese-ness: Stereotypical Views
Within the literature, it has been frequently mentioned that Japanese
learners aro often said to be passive and dependent (Cheng, 2000i Claire,
1999i Doye, 1997i Dwyer & Heller-Murphey, 1996; Mori, 1991: Purdie,
Douglas, and Hattie, 1996i Robbins, 1996).

Typical Japanese students'

behaviours have been documented in the following extracts:

(Japanese students) are accustomed to a passive and deforential role
sitting quietly in classrooms where the teacher determines everything
and the students' main objective is not to make mistakes. They expect
to be told and to absorb, but not to try things out for themselves <Doye,
1997, p. 7).

A typical classroom scene would find: the teacher in control, giving
explicit directions for every le!ll'ning activity, and the students passively
following those directions (Robbins, 1996, p. 179).
Learning is seen as something to be handed down by someone in authority
and stored in someone's memory {Purdie, Douglas, & Hattie, 1996).
The above citations suggest that Japanese learners display a lack of
engagement. Such perceived lack of engagement implied in the extracts
fails to take into account other educational research findings.

Explicit

examples of these are shown under pertinent sub·headings.

Cross·cultural differences in communication style:
Tho Japanese are motivated to be sensitive to all th(l elements of
conversation, to make each encounter psychologically and emotionally
rewarding, reflecting rapport/dependence instead of independence Ot'
individualism (Nonaka, 1996, p. 155)
The teachedearnet' relationship in the traditional classroom setting:

In Japan,

teaching is a prestigious and respected role, the

teacherstudent relationship is one of polite distance, and the burden of
responsibility for learning is placed on the student mther than on the
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teacher (Watson·Gegeo, 1988, p. 586)
Independence in not valued:
In Japan, there is a great distance between a teacher and a stude3t:
'Don't step on your teacher's shadow'; keep three paces behind (Hayashi,
1997, p. 155)

The Japanese education system does not value independence nor assign
creative

or imaginative tasks

(Hyland,

1993, in Dwyer and

HellerMurphy, 1996).
Japanese cultural virtues:
Students' passivity is shaped by cultural virtues such as ' silence is
golden' (Nimmannit, 1998).
It is widely acknowledged in Japan that the discrete relationship between
teachers and students is accentuated within a typical traditional classroom
setting where teachers demonstrate their authority and students passively
accept their teacher's power.

Accordingly, Japanese learners tend to be

perceived as accepting the teacher's authority in an unquestioning and
unchallenging manner. Unless such a stereotypical view of Japanese learners
is challenged, it will persist to the detriment of learner autonomy,
In the 1990s, cultural appropriateness began to be addressed, but it is only
currently occurring with renewed impetus since the recent focus on culture,
with its relevance to Aeinn students and autonomous learning (Benson, 2001),
has been identified.

Since the theory of autonomous learning originated in

the West (based on Western individualistic values), learner autonomy is yet to
be promoted to any meaningful extent in Japan. The very notion of autonomy
contrasts with Asian societies, which are believed to value group-oriented
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conformity (Cotterall, 1998). However, if we consider that Japanese learners
have already developed soma autonomy of learning, then one approach may be
to retrain the teachers as facilitators, with a view to such teachers then
retraining the learners about modalities of learning, constructivism and
learners' roles within the overall learning process. Such may be the way to
proceed in negotiating the situation of learner autonomy, in Japan.

Non-Stereotypical Views of Japanese Learners
Kubota

(1999)

was

critical

of Japanese

stereotypical

cultural

representations such as "homogeneity'', "gxoupism", nnd "lack of aelfexpression,
creativity, and critical thinking" (p. 26).

She further argued that such

stereotypical representations are created based on understanding "the meaning
oflabela such as individualism and creativity within a specific cultural context"
(p.26). She further stated that the Japanese school curriculum, "does promote
creativity, original thinking and selhxpresaion in its cultural context" (p. 23).
In relation to the curriculum, Kubota emphasized that different perspectives
should be respected in the different cultural milieu in which they occur. An
example of the latter is that self'expression from a Western perspective may
differ from self·expression from an Eastern perspective.
Purdie, Douglas aad Hattie (1996), in their comparison of Japanese and
Australian students, reported that there is no support for the ste1·eotypical view
of Japanese students as rote memorisers and that repetition, for a Japanese
student, is linked to a conception of learning as understanding. They also
found that Japanese students tended to independently grapple with
understnnding teachers' eXplanations rather than seek clarification. Another

finding was that the concept of learning was not limited to classroom experience
only but was seen also as some form of broader personal fulfilment, perhaps
suggesting that Japsnesc learners challenge themselves beyond the classroom.
One example of this is that students do internalise concepts away from the
formal learning areas, in order to strengthen and consolidafo their
understanding.

Purdie, Douglas and Hattie concluded that although there

were clear cultural differences in the conception of learning, no support for the
stereotypical view, that Japanese students are surface learners, or are merely
repeating or reproducing identical patterns of language.
This 1996 study further showed that Japanese students required
significantly less social assistance than did their Australian counterparts,
perhaps reflecting the cultural emphasis on personal effort as the major source
of achievement. Such result8 contradict the stereotypical view of Japanese
students' uncritical acceptance of teacher authority. As the above research
showed, Japanese students were not merely passive lell111.ers. The present
research will in part attempt to corroborate such evidence via the use of
in-depth investigative procedures.

There are also several studies of Japanese students' expectations of
seeking good relationships with teachers.

McCargar (1993) examined

cross·cultural differences in teacher and student role expectations. Forty·one
English as Second Language (ESL) teachers and one hundred and sixty one
ESL students in the USA were surveyed. McCargar reported that, uJapanese
students seem to expect (nll) students to have a more internal locus of control
than did the other groups" (p.199), Regarding the item, "whether students
should try to write down whatever the teacher said" (p. 199); the Japanese
group disagreed with it, while the other groups agreed or mildly agreed. The
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data also showed that the students, with the exception of the Japanese students,
expected a moro teacher·directed learning environment. Both these findings
suggest that Japanese students are not stereotypical. McCargar's study did
not provide any evidence of Japanese students' receptive attitudes.

According to Okazaki (1999), Japanese students see good teachers as those
who are easy to understand, enjoyable, and good communicators. In contrast,
Russian students see knowledge as the major area of importance, having high
expectations of teachers, such as expecting teachers to have a high level of
specialization.

Russian students considered the more specialized technical

aspects of teaching of the greatest importance to them deeming the social aspect
of teaching irrelevant. Shimizu (1995) showed that Japanese students expect
good teachers to be trustworthy, knowledgeable and kind. On the other hand,
Robbins (1998) reported on Japanese teacherR' expectations, indicating
"Japanese teachers expressed more concern for the development of a
comfortable, interpersonal relationship between students and teachers, while
Western teachers focused on the academic aspects of their teaching'' (p. 294).
This is also supported by Sato & Murphey (1998), who found that in
professional development sessions, Japanese English language teachers tended
to focus on good working relationships with students rather than improving
their own individual ability for teaching.

The noffstereotypical views presented above seem to be the converse of
what the literature overall has tended to indicate. Both Japanese teachers and
students consider building good relationships/rapport with each other and
teachers do not merely expect students to defer to thefr authority.
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According to Littlewood (2000), with regard to cultural differences in
students' classroom expectations, Japanese students do not wish to be
'spoon-fed' with facts from an omniscient 'fount of knowledge'. Instead, they
want to explore 'knowledge' for themselves and find their own answers. Most
of all, they want to do this together with their fellow students in an atmosphere
that is both convivial and supportive.

It is this movement towards a

constmctivist approach of learning, with collaborative and authentic learning
experiences, that will allow for knowledge construction, thereby facilitating
autonomy.

The Myth of Japanese Student,;' Passivity

Higgins (1996) pointed out the basis of the distinction between the Western
conception of the self (such as "ego·centric", "individualistic", "independent"),
and the non·Western conception of the self (such as "socio·centrid',
"col\ectivistic",

"interdependent").

In

contrast,

self-conceptions

differ

depending on the individual's past experience and expectations, both of which
are influenced by previous social and educational backgrounds (Cortazzi & Jin,
1996, Shavelson, Hubner, & Stanton, 1976). For example, Hoffman (1995)
defined the 'Japanese self as II culmination of the Japanese educntionnl
enterprise, thus indicating that 'Japanese self' seems to he a product of
educational emphasis on the value of effort. Moreover, according to Hoffman,
in Japanese education effort, rather than reliance on inborn abilities, is the
principal 'mirror' for self-achievement.
In Japaneso society, successful learners praise themselves positively for
their efforts, whilst less successful learners blame their apparent failure on

insufficient effort.

In addition, the successful students gain the teacher's

attention and trust, while the less successful students receive less attention and
will be expected to put in greater effort. As a result, the successful learners are
likely to develop positive self.beliefs, whereas the leas successful learners are
more likely to develop negative self-beliefs.

Puchta (1999) concluded that

students' negative and positive salf·belief can bear an enormous influence on
their success in learning.
What has been said in the last paragraph may be elucidated by referring to
Attribution Theory (Barry and King, 1998). Attribution Theory deals with the
teacher's perceptions of the students' performance as well as the students'
perceptions of their own performance. According to the theory, the perceived
causes of success and failure would influence students' motivation to expend
effort as well as mediate teaching and student achievement. Barry & King
noted that teachers' expectations towards their students are largely influenced
by the students' passivity and were a key factor in the developmont of a positive
self-image, or negative self-image, and concomitant self·beliofs. As such, the
self·perccptions the students hold are a key focus in the present study.

Clearly then, teachers' own beliefs about learning could and do influence
their learners' beliefs about learning. Aoki & Smith (1999) emphasized that
Teachers' action in the classroom and their interactions with their learners
will mirror, either implicitly or explicitly, their own beliefs about lea:rning,
their views of the world, their self-views, and their attitudes towards their
subject and their learners. Thus, whatever methodology teachers purport
to adopt, whatever course·book or syllabus they are following, what goes on
in their classrooms will be influenced by their beliefs about the lea:rning

process (p. 207).
Sato & Murphey (1998) added the importance of institutional development
to individual teacher development. They concluded that
Teacher development entails both classroom and institutional development,
i.e., developing a school culture where teachers collaborate, talk about
instruction, share planning and preparation, try out new ideas, and
promote continuous learning.

For these teachers to develop their

individual beliefs through trial and error experiences, which is teacher
development, it is crucial that the institution of schooling in general, and
each school individually, create structures that invite teachers to do so (p.
209).

Thacher's beliefs and th(l educational institutions' beliefs about classroom
learning and teaching need to be consid(lred so that the stereotypical view, that
Japanese students are passive, may be challenged. As long as the teacher is
conc(lrned with only the students' display of active classroom behaviours,
cultural differences will remain problematic for learner autonomy development.
Learner autonomy needs to be understood from the leal'Il(lr's internal
functioning perspective rather than from external evidence alone.

Learner Beliefs for Success
According to Victori & Lockhart (1995), successful learners develop
insightful beliefs about the language learning process. Successful learners
also see themselves as initiators of their own learning and rely on their own
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potential as good language learnerai tending to develop a more active and
autonomous attitude than leas·eu~cessful learners Mctori & Lockhart, 1995).
On this point, Yang (1999) reported that otudents' emotional reactions influence
their expectations and commitments to the learning task. In line with this
reasoning, Ho and Crookall (1995) suggested that learners need to learn to be
self-motivated and self-disciplined in order for autonomy to develop.

Ridley

(1997) claimed that, "what learners believe about themselves is crucially
important to their capacity for self-motivation" (p. 13).

Learners' management

of affective factors seems to be one of the most important strategie~ for language
learning success.
Outside the language area, yet tangential to it, Palincsar & Klenk (1992)
emphasized the importance of "the quality of thinking". They identified the
importance of "the ability to engage ia intentional self-regulated learning'' (p.
297). Zimmerman & Martin?.z-Pons (1986) claimed that the ~elf-regulation
process depends not only on the students' ability to learn on their own, but also
on their motivation to do so. Bandura's (1986) work supported such a claim
that dmught affects action and motivation.

Bandura refoae..:. lx, the

iD"',rnrtaace of"self·effieacy beliefs" seeing this as people's beliefs in their own
capabilities. Self-efficacy beliefs affe~i people's commencement to pursue an
objective, and determine how much effort they will. make in that pursuit.
According to Bandura, cognitive motivation is mediated by affective
self-evaluation, perceived self-efficacy and personal goal setting. Those who
hold a strong belie,£ in their own efficacy motivate themselves by setting a
challenging goal and by intensifying their efforts to achieve i.t.
A strong sense of efficacy provides the necessary staying power.

The

stronger the perceived self-efficacy, the higher the challenges people set for
themselves, with most courses of action initially shaped in thought (see also

n

Bandura, 199$ Corno & Mandinach, 1983: Markus & Nurius, 1986). Bandura
(1993, p.118) further argued that how people see themselves affects the
eavironment construct of their surroundings.

Moreover, instead of

emphasizing competitive social comparison, highlighting self.comparison builds
a sense of personal efficacy.

Bandura (1997) claimed that self'directed

learning requires motivation as well as the use of cognitive and metacognitive
strategies. It is because of the motivational aspect of self·direded learning
that such learning encompasses a variety of interlinked, ~elheferential
processes including self-monitoring: self·efficacy appraisal: personal goal
setting; outcome expectations and affective selHncentives.
Benson and Lor (1999) indicated that learners' behaviours are based on
their beliefs about language learning. Si.milady, Salmi & Gaies (1999) defined
learners' beliefs as the complex web of variables that learners bring to the
language·learning task, such as attitudes, experiences, expectations and
learning strategies. Therefore, learner beliefs are of the utmost importance
when considering fuctors for learner autonomy development and language
learning success. Learner beliefs seem to be the basis of the learner's attitude
towards language learning success.

Le:1.rner Development for Promoting Awareness
What has been argued is that learner beliefs are closely related to
language learning success and autonomy. What learners believe about their
language learning is linked to thllir quality of thought. Therefore, promoting
learner beliefs for awareness and acceptance of reaponsibihty may lead to
successful language learning and the development of autonomy. Consequently,
three levels of awareness are discussed:
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Promoting psychological awareness of learner autonomy:

e Political awareness of learner autonomy; and,
•

Promoting both self·directed and collaborative awareness in learner
autonomy.

Promoting Psychological Awareness of Leamer Autonomy
Brookfield (1985) identified two major aspects in 'eelf·dircctedness'. One
aspect is the technique of self-instruction, and the other, the internal change in
consciousness.

As previonsly noted, learner development of autonomy by

lellillertraining raises the learners' awareness of their own learning processes,
through planning, monitoring, and evaluation (Wenden, 1991).
Wenden's

process

to

the

notion

of

In applying

learner

training:

planning·monitoring·evaluating, and applying Brookfield's concept of 'the
technique of self·instruction', awareness can be developed. Such awareness is
the purpose of 'the internal change in consciousness'. Tho focus of learner
training ought therefore to be learner independence through a gradual
1·eduction of teacher authority.
According to Benson (1998), autonomy at the technical level is concerned
with "management, strategies and techniques of learning" (p. 3).

At the

psychological level of autonomy, "it is concerned with the inner capacity for
self·direction or self·reguiation of learning'' (p. 3). Benson (1998) argued that
autonomy is always constrained by social and institutional contexts of learning
and as such, autonomous learners need to have sufficient control over tlm
situational context of their learning.

Political Awareness of Leamer Autonomy

Benson (1996) identified the concept of leamer autonomy as the learners'
own rights within existing educational systems, such as students being
unrestricted in taking control over their learning process, and how much
freedom teachers are allowed within the limited curriculum. He referred to
institutional struggles whereby each 'part' of the institution is governed by
restrictions both external to it and within it, such as Governmental policy;
Faculty policy; rigid educational curriculum and power differences within
classrooms. Such restrictions, whilst politically appropriate in Asian contexts
currently, are not conducive to either teacher or learner empowerment.
Benson {1996) used the word 'control' in preference to 'responsibility' in
discussing learner's rights. According to Benson, the concept of learner
autonomy in language learning should not avoid issues of power and social
change. He said that, "the attempts to raise issues of control will necessarily
bring both learners and teachers into conflict with entrenched relations nnd
structures of power'' (p. 34>.
Widdowson (1987,) indicated, "the learner really exercises autonomy only
within the limits set by teacher authority" (p. 87). Ponnycook (1997) also noted
the need for students' empowerment, stating that "to become the author of one's
world, (and) to become an autonomous language learner and user is not oo much
a question of learning how to learn as it is a question of learning how to struggle
for cultural alternatives" (p, 45).

From the pel'spective of the political

dimension of learner autonomy, the challenge of self·realization is opposed to
thl! limitations of the existing status quo for both teachers and students' power

differences. However it is ultimately conceived, the power difference between
teacher and students cannot be denied. Thus, through becoming aware of such
significant differences, nil parties concerned should be able to develop further
awareness of the struggle to achieve autonomy within the limitation of formal
educational constraints.

Promoting both Self-Directed and Collaborative Awareness
in Leamer Autonomy
Rather then independence, Little (1995) considered interdependence to be
the mnin concern for learner autonomy. Interdependence can be connected to
collaborative awareness. Little emphasized the need to critically reflect on the
learning process as this is connected to self-directed awareness. Such factors
as self·directive and collaborative awareness are seen as being fundamental to
autonomous learning. As such, Little emphasised, that learner autonomy is
the matter of the learners' acceptance of responsibility rather than simply
working on their own initiative.
The importance of interdependence for learner autonomy was evidenced by
Dam's (1995) successful classroom practice. In the English claeeroom, Dam
promoted effective learning through collaborative project work and critical
reflection. Thia approach augurs with that of Carver & Dickinson (1993) who
insisted that being responsible for one's own learning is more an attitude of
mind than behaving in a particular way.

Similarly, Remmert (1997) said that

the development of autonomy is essential for learners' awareness of themselves
as learners. Ridley (1997) stated that all learners nro expected to achieve
different degrees of autonomy, and autonomy with different degrees of

explicitness.

In other words, learner autonomy is achieved differently, and

demonstrated differently by each learner.
On this point, Crabbe (1996) suggested that the fostering of autonomy is
not necessarily a challenge to tho traditional role of teachers, nor is it
necessarily incompatible with all existing practice.

Similarly, van Lier (1996)

argued that "a teacher cannot simply transmit the sort of skills and attitudes to
learning that are required, nor can he or she train learners in the way that
recruits are trained to march in step" (p. 93).

Hoffman (1997) concurred,

indicating that "fostering autonomy is not just a matter of learning a few
techniques - it involves changing the way in which we relate to learners" (p. 7).
It may be the caso, therefore, that learners' beliefs about their own learning
should be subjected to a more in·depth focus, rather than investigating only
pa1ticular types of independent learning procedures for pl,mning, monitoring,
and evaluating. This research will explore the salience of such a notion.

Learner Autonomy as a Universal Goal
Throughout this chapter, cultural issues related to learner autonomy have
been discussed.

Specifically in Japan, the constraints of Japanese students'

attitudes in the classroom, and the promotion of learner autonomy are of great
concern.

At the 1998, Japan Association for Language Teaching (JALT)

Conference held in Japan, Dam, Little, Smith & Katsura (1998) debated
whether learner autonomy is universal or culturally specific.

The debate

received considerablo impetus, despite the fact that the subject l1ad remained at
II

theoretical level up to that time and is remains a theoretical debate totlay.
Much of the discourse of the debate-covered problems associated with

teaching.

Teachers who are worked in Japanese contexts discussed their

problems and doubts about learner autonomy being implemented in practice in
their classroom environments.

In the exchanging of views amongst the

teachers, specific reference was made to the implementation and development
of learner autonomy in the Japanese context. Questions about the cultural
appropriateness of learner autonomy were the main issues relating to Japanese
students' stereotypical attitudes.
Given the issue of cultural suitability pertaining to learner autonomy,
Little (1999) suggested a working definition of learner autonomy with a
greater universal appeal than those which had previously been mooted:
In formal educational contexts, the basis of learner autonomy is acceptance
of responsibility for one's own learning; the development of learner
autonomy depends on the exercise of that responsibility in

II

never-ending

effort to understand what one is learning, why one is learning, how one is
learning, and with what degree of success; and the effort of learner
autonomy is to remove the barriers that so easily erect themselves between
fo1·mal learning and the wider environment in which the learner lives (p.
11).

Little's notion of 'universal autonomy' has been promoted on the following
basis:
if the potentilll for 11utonomy is a human universal and the purpose of

educ11tion is to help learners to develop tools for critical reflection, it
follows as a matter of principle that learner autonomy is an appropriate
pedagogical goal in all cultural settings (1999, p.15).

Whether learner autonomy is seen as being universal or culturally specific
seems to be related to how the development of learner autonomy is understood.
Sinclair (2000) argued that learners are able to promote their autonomy,
but that they might achieve it diff~rently.

The development of learner

autonomy is the process of attaining the highest degree of autonomy. The
highest degree of autonomy is indeed, a universal goal for successful language
learning. For attaining such a goal, a deep understanding of what learner
autonomy really means in a specific context needs to be considered. The view
of learner autonomy being investigated in a culturally specific context seems to
be based on the observation of learners' particular behaviours in classrooms.
Within such a view, learner autonomy might be concerned with external factors
only, such as learners' reactions in the class and engagement with their tasks.
Here the expectation of learners' classroom behaviour might already be
culturally specified. It seems that whether leamer autonomy is universal or
culturally specific, is largely dependent on how learner autonomy and culture
are understood (Nix, 2002).

The focus ought not be on cultural differences such as Western versus
Eastern perceptions of autonomous learning suitability.

Different r,entexts

exist within a given culture and these, cannot be combined into one cultural
context. It is not a matter of replacing one viewpoint with another, such as
moving

from

traditional

teacher-centred

classroom

learning

into

learner-centred independent learning, but rather, it is that advantages of
various classroom teachingflearning approaches should be integrated to
promote greater learner autonomy.

If the concept of learner autonomy is

understood from the learners' viewpoints, and across cultural contexts, then,
facilitating learner autonomy ought to be recognized as one of the important
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goals of language education.

Summary
With reference to the existing understanding of learner autonomy, learn!lr
resp!lnsibility is focused on the learn!lrs' independent management skills - that
is, of their own learning processes. Thia focus stresses the learners' active
display of autonomous behaviour. Because Asian learners are typically viewed
as being passive, expectations and beliefs have been earmarked change. Thie
study has questioned stereotypical views of Asian learners, especially, Japanese
learners.

A new interpretation of learner autonomy is suggested which

advocates the inclusion of internal viewpoints of illarnor responsibility. Thia
now interpretation should load to a deeper understanding of learner autonomy
in all contexts, across all cultures, as a universal goal for successful language
education.
Holec's (1981) definition of learner autonomy is widely accepted in
language education, and it is evident from the literature that learners' own
responsibilities were focused on in the process of language learning. The key
strategies of planning- monitoring- evaluating have been focused on in current
research together with the process of taking chorge of on!l's own learning.
Both have been considered as the focuses of promoting learner autonomy. It
has been argued that teacher·studont role changes are necessary for
learnercentred classroom relationships to flourish.

Thus, tho notion oflearner

training has been given increased attention. It has also been argued that
cultural influence in learners' role expectations appear to bo problematic in the
promotion of learner autonomy,

Further, the question of whether the notion

,1

of learner autonomy consists primarily of imposed Western values was also
explored in this chapter.

Finally, learners' attitudes and beliefs in language

foarning were considered with regard to cultural and educational influences.
It was proposed that mdsting definitions oflearner autonomy needed to be
reconsidered taking cognisance of the nature of the cultural mindset of
Japanese learners, or of the specific cultural milieu.

The main issue in

promoting learner autonomy is not one of methods of teaching but rather, how
learners perceive themselves, and in what ways they motivate themselves in
their own learning. It seems that these two points are most important when
considering learner autonomy in language learning.

It was therefore

suggested that, what was required was in·depth investigation of students' own
insights into their learning. This study will examine students' beliefs in a
specifically Japanese context, 3nd may contribute to developing a deeper
understanding of the concept of learner autonomy for successful language
learning in wider contexts.

CHAPTER THREE
CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction
The main objective of the research is to investigate students' beliefs in
language learning and io explore how a consideration oft ho so beliefs may affect
Japanese education, specifically in the field of language learning, but also in the
whole continuum of learning. The research nlso attempts to describe how the
educational experience, in a specific cmvironment, influences students' beliefs.
Little's (1995) notion of learner autonomy provides the basic theoretical
framework for this study. Little was the first to comment on interdependence
within language leat'ning and his theory of autonomy is important in the field
because it presents views of learning as a collaborative process rather than as
one of lmirning in isolation. In conducting the research, focus was given to the
classroom environment and extramural experiences that impact on students'
beliefs about learning. Little's theory showed a connection between, 'formal
learning and living', throui;h his proposal that formal language learning should
be related to the Jcarncr's life experiences. This means that ideally, classroom
learning should be orga1ii~ed with due consideration being given to the learner's
extramural learning. Little also considered learner autonomy ns the learners'
awareness

of

personal

responsibility

for

learning,

and

suggested

'interdependence' rather than independence for promoting learner autonomy
These notions will bo discussed showing connections to other educational
theories for the purpose of creating a model of learner development.
The lmy concept of learner autonomy theory in connection to the present

study is also discussed. Finally, tho researcher's conceptualisation of learner
autonomy is demonstrate~ by establishing the connections.

That is,

connections betweon the concept, the model oflearner development and teacher
development.

Little's Notion of Learner Autonomy
The present study e::plored the ideas of Little's theory with relevance to
language learning as presented in Table 8.1. The 'acceptance ofresponsibility'
and 'interdependence' is the central focus of the current research looking at
learner autonomy from learners' insights.
Table 3.1: Little's Theory of Learner Autonomy
Little's Notion

ldeaa relationnl to lnngunge learning

0

• the uae of authentic resources

2) negotiation for poraonnl constructs

• r;ial communication
• meaningful learning

naturalietic learning in connection
with formal learning and living

• construotiviam
S) n<:<eptanoo of responsibility i,
necessary for both learner and teacher
selected situation a

• Ke\J--'e Theo-·
• li!o·long learning
• self·growth
• integration of tcacher·diroctcd approaches and
learner's aelMirected learninc

,··
4) critical reflection through the lcurning
process
6) need for both teacher autonomy nnd
learner autonomy

tO s Theo-·
• motnoocnitivo knowledge

• inde-endence
• interdependence
• collaboration

Little (1995) believed that the concept of learner autonomy required the
nee-d to remove "the barriers that often exist between learning and the rest of

living'' (p. 36). He further emphasized that; "the social autonomy which is
necessary for successful

'naturalistic'

second language acquisition" can be

achieved by "the processes of negotiation" (p. 37). Such a process of negotiation
may lead to "learners exploring and making explicit their personal constructs"(p.
37).

One of the most important points in Little's notion is that the learner

accepts responsibility for the content of his/her learning (p. 49). The learner's
acceptance of responsibility means the deaire to "develop a capacity to reflect
critically on the learning process, evaluato tho progress, and if necessary make
adjustments to learning strategfos" (p, 52). Such a capacity may be developed
through interdependence rather than independence by recognizing "the need to
take account of the learners and their personal constructs on the one hand and
the teacher's special expertise on the other'' (p. 49),

Given such a scenario,

Little saw that, "autonomy is an issue for teachers as well as learners" (p. 37).
'J'ho above conc8pta may be relevant to all fields of education in the sense
that learning is cons':ructed through both the teacher and learner 1·eflective
practice. For the purpose of this research, the concepts are specifically related
to language education because the present research is investigating Japanese
EFL (English as a Foreign Language) learners' beliefs.

Relevance for

cross·curricula teaching and learning will be addressed later in tho study.
With regard to the present research, learners' attitudes of acceptance of
responsibility were examined from learners' beliefs and reflective practice about
their own language learning. Learners' awareness of both self·direction and
collaboration was determined from their beliefs about the use of effective
foreign

language

learning

strategies;

teachernearner roles;

classroom

expectations; self·motivation strategics; and, oneself as a learner.
The next section discusses the relationship '"·tween Little's notion of

learner autonomy, and between the educational theories of Kelly, Vygotsky, and
Dickinson. The work of these theorists has been selected for furthet' discussion
because Little's notion of autonomy seems to have been significantly influenced
by their insights.

Language Learning and the Rel&t!onship to Little's Notion of
Learner Autonomy
Little (1995) suggested that formal language learning should be related to
the learner's life experiences. This means that ideally, classroom learning
should be organised with due consideration being given to the learner's
extramural lea1·ning. In othet' wot'ds, classroom·learning resources should be
considered in terms of their real life applications beyond the classroom.
Resources designed to suit such a purpose are considered authentic learning
materials.

These include thos~

produced for tho purpose of mass

communication: newspapers, television documentaries, magazines, and feature
films. 'Traditional' t'esources produced fot' language learning purposes-such as
textbooks, grammar exercises and artificial dialogue practise exercises, are not
as authentic because they seem more removed from real life situations.
Therefore, authentic materials arc truly connected to real world situations
when they provide a learning environment utilizing real life experiences,
including collaboration with peers and teachers, and decision·making
opportunities. Study Three involves the use of such resources in project work
to enable empirical data to be collected.
Little suggested that language used for authentic communication may lead

to 'naturalistic language acquisition', and therefore, using Auch an approach
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creates experfonces, which are meaningful to learners, whereby they apply
learning to real life situations. This would potentially allow and <!ncourage
learners to construct knowledge for themselves.

Such learning shows a

constructivist orientation ar.d equates to Kelly's 'personal construct theol-y'
(Williams & Burden, 1997, p. 27). According to Kelly, learning involves the
learners' active construction of and participation in developing their own
understanding of the world around them.

Little (1995) took account of Kelly's

theory in stating that any learning requires the learners' assimilation of new
knowledge into their current existing system of constructs, or schemata. Little
claimed that "in a class comprising learners from several different cultures,
there may be great variation from one construct system to nnother ... regardless
of the compJsition of the class, however, individual experience will always
ensure that nc, cwo learners have exactly the same system of constructs" (p. 19).
This view was further supported by Halliday's (1979) notion that knowledge
cannot be taught but rather must be constructed by the individual learner.
Such a perspective is further supported by Williams and Burden (1997) who
wrote that:
worthwhile learning does not entail the reception of ready-made facts,
but must involve the building of new personal meanings and
understanding.

Language is not learned by the mere memorisation of

discrete items of grammar, discourse, function or othor aspects of
language. Rather, learners sre involved in sn active process of making
mmse, of creating thair own understanding ofth'l world of language that
surrounds them.

1
::.

27)

Little's emphasis on authenticity, the establishment of meaningful
learning, and th!! learning process of engagement through learners' critical
reflections, finds its basis in tha theoretical viewpoint of constructivism. Frnm

a conatructiviat perspective, both teaching and learning are seen as a
knowledge construction. This sees the student as being central, rathet' than
the tt'ansmission of knowledge from the teacher to a learner.

Given such an

underatanding, the role of the teacher becomes mot'O that of a facilitator of
learning rather than a mem expositor of content. Apropos of the above point,
Murphey & Sato (2000) used a metaphor to describe such educational change as
"switching

from

tmnsmission

to

construction"

(p.

7).

Therefore,

Constructivism can play ll significant role in supporting learner llutonomy,
seeing it as "an innate capacity" (Benson & Voller, 1997, p. 23) and the condition
in which laarners see and notice for thamaelves how tha target language is
conatituted and functions.

Autonomous learners, insisted Ridley (1997),

construct knowledga for thernselvas.
Another point of view relating to 'personal construct' theory is that
self-directed learning may be enhanced as individual learners harness
opportunities for self·growth. Language learning is life·long learning, which is
not achieved solely within the classroom environment, nor completed by the
time the language course finishes, but rather carries ovet' into everyday living
beyond formal education. Dickinson (1987) said that self·directed learr,ers
retain responsibility for the m.l!rngement of their own learning, probably with
en expert's help. When the learners undertake all the management vithout
requiring help, they are sllid to be autonomous.

Accorc!i:i.g to Dickinson,

"autonomy is where tha learnet' takes responsibility for his/her learning and
undertllkea all of the management tasks concerned with it" (p. 16). Therefore
distinguishing between "being responsible for something llnd carrying out
course.a of action arising from that responsibility" (p. 12} is conaidered by
Dickinson the action of an autonomous learner.

In contrast to Dickinson, Little determined that learner autonomy was the
acceptance of responsibility. Focusing on learning rather than teaching, the
concept of learner autonomy, insisted Little, is connected with a loarner's
metacognitive knowledge (Wenden, 2001) of self-responsibility as a learner.
\Vith specific reference to language learning, Wenden stated, "metacognitive
knowledge" is "the naturo of learner beliefs about language learning" (p45).
Whilst metacognitive knowledge "is essential to the development and
enhancomont of a learner's potential for autonomy'' (Wenden, p.62), it is not
only a matter of managing the technical ~tepa of learning strategies.

However,

as Little emphasized, is also tho occurrence of learners' critical reflections of
their learning process, by questioning themselves about the what, when, why,
and how, of the episode. The important point of Little's notion is that learner
autonomy is considered as the learners' awareness of personal responsibility,
rather than as the practical mam1.gement of independent loaming. According
to Little, that 'teacher direction' togothar with 'teacher's special expertise' is
needed together with the learner's self·direction.
Interdependence in Little's notion is significantly influenced by Vygotsky's
theory of socialization for effective language learning, which was also
emphasized by Williams & Burden, (1997). Vygotsky (1978) articulated the
importance of social interaction via reference to the 'Zone of Proximal
Development', which is defined as "the distance between the actual
developmental level as determined by independent problem·solving and the
level of potential development ns determined through problem·solving under
adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable pears" (p. 86).
Moreover, Little stated that learner autonomy is not only the responsibility
of learners, but teachers as well. The implication here is that in order to
promote learner autonomy tenchers need to be aware of the learner's viewpoints

about their learning.

In recent years, the discussion on teacher autonomy has

been increasing {e.g., Barfield, et. al., 2002).

Barfield and nine other

colleagues, all English teachers at Japanese universities, presented their
wol'king definition of teacher autonomy.

They said that, "autonomy is

characterised by a recognition that teaching is always contextually situated",
therefore, "teacher autonomy is a continual process of inquiry into how teaching
can best promote autonomous learning for learners"(p. 219).

Because the

development oflearner autonomy may well be related to teacher awareness of,
and sensitivity to it, a consideration of learner autonomy by the teacher may
result in the teacher developing autonomy. This is demonstrated by teachers'
1·eflective practice with specific regard to how to relate to their students in
p;'omoting autonomy in learning. Based on Little's notion of learner autonomy,
it can be argued that a true test of teacher autonomy is the ability of teachers to
display an awareness of their students' needs, and support learner autonomy
within the realm of the learner's cognitive understanding.
Teachers and students need to be engaged in mutual collaboration and as
such attempt to understand the nature of learning from each other's perspective.
Such a view augurs well for mutual appreciation and understanding but more
importantly for improved collaboration within the learning environment. So
far, learner autonomy has been dealt with as a synonym. of independence or
selhlirected learning.

However, as far as Little's notion is concerned, the

concept of leDiner autonomy should also be considered from the point of
collaboration between students and teachers and between students or teachers.
The importance of 'critical reflections' and 'interdependence' for learner
autonomy is alao supported by Harvey and Knight's (1996, in Brockbank and
McGill, 1998) quality of thought for professional development. Harvey and

"

Knight emphasized reflective practice, suggesting that it should "be made
explicit as a tool for development" of teaching, moving from trimsmittive to
transfo1·mational practice.

'Transmittive practice' refers to teachers simply

adding new knowledge and information to their existing ideas, whilst
transformational practice is teachers consciously engaging in reflection and
continually learning for

as part of ongoing professional development

IBrockbank and McGill, 1998). Brockbank and McGill (1998) identified the
key notion for facilitating reflective learning as being through reflective
dialogue with others. Such others' foedback ia important for transformational
practice.

It appears that reflection of current practice ia the key to

development of autonomy for teachers and learners, such feedback from others
ia a crucial component in that reflection.
Williams & Burden's (1997) four key factors of the learning process
underpin the discussion thus far, these being:
• teachers;
• leamers;
• tasks and
• contexts.
According to Williams & Burden, all factors interact dynamically in the
on·going learning process thus it is important to integrate the above key factors
into the learning environment.

In this way, they viewed learning as "the

dynamic interpiay'' (p. 43), which emanates from interactions with others.

The Key Concepts of Learner Autonomy Theory in this Study
The crucial points of Little's notion of learner autonomy already discussed
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are 'acceptance of responsibility' and 'interdependence'. In the present study,
'acceptance of responsibility' and 'interdependence' will be focused on in the
le,irners' critical reflections of how their meta<X1gnitive awareness ia .i.ffected
through their language learning experience.
This study will also investigate how learners reflect on language learning
from the perspective of their affective, social and cognitive awareness.
Affective aspects such as motivation and goal attainment awareness will be
investigated. Learners' self·perceptions in relation to their self-efficacy beliefs
will also be considered.

The social aspects of learner beliefs will be

investigated to determine how much learners are aware of their relationship
with their peers, and their class teachara. Finally, cognitive aspects such as
the language learning strategies the learnars belfove to ha effective, how thay
percaive inside/outside classroom learning in terms of their attitude towards
learning, living environments, and of their personal construct opportunitias,
will be obtained through a data collection ofthefr viewpoints.

The Researciter's Conceptualisation
of Learner Autonomy Theory

Based on the theoretics\ framework, it can be argued that learner
autonomy and teacher autonomy are probably best considered as being
mutually interdependent. Such interdependent awareness might be termed
collaborative awareness. Increasing learners' swareness of autonomy does not
necessarily occur because of setting particular learning activities, but it might
instead occur through a strengthened awareness of rudimentary existent
self·rcsponsibility and self-direction.

In pa1-ticular, the learner's perception of

the teacher's trust, support, and expectations, could be hugely influential with
the heightening of motivation and confidcmce in their own learning.

In

addition, a reasonable expectation may be that when class members have a
relationship of mutual reliance, and as a community are directing themselves
towards a common goal, their motivation and stimulation as learners will be
positively affocted.

There may be a reciprocal relationship at work here

because it seems that promoting learner autonomy leads to collsborative
awareness while such collaboration might in turn lead to stronger learner
autonomy,
Within a class, each member's self-reflective awareness and responsibility
may form crucial building blocks of awareness and establish a sense of
community.

Moreover, such learner development may affect the teacher's

metacognitive awareness and autonomy in terms of how they relate to their
students and how they 1·eflect upon improving their own teaching. Depending
upon the context, the real issue for teachers is how they can make !corning
more effective for their students and it is this question they should be striving
to answer, and in so doing, place the focus on learning rather than on teaching,
with results heing measured in terms of students' learning outcomes.
The connection between learner development of autonomy and teacher
profr.ssional development, discussed above, is represented by the following
model <Figure 3.1).

Figure 3: Model of Leamer Development and Teacher Deve!opment Conn&etions
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Of central importance (Figure 3) for both learner and teacher development is
the stage of Reflecting on their own learning thus justifying its place at the core
of the model. Metacognitive Awareness, Self-directed Awareness, Collaborative
Awareness, and an overall sense of The Learning Community are also crucial
for such development.

The process of learner development and teacher

development reflects Little's emphasis of interdependence rather than
independence for autonomous learning.

Learner autonomy should not be

considered only within the classroom-learning context but should be extended
to include time spent outside the classtoom, that is, in the social milieu. Thus,
Classroom Learning, Classroom Teaching and Life Experience need to be
connected. Such connectivity between life and living is supported by Little's
notion of Learner Autonomy.

It bas now been established that learner

autonomy is both a social and cognitive construct.
The following chapter will discuss the research methodology of the current
study.

CHAPTER FOUR
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of the current research is to gain greater insight into how
lea~ner autonomy can be understood by examining learners' views in one
specific context, namely a Japanese university. The research was undertaken
by conducting three separate yet interrelated studies. The qualitative and
quantitative data, from all three studies, examined student beliefs about
language learning. All participants of the three studies are Japanese students
who have learned English in Japanese contexts and have had little learning
experience in 11 native English·speaking environ:nent. Study One focused on
high achievers' beliefs, whilst Studies Two and Three focused on low·middle
achievers' beliefs.

For obtaining data, interviews were used in relation to

Study One, Questionnaires in Study Two, and Student Journals in Study Three.
Each study will be discussed in this chapter.

Study One:
Identifying High Achievers' Beliefs

Purpose of Study One
The purpose of this study was to gain a greater understanding of high
achievers' beliefs 11bout foreign language learning in a particular context by
conducting in-depth interview research.
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An investigation was made into

lei,.rners' beliefs concerning the use of effective foreign language learning
strategies, teacher/learner roles, classroom expectations,

self-motivation

strategies and their beliefs about themselves as learners.
Study One aimed at identifying the nature and degree of influence exerted
by learners' beliefs on their language learning.

This study examined high

achievers' beliefs in order to reconsider interpretations of learner autonomy. It
is hypothesized that language learning is influenced by learner's beliefs, and, as
such, research in this area may load to a better rmderstanding of learner
autonomy from ll consideration of the learners' viewpoints.

Research Questions
The following research questions were considered:
(l) What beliefs do high achievers of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) hold

about the effectiveness of their own learning strategies?
(2) What beliefs and expectations do high achievers have about the teacher's
role in helping them to learn and the use of class time?
(3) What beliefs do high achievers have about self·motivation strategies?
(4) What perceptions do the students have of themselves as language learners?

In Study One, Little's definition of learner autonomy, the framework
informing this research, was used to examine whether or not the data supports
Little's theory. His theory, widely accepted as the basis of learner autonomy, is
the llcceptllnce of responsibility for one's own learning, which has both
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soci(raffective

and cognitive

In

implications.

Study

One,

learners'

self.responsibility was considered as both: awareness for self'direction; as well
as for collaboration based on Little's theory.

How learners reflect on language

learning was investigated from their points of their affective, social and
cognitive awareness.

Target Population
In total, sixteen students majoling in English at a private university in
Japan were chosen. These ir>cluded eight from Fourth Year, four from Third
Year and four from Second Year, to take part in the study. These students had
been identified as high achievers who had ~ignificantly improved their TOEIC
score during their time at university (see the participants' TOEIC results in
Appendix 4·1). Their responses make up the descriptive casa studies of learner
beliefs.

English major students were chosen for the sake of consistency

because their university studies h\lve focused more on English when compared
with norrEnglish major students.

As such, English proficiency levels of

English major students tended to be generally higher than for non·English
major students. The English major students have been undertaking TOEIC
examinations several times a year since entering university.

The high

achievers were selected based on their score improvement by comparing their
present score with their first examination score. Out of approximately two
hundrood students in each year after first year, the top ten students, who showed
both high achievement and improvem.,nt, were selected.

The TOEIU

examination is considered an international standard of Englislt proficiency.

Design and Procedure

The research procedure for this study consisted of gathering retrospective
self·reports of the participants' beliefs about language learning.

rhe

semi·structured, open·ended, and audio tape·recorded interviews were
conducted and transcribed by the researcher in or.der to obtain the similarities
and differences of the psrticipsnts' beliefs in detail.

Consent forms were given

to all participants of Study One for reading and signing (see Appendix 4·2).
Before the inturviews, the participants' baci!:ground experience in foreign
language learning was obtained by questionnaires in order to gain information
about their past English learning experiences and overseas visits (the
questionnaires were presented in Appendix 4·3). The participants' background
experience was obtained in order to choose the students who had learned
English most of the time in Japan and had less experience staying overseaa.
The questions are given to each interviewee before the interview (see Appendix
4·4).

Each interview took approximately one hour. Interviews were conducted

in Japanese, which is the mother tongue of both the participants and the
researcher. The students' TOEIC examination scores, pilot interviews in
English, together with their oral test results were combined to determine their
overall English proficiency. In addition, the participants' school marks of all
English related subjects were obtained. From the interview data, the students'
insights for self·direction were explored by comparing and contra.sting key
words and sentences in their responses. All data were then translated into
Engliah.

Data Analysis

Interview transcriptions w!lr!l scrutinized and inelevant information was
identified and discarded. Data was classified as irrel!lvant if it was devoid of
meaning for the purpos!l of analysis. Relevant responses were those, which
were information rich with regard to learner beliefs about language learning.
These responses were classified into eleven categories as indicated below:
•

beliefs about effective learning strategies:

•

motivation for language learning:

•

improvement strategics for learners' own language skills;

•

teacher role in making laarn!lrs achieve their gosle in Engfuh learning;

Cl

the nature of classroom learning;

Cl

self·motivational strategi!lsi

•

problem·solving strategies;

•

self-management strategies;

•

teacher expe~tations:

o

self·beliefB and

e

possibilities about learners' goal achievement.
When transcribing the responses, each point made by the participant was

set on a separate lina and assigned the descriptor that most closely matched the
int!lnded meaning of that point. The d!!scriptor was than a label for that point.
With regard to tha analysis of the qualitative data, Frontman and Kunkel
(1994), Glasser & Strauss (1967), and Strauss and Corbin (1994) hsve used a
similar procedure.
For the identification and categorization process, the data were compared
and contrasted by categorical analysis to ensure that there were no

contradictions between the responses and the categories to which they had been
assigned (Ellis, 1993; Strawderman, 1994: Wilson & Hutchinson, 1991: Yacci,
1994). For validation purposes, an independent p!lrson who was woricing as d
lan~age teacher at tho university was asked to randomly che~k .~pproximately
10% of the categories and descriptors to see if he agreed with the analysis.
Furthermore, to adequately represent all relevant elements of the participants'
responses und in line with Little's notion of the learner's acceptance of
responsibility based on socio·affoctive 1md cognitive factors, five categori-.Js
emerged from the date..

The five categories of learner beliefs were labelled as

follows:
I. Affective beliefs

2. Self·percoptive beliefs
3. Self-motivational beliefs
4. Cognitive beliefs, and
5. Social beliefs.
For the purpose of explicit and systematic data analysis, textual elements
such as sentences and phrases that seemed to express discrete ideas and
meanings were grouped into several descriptors within each cateffory. This was
undortaken so that the model of learner autonomy could be derived from the
empirical datu analysis.
Categories and descriptm·s about learner beliefs 1·elating to language
learning are shown below. Bold font identifi.,s the categories. The descriptors
are shown under each category.

Reverse arrows(~+) signal the. opp11site

ch11racteristics (for exmnple, 'positive self-image' r+ 'nega;.ive self-i>nsge').
Each category and descriptor wns defined n~ follows:
L Affective belie fa

:e

Learncre' wishea and feelings ·•1ch as:

job related motivation: the wish to study at postgraduate level; the wish
to get a certificate, or high TOEIC scores: the wish to acquire English
skills; the wish to converse with others; learner's interests or enjoyment;
the wish to acquire English ways of thinking (culture) and the• wish to
get the advantages of having English vroficiency.
2. Self-perceptional beliefs = Learners' awareness of self·management and
self-responsibility factors.
Under Self·percl.'ptional beliefs, the following descriptors were identified
and each descriptor defined for the purpose of conceptual clarification:
•

s~lf·regulation--. The task of managing one's own work schedule efficiently

•

self-direction= The quality of possessing an internal locus of contra\ for

and effectively

directing learning
t,

self-encouragement = utilizing internal processes to maintain a positive
outlook,

•

positive self·image = displaying a reliant selhoncept even in the face of
disconcerting information.

f<+

negative self-image = failing to display a

re!ia"lt self-concept in the foce of disconcerting information,
•

self-tru>1t = trusting oneself to achieve one's goal

+-+

self-doubt =

doubting oneself and one's abilities, and
•

self·obse!'Vation = obsel'Ving ~neself and recognizing one's true self.

3. Self-motivational beliefs= learners' needs and reasons for prcmotincr their
own English learning.

Under Self-motivational bo!irfs, the following descriptors wore identified
nnd defined as follows:
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•

goal awarcne.ia =setting their future goal end being aware of their own
learning f,,+ short term goal =setting a tentative or incremental goal and
focusing on achieving it.

•

weak point awareness = showing an awareness of internal deficit and
developing compensating strategies in one's own learning schema.

•

reflections= thinking about learners' own learning process in a serious and
careful way.

•

self·monitoring = watching carefully learners' own progress as to how they
go about their own learning.

•

initiative= learning without a need to be told what to do and having active
behaviour in language learning.

+-+

passive= avoiding active behaviour

and having a receptive approach.
•

conscious effort of continuation = making an effort to continue one's own
long term !earning

E-+ short term effort =being aware of tentative effort to

achieve one goal at the time.
e

flexibility= being able to change according to the situation

E-+ restriction

= having a limited way of thinking and not being able to change one's own

attitude in :anguage lenming.
•

stronger intrrnal locus of control = actively creating one's own insights
about their learning which may be invisible to external observers

++

weoker intern!\] locus of control = not putting enough effort towards one's
own learning.
•

criticnl nw~.reness = being consdaus of maintaining one's academic level.

o

endlcsa posHibilities = believing in their :mrestricted poaeibilitics for
a<!hievcment

++

uncertninty = being not sun• about their own possibilities

sclh1ctunliHntion = bdng uwure of EngliBh skills aa a mennB of communication
~-), EngliBh pmficicncy vis·ii·vis TOEIC scores= focuHing on improving onc'a
own English skills only.

4. Cognitive beliefs= learners' awareness of language learning strategic skills.
Under Cognitive factors, only two descriptors were identified. They were:
•

classroom learning = learners' awareness of and attitudes to lnngl age

•

effective language learning strategies = learners' awareness of effective

learning strategies inside classroom learning, and
outside classroom atrstegies to improve their own language learning.
5. Social beliefs= learners' expectations of teacher's role·and awareness
ofrelationship with others.

Interviews
Interviews have been selected as a data gathering tool for this study
because the purpose of the research is to understand the world from the
subjects' own perspectives (Kvale, 1996).

The interviews enabled native

language use by both the interviewer and the interviewees in order to obtain
the participants' interpretation relating to their internal per.~pectives.
Books (1997): Byram, Duffy, and 1\lurphy·Lejeune (1996), state that there
are many advantages of conducting interviews · the most advantageous being
the opportunity to gather a large range of meaningful data. Other advantages
include: naturalness, face·to·fnce contact, and assessment of non·verbal
communication, and the immediacy of using fo\low·up questions for clarification
and extension. Taking 1ccount of other researchers explorations informed the
current researcher's choict, .o use the interview os a data·gathering tool.
Wend.en (1986) conducted he1· interview research in the USA with

twenty-five adult ESL learners.

She analysed verbal protocols by using a

grounded theory methodology, and then identified five dimensions of learner
beliefs about language learning in relation to the learners' learning strategies.
These were "(i) the language, (ii) their proficiency in the language, (iii) the
outcomes of their learning endeavours (iv) their role in the language learning
process, and (v) how beat to approach the task of language learning" (p. 186).
Her research showed some relationships between learner beliefs and the
learners' preferred strategies such as, what the learners attend to in learning,
and how they'evaluated the effectiveness of activities.
Benson and Lor (1998) studied sixteen participants in the Independent
Learning Program at Hong Kong University, and carried out case study
interviews for investigating learners' conceptions of learning.

These

researchers wanted to discover the relationship between the students'
conceptions and their readiness for autonomous learning in the context of the
researchers' own programme.

Benson and Lor analysed this relationship

through learner discour5e about language learning and autonomy. Benson and
Lor concluded that learners' willingness and capacity to engage in dialogue
about their beliefs, their conceptions of language and language learning, might
indicate their readiness for autonomous learning. Essentially, they indicated
that listening to learne1·s' perspectives about language learning could be one
way of promoting autonomy.

Interview data could show the learner's

awareness of autonomy, and the interview itself would become an oppo1·tunity
for raiaing the learner's awareness of autonomy.
Victori (1999) used interviews with think·aloud protocols i'or her case
study of two effective and two less effective EFL writers. Her study revealed
that differences in metacognitive knowledge could be distinguished between
sur.ces~ful and less successful writers.
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Palfreyman (2002) used interview

research to obtain students, teachers, and administrators' perspectives at his
university in Turkoy as a major part of an ethnographical study. He concluded
that learner autonomy is a matter of how different participants interpret the
idea of autonomy and learning.
As seen from the above, studies conducted through interviews, the
interviewing shown as a means of discovering native terms and meanings.
Often, those may offer interpretations of the concept of autonomy (Byram, Duffy,
Murphy,Lejeune, 1996). Benson and Lor (1998) considered the best approach
to discover the learner's readiness for autonomy is, "to listen to learners and to
pay close attention to what they say" (p.l). Interviewing is one methodology
that encourages listen: :lg in order to glean learnern' insights.
Grounded theory provided a theoretical framework for the analysis of the
interview data.

Grounded theory is a gen;c>:·a\ methodology for developing

theory whereby the exploratory analysis can provide "representational
theoretical model of participants' experience" (Frontman and Kunkel, Hl94,
p.493).

The analysis can facilitate the conceptualisation of the data into

explicit and meuningful schemas and maximize the reliability and validity of
the findings (Glasser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1994).

When

developing a grounded theory, there is no requirement for a hypothesis, rather,
the procedure follows a "bottom·up" interpretation of a situation or event cYacci,
1994). The procedure is grounded in data that is systematically gathered and
analysed, and a theory evolves throur:h constant comparison of variable~
(Cocklin, 1996; Ellis, 1993; Frontman & Kunkel, 1994; Strauss & Corbin, Hl94;
Wilson & Hutchinson, 1991). The comparison of meanings of sentences and
words within tho data is continued until internal coherence, adequate for the
description of all relevant clements, is achieved (Frontman & Kunkel, 1994).
In Carter's {1996) terms, "the data determines the outcome".
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According to

Polkinhorn!l (1994), "this method is appropriate to produce carefully crafted,
data·based theories and mod!!ls". Further, this methodology is approached
"from a constructivist position", where "theoretical formations are always
unfinished and retain a perspectival dimension" (p. 510). The advantages of
grounded theory are well documented and include the use of the inductive
process of diecovory; the natural development of key expericmtial concepts;
syst,:,matic data collection: and a reciprocal relationship between data collection,
analysis and theory (Ellis, 1993; Strawderman, 1994; Wilson & Hutchinson,
1991).

According to Yacci (1994), grounded theory is useful for bringing to light

an understanding of a situation. It has been shown that grounded theory holds
significant promise for exploratory analysis (Frontman & Kunkel, 1994). As
such, it is appropriate for use in the present research.
Transcriptions of the interviews were interpreted by analysing how each
participant reflected on their own languago learning. It is anticipated that,
oven though there are only sixtc1m high achieving pm-ticipants in Study One,
they may reveal different degrees of autonomy. Any such differences in beliefs
will be discussed in Chapter Five.

Study Two:
Identifying Low-Mldd!e Achiever's Beliefs

Purpose of Study Two
The purpose of this study was to investigate the beliefs about language
learning oflow · middle level Japanese students. Data was collected from both

English major and non·English major students. Non·English major students
consist of Law major 11nd Pharmacology major students.

In Study Two,

quantitative data relating to the participants at a private university in Japan
were examined in relation to their expectations and beliefs about their foreign
language learning.

Research Question

One research question was considered:

o What beliefs and expectations do low·middle achievers hold regarding
effective strategies, teacher role expectations, self-motivation strategies,
and self-efficacy beliefs in their foreign language learning?
As Cotto rail (1999) noted, the investigation of language learners' beliefs is
useful to discover different types of behaviours in the language classroom and
what characteristics are important for successful languago learning. This is
especially important in the Japanese context, because Japanese le11rners'
stereotypical passive attitudes are well attested to in the literature. As such, it
is necessary to investigate whether Japanese students really are passive and
not autonomous learners.

Target Population

Some two hundred and ninety five, First and Second Year students from
the same university participated in the study. They included two groups, those

studying an English msjor (104 students), and those studying a Non·English
major {80 x Law students and Ill x Pharmacy students).

Design
The items of Cotterall's (1999) study formed the basis of the questionnaires
and study. The method of analysis she used was implemented in the current
study. The structured questionnaires and criteria are shown in Chapter Sbc.
They were analysed descriptively by calculating percentages and mean scores,
in order to build a picture of the students' perspectives about their foaming.

Instruments
Cotterall's questionnaire was referred to as a basis for the instrument
developed for this study.

Cotterall (1999) established the queatfonnaire in

relation with learner beliefa about language learning.

She designed her

questionnaires by considerir,g her earlier work in 1995 and her 1999 study
focused on the variables affecting suc~essful Second Language Acquisition
(SJ.A), especially in autonomous learning. Cotterall'a questionnaires were
designed to investigate learner beliefs in relation to six key variables, 1) the role
of the teacher, 2) the role of feedback, 3) the learner's sense of self-eilicacy, 4)
important strategies, 5) dimensions of strategies·related behaviour, and 6) the
nature oflanguage learning.
The items of Colterall's (1999) study formed the basis of the questionnaires
in thie study. The method of analysis she used was implementP.d in the currP.nt
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study. They were analysed descriptively by calculating percentages and mean
scores, in order to build a picture of the students' perspectives 11bout their
learning.
The questionnaires in the present study consisted of Cotternll'a six key
variables that focused on English language learning. Some of the items were
changed, euch as tha term 'language !es.ming' into 'English learning'. One
item was irrelevant to English learning and appeared confusing and was
tharefore was omitted. Cotterall also identified difficulties in administering an
English language questionnaire to non·English speaking people. Considering
such difficulties, the questionnaires of the present study were administered in
the participants' native language, Japanese.
Cotterall variously used a three, five and nine point Likert·type scale in
her research and although this raises questions relating to psychometric
consistency, it has nevertheless been adopted in the present study for three
reasons.

Firstly, because in nature, the study was closely related to the

present one:

Cotterall's study was organised to investigate the learner belief~

as the basis of readiness for learner autonomy, and thus seen as being
extremely valuable for the purposes of the present study. Secondly, like the
present study, it was an investigation of learner belie fa about language learning
using English learners as the sample. In Cotterall's (1999) study, tha one
hundred and thirty one subjects were learners of Eni;lbh from nineteen
different countries, ~nrolled in three different English language courses, at the
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand.

Finally, because each

category under investigation waa discrete, and cross·category comparisons were
not intended, the instrument was satisfactory for the purpose of the current
reijearch.
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to analyse the data.
obtained to questions about

teacher/learner/classroom

participants' beliefs about language learning.

Responses were
roles

and

tha

The participants' responses

were calculated accor<ling to Cottarall'a (1999) method for the descriptive study.
In Cotterall's investigation, participants' responses were "analysed descriptively

by calculating percentages and mean scores, in order to determine trends in the
data about the learners' potential for autonomous language learning behaviour"
CCottera\l, 19S9, p. 500). In this present investigation, tha same methods were
used in order to determine and analysa participants' beliefs about language
learning.

Questionnaire SuIVey
As previously discussed, interview research is advantageous in gaining
meaningful in·dcpth data. However, questionnaire rasearch studies have been
used frequently for data collection relating to language learners' beliefs (Sakui
& Gaies, 19q9), Researchers have shown that learners' beliefs influence their
language lanrning behaviour, especially the relationship between learners'
beliefs and their enculturalisation. (Horwitz, 1987, 1999: Liu & Littlewood,
1997).
In order to utilise tha most appropriate instrument for the present
investigation, Cotterall's (1999) questionnaire was salected for this study.
Cotterall's study explored the relationship between each f',dor and autonomous
languaga foarning behaviour. It was designed to identify factors for successful
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language learning, in particular autonomous language learning. In Study 1\vo,
Cotterall's questionnaire was selected but the items within it were reordered by
the current researcher to better suit the purpose of the study, and then
translated into Japanese in order to make them easier for Japanese students to
understand. For the purpose ;:,f validation, a back·translation was done from
the Japanese translated version of the questionnaire into English, to make sure
that the translation had not contaminated the instrument.

Instead of

statistical calculations, descn ,tive analysis by calculating percentages and
mean scores was used as the data analysis in order to interpret the learner
beliefs elicited.
Although one of :he advantages in questionnaire research is to gain an
overall view of the participants' beliefs, Sakui & Gaies (1999) identified the
limitation of such an investigation. They said that:
Questionnaires consisting of closed items allow respondents to only
state their beliefs and then only the beliefs which are included in the
questionnaire.

Well·conducted interviews allow learne1·s to reveal

beliefs which are n,.it addressed in the questionnaire and to describe the
reasons, sources, behavioural outcomes and other dimensions of their
beliefs. (p. 486)
The above statement suggests that interviewing could be valuable in
compensating for the disadvantages of questionnaire research. In addition,
the advantageous combination of both questionnaire research and interview
research could be useful in developing an understanding of learner beliefs.
Study 'l\vo intended to gain an insight into students' beiiefs in one specific
context as a supplementary study to Study One and the questiennaire research

n

allowed the quantitntive view a of learner beliefs to be Bhown. The overlapping
aspects of Study One and Study 'l\vo provided a form of research triangulation.
The findings are presented in Chapter Six.

Study Three:
Low-Middle English Major Students' Beliefs
Purptiso of Study Three
The purpo~e of Study Three is to explore low·middle achievers' insights
about language learning, both within a classroom setting and through any
extramural study undertaken. This included their reflections al:-ciut developir,g
learner autonomy through project work. The project work was assigned to
students to give them opportunities for decision-making, collaboration and
authentic resource use. The purpose of the project work was to promote their
strategic skills, confidence and willingness through engaging in independent
!earning. From Study 'l\vo's findings, the low·middle achievers tended to place
a high value on their own responsibility for language learning. How,,ver, they
appeared to act passively and demonatrate fewer strategic methoJa, and
showed a lack of confidenc6 and willingneas to solve their problems. Journal
writing and project work settings were organised to give them reflective
opportunities about their own language learning and to metivate students to
engage in independent learning. 1n an uttempt to unearth additional data not
surfacing in the previous 8tudiea, a furt~er aim of Study Three was to
determine the effectiveness of journal writing and project wwk in the
development oflearner autonomy.

Research Parameters
Journal writing was used in order to discover students' insights about what
seems to be important for learner autonomy.

Through project work

engagement, the students were encouraged to participate in individual or group
independent learning experiences and then record their critical reflections on
these experiences. The effectiveness of journal writinff and project work for
the development ef learner autonomy in language learning was a further
consideration of Study Three.

Target Population
Twenty·nine First Year students, all EFL majors, were chosen for Study
Three. Out of approximately one hundred a"'l<l seventy First Year students,
one English class was selected for this study because the researcher was the
teacher of English for this class and was thus directly involved in this project.
A TOEIC placement test was administer,;d at the beginning of the student's
first year of university. Students' average TOE IC scores in the range of 200 to
300 points identified them as having a low·middle level of English.

Design and Procedure
Journal writings were used for two different purposes: firstly as research
tools, journal extracts provided what and how students felt 'l.nd thought, how
they identified and used strategies in their own learning process and which
ones: and secondly as loarnnr development tools, jo,.rnal writing gave students'

"

reflective opportunities from which they might modify future behaviours.
EFL major First Year students' reflections of classroom practice and
ei;tramural learning were identified from their journal writing.

The

participants were asked to write their journals in Japanese and the teacher
commented on their writings. The journals were set up in such a way that the
students were given many opportunities to critically reflect on their own
language learning processes. This w.:rnld facilitate later analysis of learner
autonomy.
Journal writing was organised outside regular lessons and was collected
every two weeks.

Students were asked to submit their journals but knew that

the journals were not formally evaluated.

They were encouraged to freely

write their reflections about language learning from both an inside and outside
of classroom perspective.

The journals were written in Japanese so that

participants could express thnir feelings and thoughts with ease.

The teacher

then commented on their writings and returned the students' work during the
following week. Individual journal accounts were kept regularly by students
fol' the period of eight months. In this study, the students' journals were
considered for data analysis.

Data Analysis
Journal excerpts showing students' beliefs about language learning
through self-reflection are presented. The insights presented relate to their
own learning, such as reflections on their past experience, r.onstrnints t'1ey
currently feel they operate under in their learning, preferences and

expectations, communicative opportunities they have sought and utilised, their
perception of their own improvement and their experi(lnces arising from project
work. Autonomy awareness of th(lse students is also discussed with respect to
th!l stereotypical views of Japanese students.

Journal Excerpts
The purpose of Study Three was to obtain students' qualitative journal
extracts as '·direct evidence" (Benson, 2001) of learner beliefs and attitudes.
Journal excerpts were of further use to gain the students' refl(lctions in their
writing. Their descriptions showed the students' affective factors such as what
constraints the students had in their own study, inside both the classroom and
external to it, and what occasions they felt encourag(ld and/or discouraged.
For promoting autonomy, frequent journal writing opportunities gave the
students time to reflect about their own learning on a regular basis.

Because

journal writing can also function as an instrument for self-awareness,
self·ana\vsis or S(llfoevaluation (l\.fatsumoto, 1996) it was from this perspective
that its appropriatenes~ for this study was d(ltermined. The students wrote
their reflections about their own learning, shared them, and received teacher
feedback.

Such practices could be se~n as encouraging students' autonomous

output as well as developing their f(lasoning skills.

It was not only the

self-reflective opportunities that were advanti1geoU$, but journal writing also
gave the students non·threatening opportunities to speak out and much
discourse ensued when journals were collected for analysis.

Thus, students'

journals were used as a means of sharing reflective writing between individual
student and teacher.

According to Lamb (2000), learner autonomy will be promoted, "iflearners
a, offored the opportunity to find a voice in the processes which offoct them"
(p.123).

Moreover, journals are useful for establishing the relationship

between the teacher and the individual learners.

Both teachers and learners

are able to "construct o shared understanding of the language learning
processes" and "this awareness is an essential foundation of learner autonomy''
(Cotterall, 1995, p. 195). Further to this, Cotterall emphasized that dialogues
between learners and teachers are central to the fostering of autonomy.
Journal studies are on introspective account of a second language learning
experience or class1·oom teaching reflection (Numrich, 1996).

According to

Bailey (1983), journal studies allow the classroom experience to be seen as a
dynamic

process.

Further,

Matsumoto (1987)

acknowledges several

advantages of journal-based studies. Importantly, journal writing is process
oriented and enables one to investigate diverse aspects of the classroom
experience.

It also enables one to discover new variables and to collect natural

classroom data. Importantly, the journal enables one to investigate hidden
psychological variables in second language acquisition. Finally, they are not
on!y used as a research tool, but also for purposes of self-improvement.
Journal writing in this study was considered as the basis of exchange
between the teacher and the individual student's reflections. Therefore, journal
writing was a suitable instrument for collecting "direct evidence" of low-middle
achievers' beliefs about language learning. Results are pl"esented in Chapter
Seven.

"

Interrelationships between the Three Studies

Each study was organised separately by using different research
methodologies, such as 'interviews', 'questionnaire surveys' and 'journal
excerpts'. All three studies investigated students' insights.

The results of the

three studies are pre~ented descriptively from each set of data in Chapters Five,
Six and Seven. The qualitative data of Study One analyses the similarities
and differences of sixteen high achievers' beliefs about their language laarning.
Study Two presents quantitative data of low·middle achiavers' beliefs.
Differences batween high achievers' beliefs and low·middle achievers' beliefs
from both Studies One and Two are shown. Study Three's qualitative data
presents twenty·nine First Year university students' journal excerpts analysing
their attitudes and beliefs about their own language learning.

Whilst this is a

small·scale study, the three interrelated investigations, resulting in both
qualitative and quantitative data of learner beliefs, may provide a deeper
understanding into learner autonomy and have possible implications for wider
contexts.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RESULTS: STUDY ONE
HIGH ACHIEVERS' BELIEFS ABOUT LANGUAGE LEAr JING

Introduction
Study One examined sixteen high achievers' beli!lfs about lanb>1lllge
!!laming via analysis of intervi!lw transcriptions.

This int!lrvi!lw data was

used to identify high achievers' beliefs about the use of effective foreign
language learning strategies, teacher/learner roles, classroom cxpe~tations,
self-motivation strategics, and self·percoptions of learners.

In terms of the

overall aims of this research, that is, defining the construct under investigation
and detailing the nature of learner autonomy from the language learners'
insights, this component was the most importnnt part of the overall study.
Study One consisted of two parts. Part one was an analysis of similarities
and differences in beliefs of the sixteen learners.

Tu·o different styles of

learning were id,mtified, with six students exhibiting the chnr11cteristics of each
style.

The first style may be categorized as those who are aware that they arc

different from other learners and displayed individual learning styles. Thase
were termed heterogeneous learners.

The second group consisted of those

learners with a similar loaming style and attitude towards their learning, and
who did not want to stand out from each other.

These were termed

homogeneous learners.
Of the

sixteen

participants

in

Study One,

four

learners

undifferentiated and so coul<l r10t ,,;1sily be placed into either group.

were

Because of

this unique difference, they became the subjects of Part 'I\rn of Study One.

The aim of Part Two was to explore further links between success and
learner autonomy, particularly the four learners' internal motivations for
h1.nguage learning.

'lb assist with the identification of factors, the four

undifferentiated learners were compared with two outstanding learners from
the private university, where this study took place. Both these learners, Hideo
and Fumiko, were widely recognised by staff and students alike as being highly
successful learners based on their results, attitudes to learning and learning
behaviour. Hideo was also a participant in Study One (Part One) and Fumiko
was a participant in rocent research, which provided the stimulus and some
data for this current research.

Learner autonomy analysis of Hideo's and

Fumiko's data enabled comparisons to be made with the data of the four
undifferentiated learners. The data showed that the beliefs of the four high
achieving learners indicated different degrees of success and learner autonomy.
Discussion of the findings of both parts of Study One, show how learner
autonomy can be interpreted in different ways, and, furthermore, how the
influence of cultural practices in teaching and learning may affect the
promotion of autonomous behaviours.
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Part One:
Identification of Two Styles of Learning

In this section, the findings from Study One are presented, that is, the
discussion of the characteristics of Heterogeneous and Homogeneous learners.

In the process of comparing and contrasting the data, it was found that
Heterogeneous learners' approaches to learning WClte positive and active, while
Homogeneous learners' spprosches were negative and passive (See Appendix
5.1 for details). Furthermore, learncrB in the Heterogeneous group displayed
some non-stereotypical Japanese characteristics such as being challenging,
brave and independent.

On the other hand, learners in the Homogeneous

group exJJressed a passive attitude, that is, a fear of standing out from others,
and they showed rather stereotypical characteristics such as being quiet, shy
and collectivist in attitude.
As 'homo- and heterogeneity' seemed to be related to stereotypical and
non·stereotypical behaviour respectively, an investigation of the characteristics
was undertaken.

Table 5.1 summarizes stereotypical and non·stereotypical

characteristics of Japanese learners. This summary is based on the literature
review of Chapter Two.

The descriptors are identified by acronyms and

explained beneath the table.

"'

Table
5.1
Homogeneous
(Stereotypical)
and
(Non-Stereotyplcal) Characteristics of Japanese Learners

Heterogeneous

Homogeneous Lenrnera Stereotypical Chorncteriatics
Descriptors
·:,-;:;;.;;pton~~fTi,;.-;;her Authorit}'··---···-···--·-···-···----·-·-·-·--- SATA- Unqueationing, Unchallenging, Keeping distnncu
SP

Fo!lowing the direction set by others, Dependent, Shy, Unconfident
SLSE

Lock 0£ Self·Expreaaion
Quiet, Feor of molting mi•tnkea. Memoriaing by rote, Lock of creativity,
Lack of critical thinking

SG

Groupiem
Harmony, Collecti,~at, Some ns others
Heterogeneous U'nrncr• Non·atcrootypicnl Chnrncteriatica
Queation of Teacher Authority

····················----·

Deacriptom
NQTA

Questioning, Challenging, Relntinc well
Acti,·e

NA

Following own direction. Independent, Brovc, Confident
Self'Exprossion

NSE

Thlkntivc, Acceptance of miatakea, Understanding, Creative, Critical
thinking

-..-.-.•-.,-.-,.-.--------------------·--~-Ni
Personal interest, lndividunli•t, Different from others

SATA=Stereotypical characteristics of Acceptance ofTcocher Authority
SP=oStereotypical clrnrncteristics of Passivity
Sl.SE=Stereotypical choracteriatics of Lack of Self Expression
SG=Storeotypical chnructeristica of Groupism
NQTA=Non·Stereotypicnl characteristics of Question of Teacher Authority
NA=Non·Storcotypicnl chnrncteristica of Activeness
NSE=Non· Stereotypical charncteristics of Self Expression
NI'=Non· StercotyPical characteristics of lndividunliem

The next section further elaborates the stereotypical and non-stereotypical
characteristics of Japanese learners, through the analysis of the excerpts of the
interview transcriptions of the Heterogeneous and Homogenous Groups.

Heterogeneous Group:
Hideo, Kyoko, Tooru, /chlro, Yasuhiro and Kazuko
All six English major students of the heterogeneous grour, were aware that
their attitudes towards learning were very much individualistic and different
from other students around them.

These learners appeared to view

themselves positively, possessing a distinct positive self·image.
In order to consider their post language learning experiences, so that an
understanding of present performance can be considered, it is important to look
at these individual students' background. These Heterogeneous learners had
teacher·centred lessons, which were not focused on communicative English use.
Although they had experienced overseas stays, the stays were limited to a short
period only, which perhaps limited their understanding. They spent most of
their

time learning English in Japan,

yet despite such a

limited

English-speaking learning environment, they still displayed non·stereotypical
self·beliefs.

Profile of Students

Hideo is a twenty·two·year old male, and a fourth year university student.
At high school, he reported that his English lessons were very much

teachercentred,

consisting

of

exercises

on

reading

comprehension,

memorization of vocabulary and idioms, and various grammatical exercises.

In his high school days, he had stayed four weeks in Canada, and during his
university, days had a short experience of travelling on his own to Australia,
America, and Mexico. In addition, on his university school excuraion, he had
stayed in New Zealand fo1· a month. In his third year at university, Hideo
scored the highest mark in all English subjects. In the future, he wishes to go
to an English·speaking country and study r,t post·graduate level.
Kyoko is a twenty·one·year old female, and a fourth vear student. At high
school, her English lessons mainly focused on grmomatical and reading
exercises for passing a university entrance examination. She had been on a
short trip to America and England. In addition, she had stayed in Australia for
a month on her school excursion. In her third year at university, in addition to
scoring the second highest mark in English reading, she scor~d the highest
mark in all English subjects. She would like to be an English teacher in the
future.
Tooru is a twenty-year-old male, and a third year student. While at high
school, he had experienced a one·month home·stay trip to Australia. At high
school, he had neither experience of conversational English classes, nor any
contact with English native teachers. Most of his lessons were taught by the

"yakudoku" method (translation from English to Japanese) by Japanese
teachers of English. Despite that, he scored the highest mark in all English
subjects in his second yem· at university. In the future, he hopes te get into a
Master degree course in Japan.
Ichiroo is a twenty·yoar old male, and a third year student. At high school,
ho had reading and writing English classes, and in addition, once a week, he

had an oral communication class with an ALT (Assistant Language Teacher).
He had stayed in America for a month on his school excursion, but except for
this experience, he had never been overseas.

During his second year at

university, excluding Business English, he scored the highest mark in all
English subjects. One day, he hopes to study linguistics at Master level in
Japan. In addition, in the future, he wishes to get a job with an international
relations company and work in underdeveloped countries.
Yasuhiro is a twenty-two·year old male, and a fourth year student. At
high school, his English lessons were structured mainly for preparation for
university entrance examinations. While at high school for two years, he had
attended an English conversational school.

He had been overseas several

times on family trips, and had stayed in English·speaking countries for a month.
He scored the highest mark in all English subjects in his third year at university.
In the future, he wants to work as a travel agent in Japan.

Kazuko is a twenty-one-year old femflle, and a fourth year student. While
at junior high school, she enjoyed her English lessons for the opportunities they
provided to learn songs or have conversations with native speakers.

Her

English lessons at high school were also taken in order to prepare her fo1•
university entrance examinations. She had been overseas several times. On
her school excursion, Kazuko had stayed in America for a month. Except for a
second highest mark in the subject called "Discussion & Debate", she sr.ored the
highest mark in all of her other English subjects in her third year. She has no
definite plans for her futu:re.

Howaver, she wants to acquire nativ,dike

English language skills so she can use them overseas.

Evidence of Heterogeneous Leaming Style

Non-stereotypical

characteristics of these six learners within

the

heterogeneous group can be seen from the following verbatim excerpts of how
they expressed themselves at the Study One interview (see Appendix 5·1 for
excerpts from the interviews). The following evidence of how they felt about
themselves provides further insight into the self-perceptions of these students.
The excerpts are shown in italics, and the stereotypical descriptors, which were
identified in Table 5.1, have been placed here in parentheses for being able to
identify characteristics of heterogeneous learners.
Hideo
A little strange (cun"ous)

(NI)

An exceptional student

(NI)

An odd person (quite a character)

(NI)

1l(y existence itselfis a gag

(NA)

Kyoko
Sti-ange

(NI)

Strong personah"ty

(NA)

Annoying

(NQTA)

Persistent

(NQTA)

A dif.icult student

(NI)

An odd person

(NI)

Tooru
Sti-lJJJge

(NI)

A veiy positive person

(NA)

I feel hK.e I'm stllndingout

(NI)

Ichiroo

1bugh

(NA)

Hard for othors to assimilate

(NI)

Sticking out

(NI)

Patient

(NA)

Yasuhiro

A challenger

(NA)

Selfintoxication

{NI)

A Juggler

(NA)

Conspicuous

(NI)

Kazuko

Optimistir:

(NA)

Not dopressed

(NA)

I am unusually confident

(NA)

During interviews, these learners appeared to be confident and responsive
to the intetviewer's questions nil the time.

Further, of the sixteen participants

of this study, the above six learners were outstanding with regard to their
improvement and achievement in TOEIC (See Appendix4·1). Their school
marks in English subjects were of a high level, as wero their English
communication skills.

Homogeneous Group:
Kaari, Tsuyako, Sumiko, Aiko, Asami, Mayumi
Because of the students' awareness of their passivity and lack of desire to
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stand out from the rest of tha group, tha following six focale English major
students were included into the Homogeneous group: Kaori, Tsuyako, Sumiko,
Aiko, Asami, and Mayumi. These learners spoke openly about their fear of
stamUng out from others. An examination of these students' backgrounds is
valuable because they shared common aspects in thair language learning
experiences.

Furthermore, their English lessons focused on university

entrance examinations and all the learners had little experience of an
English·speaking environment.

Prof/la of Students

Knori is a nineteen-year old studant. At high school, bar English lessons
concentrated on grammar and reading comprehension, and once a week she had
lessons with an ALT. She had never been overseas.

Kaori scored the highest

mark in all of her English subjects in her first year at university. In the future,
she wishes to be an English teacher.
Tsuyako is a nineteen·year old, second year student. While at junior high
school, she had stayed in Canada for a one·month home·stay. At high school,
her English lessons revolved around reading and writing. In her first year at
university, except for a "pass" in her writing class, she had scored the second
highest mark in all other English subjects.

She has a dream of being an

interpreter, but wishes to have, at least, a job related in some way to the
English language.
Sumiko is a twenty-year old, third year student. At high school, English
was one of her school subjects for university entrance examinations. She had
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attended English conversation courses at a city culture centre for several years.
She had stayed in Australia for a month on her school excursion, but except for
this experience, she had never been ovt:rseas. She scored the highest mark in
all her English subjects in second year at university. She wishes to be fluent in
English. Regarding her future, she had no clear objectives.
Ailr.o is a twenty-two·year old, fourth year student. At high school, English
lessons had been very much structured and strict, and of a very demanding
level. Tite majority of the lessons involved a large amount of memorization
and v'-!::dbulary accumulation. She had been overseas several times, but only
for short trips. She had stayed in Australia for a month on her univnrsity
excursion. In her third year at university, in addition to gaining the second
highest mark in a translation exercise su;,ject, she scored the highest mark for
the rest of her English subjects.

She had already been promised a job at a

b<mk upon graduation. She wishes to continue her English study as a hobby.
Asami is a twenty-one year old, fourth year student. During high school
classes, her English lessons consisted of grammatical exercises, as well as
reading comprehension (using the yakudoku method). On her school excursion,
she had stayed in Australis for a month. As well as this experience, she had
been overseas only once more, but only for a short trip. Except for one
ti·anslation subject, in which she scored the second highest mark, she recorded
the highest murk in all the rest of her English subjects .n her third year at
university. She had already secured her future employment at a company,
although the job itself was not English-oriented. However, she wishes to pass
EIKEN prn·level 1 and continue to learn English for her own skill improvement.
Mayumi is a twenty·two·year old, fourth year student. At high school, her
English lessons concentrated on reading and writing. In addition to her school

excursion to Australia, she had stayed in America for a month. She scored the
highest mark in all her English subjects in her third year at university.

After

graduating from university, she will probably have a job not related to English.
Despite this, she wishes to continue her study because she believes that English
skills will be useful for overseas trips.

Evidence of Homogeneous Learning Style

Overall, the improvement in TOEIC scores was higher than the average
students.

However, the Homogeneous group learners' individual English

communication skills varied.

For example, Sumiko, Aiko and Asami had

acquired good communication skills in terms of adequately expressing
themselves.

On the other hand, Knori, Tsuyako snd Mayumi still had

problems in the actual use of English for effective communicatio,1. Although
they were serious students and com:nitted to learning, they were sometimes
hesitant to use English in class. The following excerpts show this internal
ambiguity

regarding

non-stereotypical desire.

their

stereotypical

preference

but

underlying

More detailed transcriptions have been provided for

this group as their presentations indicated that they preferred to develop their
reasoning to a greater extent than the previous group. This may in itself, be
indicative of the cognitive processes used by stereotypical learners.
Kaori

IfI were stricter with myself, I would improve more.

Once I impmved, I would

see my potential. III did a little more, I would see it. (SP)

I think ofmyselfas not as a hard worker, as others think ofme. I worry before
tests, and worry how others will do on tests. (SG)
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Touyako
I tl1ink ufmyself BS s norm Bl student, not so bsd, but not so smart either, Just
the sBme ss people sround me. (SG)
I am a Httle passive. As I don~ have enough abJ1ity. I can't BBJ' what I,;·;..;; to
say. (SP)

Sumiko
I have a feeling of not wanting to stick out.
others, people Bround me luuk at me

/JS

When I stand out a little from

to they would like to Bvoid me. Even

when I consciously try nut to stand out, I Bm told that Ism R serious student.
(SG)

Ailco
What can I say, I feel shy in front ofmy classmates, becBuse they are the same
age as I am. (SG) It would be no problem ifI could speak English perfectly, hut
my English is not perfecta.tall. (SLSE)

I feel shy when myclsss members see

me trying hard. (SP)

Asami
I believe that my teBchers think ofme as an average student. (SA)
I tllink that in class I ask questions quite often, Bnd may be tuu often. So, to
avoid embarrassment, I ask teachers mo.re, after lessons. I don~ want anyone
to think about me, as a pushy person. (SG)
I have Juts of things in my mind, but I can express only 20% ufwhst I think in
English. Bees use ofthis, I feel vezy frustrated. (SLSE)
My conversational class teacher might think that I am not so good. Also, I did
not have such good rapport with him. (SA)
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Mayumi

I don't stand out. I don't mBke ll strong impression on people. (SG) I'm a quiet
person. My teachers might not notice me. Although my school marks ere
good, I don't contn'bute much in class. (SLSE)
I feel like I should not do anything wrong, I feel like I should not speak out too
much, I worzy about making mistakes. (SLSE)
As can be seen from the students' interviews, all six learners indicated that
they were uncomfortable with their passive behaviour, and wished to be more
active in the class. Compared with the Heterogeneous group, these learners
were leas talkative and less confident. For example, Kaori kept silent for a
while before replying to each interview question, and then, she replied quietly
with oaly a few short sentenc&s.

Mayumi was close to crying during the

interview, which may have been due to her lack of confidence. There seemed to
be a clear gap between what she wanted to say and what she could not say in
class. Moreover, Mnyumi, as well as Kaori, was often very quiet. This may
indicate that for both girls, their basic communicative skills, as well ss their
characters, somehow influenced theit' behaviour in English classes.
The next section compares the TOEIC scores of each student of the
Heterogeneous and Homogeneous group, and, in order to further investigate the
differences in beliefs, analyses each group's learner beliefs categorizing them
into Affective, Self·perceptive, Self·motivational, Cognitive, and Social beliefs.
These represent the categories developed and discussed in Chapter Four. From
the interview transcriptions, each of the participants' responses, pertaining to
Little's (1995) notion of learner autonomy, waa categorized. A descriptor waB
attached to each discrete aspect of learner antonomy revealed by the
participants. After translating the responses into English, the responses nnd
their corresponding autonomy descriptors were collated and placed into the five

broad categories.

Comparison of
Heterogeneous Group vs. Homogeneous Group

TOEIC Score of nvo Groups

The twelve learners' TOEIC results are shown in Table 5.2 and 5,3. The
Heterogeneous group's achievement profi\o tended to be higher than for those in
the Homogeneous group.
Table 5.2: Heterogeneous Learners' TOEIC Achievement Profile over Time
lea mar

1' year

2" yaar

3' yaar

Hideo

480

615

775

910*

K,olro

<SO

075

795•

Kazuko

""
""'
"'°

Meanacoro

Tooru
Ichiroo
Yasuhiro

Improvomont

4"'year

5"5

680*

S,5

485

530*

000

"'°
·190

""

Mean403.3

Mean!\45.8

Mean674.2

Mean 771.7

w

(B)

(C)

(D)

(BHA)=+l42.5

(CHB)"+I28.4

(D)·(C)=+97.5

MO

(*TOEIC score at the time the interview was conducted)
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'""
""825*
685*

Table 5.3: Homogeneous Learners' TOEIC Achievement Profile over Time

loamer
Kaori
Tauya.Im
Sumiko
Aiko
Aeami
Mnyumi
Meanacoro
Improvement

1 year

2" yoar

3 year

4 yoar

320

575•

6'5

''°

· 470•
OS5

''°

No record
No record

orn

030

120·
655*

386

''°

030

020

736

Mean 31i3.3

Mean 538.3

Mean604.2

Mean 681.3

w

(B)

(C)

(0)

(B)·W=+l85.0

(C)·(B)=+65.9

(D)·(C)=+77.l

3S5

,so

330

700*

680

670*

(• TOEIC score at the hme the interview was conducted)
The TOEIC results in the above tables show that -.1t the ~ommencement of
their university education the Hekrogeneous group learners' mean score was
403.3 and it was 50 points higher than the Homogeneous learners' mean score of
853.3. The mean score of the Heterogeneous group improved by 142.5 points in
their second year (B)- (A), and by 128.4 in their third year (C)-(B). On the
other hand, the mean score of the Homogeneous group improved by 185.0 points
in their second year CB)-W.

This improvement was greater than the

Heterogeneous group. However, the mean score for the Homogeneous group in
the third year improved by only 65.9 points (C)-(B).

Considering the score

improvement from the time when students entered university (A), the
Heterogeneous group improved by 270.9 points over two year period (C)-W.
This improvement was 20.0 points greater than tho 250.9 points improvement
of the Homogeneous group. Tho mean achievement in the third year for the
Heterogeneous group was 674.2points, 70.0 points higher than the scores in tho
Heterogeneous group. In summary, the Heterogeneous learners' achievement

and improv1m1ent was consistently higher than that of the Homogeneous
learners with the exception of the Homogeneous learners' improvement between
their first and second year acorea.

Learner Beliefs about Leaming Engffsh
From the analysis of the interview transcriptions, foamer beliefs for the
two groups were compared and described under the five categories discussed
earlier: Affective, Self-perceptive, Self·motivational, Cognitive, and Social
beliefs (see Appendix 5·1 for details of individual learner cases).
Below, the Heterogeneous group learners' beliefs are dascribed, followed by
the Homogeneous group learners' beliefs. Under each category, the descriptors
are underlined.

Where

two descriptors appear which have

opposite

characteristics, these have been indicated by the inclusion of arrows. This
symbol

+-·)

shows that the learners in the group demonstrated both

characteristics.

This

is

first

encountered

"positive/negative self·image beliefs" and in

under

the

subheading

soma of the subsequent

subheadings.

Heterogeneous group

Affective bef/efs

The Heterogeneous learners seemed to be aware of their own future career
endeavours. They t~nded to consider English skills as the ona of tha most
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important tools for their caroor ostablishment. As such, they bolieved that
English acquisition was necessary to reach the final goal of a desired job.
Othor common aspects of the Heterogeneous learners included their interests in
and enjoyment of English learning. They were strongly motivated to acquire
English and enjoyed learning in their own ways.

Sa/f.parcaptlva ballets

Self.perceptions were invostigated in terms of the six characteristics
discussed below, with positivity being a key indicator ofheterogenoity. Despite
tho fact that the Heterogeneous learners were positive about themselves, they
seemed to feel that somehow they were different from others {See p.86 - 87 in
this chapter as well as Appendix 5·1). With reference to teacher expectations, all
Heterogeneous learners tended to believe that their teachers thought of them as
being very individual and therefore as standing out from other students. This
recognition stemmed from the students' active behaviour and their teachers'
positive reinforcement of them.

They seemed to feel that their teachers

recognized their hard work.
aelhegu]1Jtion
The Heterogeneous learners appeared to regulate themselves effectively.
They seemed to have clear ideas about which matters ought to be given priority
over others. They also tried to use their time wisely.
self·direction
Pacing their own learning and doing things their own way were v~!"f much
strong characteristics of the Heterogeneous learners. They were very much
aware of their own responsibility in the learning process. Hideo saw it as a

matter of mental strength or willpower not to get depressed at his failures.
Kyoko was always aware that she should not wait for something to be given to
her by the teacher but that she should try to learn independently. Tooru tried
to maintain an independent approach and exhibited his own style of learning.
Ichiroo also persevered in his chosen strategies even if others suggested a
contrary approach. Yasuhiro was not ashamed of making mistakes and tried a
variety of approaches in order to achieve. Kazuko utilized whatever strategy
she thought had pragmatic value.
eelf·encourage.!!l.ll..fil
The Heterogeneous learners told themselves that they should make
effective use of their experiences of failure. In this way, they seemed to try to
encourage themselves to do more, instead of regretting any unsatisfactory
results scored in the past.
positive selNmgge
The group felt that they were different from others.

Although they

thought of themselves as being different, they nevertheless were positive about
this difference. All the Heterogeneous learners appeared to have a positive
self·image in every aspect and tended to show a high degree of solf·confidence.
self·truet
These learners also trusted themselves that they were able to promote their
own language learning. They tended to believe that they could do something if
they wanted to do it. This solf·truat seemed to create an internal power for
self·driven learning.
self-observation
Through their English learning experiences, Hideo, Kyoko and 'Iboru felt

that they had increased their awareness of Japanese sensibilities, language and
culture. Hideo realized that he had a Japanese mind and wanted to keep his
"Japanese·ness".

Kyoko could think more about Japan through her English

learning experience. Similarly, Tooru became aware of some of the unique
Japanese ways of doing various things.

Se/f.motlvatlonal bellefs

This group seemed to focus on the communicative use of English as well as
their own improvement in proficiency. Their consciousness was not directed
towards English acquisition itself but to using it for some particular purpose.
With regard to TOEIC of other tests, these students considered the tests to be a
means of monitoring their own improvement. In this regard, they would set
t11Tget test scores as a series of small progress·checking milestones, but not as
their final goal. They were opell"minded and flexible in their thinking. They
controlled themselves well and enjoyed both learning English and their social
life with their friends at university. The group members most definitely had a
long·term view of their language learning.

The descriptors below, first

discussed in Chapter Four, give further insight into their self·motivational
characteristics.
goal awareness
The members of the Heterogeneous group showed consensus in being
clearly aware of their future goals. They asked themselves "why am I learning
and what do I wish to achieve from it?" They tried to ensure they got the
chance to follow their chosen direction through the processes developed in
learning. This metacognitive awareness of self-monitoring seemed to be one of

the prominent features of the non-stereotypical group.

weakooint awareness
All the learners appoared to be aware of their weak·points. They seemed

to be aware of the need to remedy these points, in order to progress their
learning. Hideo sometimes felt neglectful, and was aware that this was his
weakness. Kyoko concentrated on some aspects of Enrrlisb proficiency only
and missed other parts. Tooru was not able to make progress in his TOEIC
scores as he expected, but told himself that he should not get de·motivated in
his study. Ichiroo folt that bl! could not catch up with the speed of spoken
English. To improve his ability, he thought he needed learning opportunities to
talk with native speake1·s more often. Yasuhiro saw himself, as a ti.mid person
who was afraid oflosing his English proficiency and that was the reason why he
should continue to learn English. Kazuko thought that it was not enough to be
able to talk with native speakers, and felt she needed to study the finer details
of the language thoroughly by reading and learning grammar.
1·eflections
The group members all reviewed their learning process in various ways.
Hideo saw that his learning changed after deliberatively setting his goals.
Kyoko frequently reminded l1erself about why she was interested in English
communication. Thom had positive experiences about individual class work.
Ichiroo felt that he needed to concentrate on listening, because in the past he
had spent most of his time on reading and writing. Yasnhiro had a difficult
time because of his family problems and his search for subsequent employment.
However, he put his greatest effort into learning English and succeeded in
overcoming all his difficulties. Kazuko was able to measure her learning needs
and ability by reflecting on experiences of support from one of her teachers.

self-monitoring
Hideo, Kyoko and Yasuhiro sought to take opportunities to monitor and '
extend their learning skills.

They did this by various strategies such ss

talking with English native speakers, E-mailing in English, checking TOEIC
scores, getting teachers' feedback, and learning from their mistakes.

Such

opportunities provided them with effective strategies for further improvement.
Tooru, Ichiroo and Kazuko monitored which study techniques and language
components were more effective, and questioned themselves regarding the
reasons for their own improvement.
initiative
All six learners demonstrated initiative. Hideo liked to take on leadership
roles; Kyoko gave thought to her work beyond what was eXpected; and 'Iboru
preferred to do something that interested him rather than doing the prescribed
work set by his teacher. Ichiroo thought that class work was important, but
felt t.hat it was not enough for him to improve hie language skills quickly.
Yssuhiro expressed his active behaviour in the class. He claimed that he used
the class as a learning opportunity. Kazuko took the initiative of indicating to
her teachers the particular type of class work or materials that she preferred,
which she believed would be good for her learning.
,;onsciOYE! effort ofcontimJation
All six learners also possessed life-long perspectives with regard to their
language learning.

These perspectives inspired them to improve their

language levelB continuously.
flexibility
Flexibility in thought was a further distinguishing characteristic of the
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Heterogeneous learners. Hideo kept a balance between enjoyment and study
as well as managing to involve himself in various activities such as his sports
club and watching movieB. Yasuhiro was similar in this regard in that he tried
to use his independent time wisely not only for hie English learning but also for
his hobbies. Kyoko, Kazuko, 'Iboru and Ichiroo tried to change their thinking
and the methods they used when their learning was not proving to be effective.
stronger internal locus of control
All the students in this group Beemed to be strongly aware of their active
involvement in learning English in their everyday life. Hideo talked positively
about hie learning opportunities. Kyoko was aware that everyone counted on
her to aBk questions.

'Iboru was actively seeking opportunities to learn

English and thought about how to use English in his daily life. Ichiroo and
Kazuko wanted to push harder with more challenging work.
critical awareness
Another salient characteristic of those learners was that they tried to
analyse their learning with critical objectivity. Hideo urged himself to do his
best at oil times because he knew that occasionally his results were not good.
Kyoko, 'Iboru, Yasuhiro, and Kazuko believed that they must continuously
strive to maintain theil' English proficiency levels; otherwise, their English
levelB would suffer. Ichiroo was once mortified at not being able to cope with a
real communicative situation. Consequently, he realized the need to study
harder.
endless pom>ihilities
All the learners tended to believe they had the potential to achieve
whatever they wished in not only their language learning but also in other
aspects of their life. Hidoo and Kyoko mentioned "motivation" and "effort" as
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successful aspects in improvement. Ichiroo and Kazuko also used the notion of
"effort" to indicate the possibilities for improving their language skilfo. 'lboru
and Yasuhiro believed that anything was possible as long as they focused

Oil

what they wanted.
self-actualisation
All the learners seemed to think that learning English was for the pmpose
of better communication, so they focused on trying to build high-level
communicative skills in English. This seemed to reflect their awareness of and
wish for self-actualisation as human beings, that is, to make their own worlds
bigger and to mmi:imise their potential in life. In this respect, their learning
was a lifetime commitment. Therefore, learning English connected them to
their actual future goals.

Both Jchirao and Kazuko used looking for someone

superior to themselves as a strategy of motivating themselves.

With this·

strategy, they were able to see which particular points they needed to work on to
impreve their overall ability. This seemed to be an effective and purposeful
metacognitive strategy for them.

Cognitive beliefs

AU six learners in this group seemed to consider classroom learning to be a
part of their own learning pwcess. The Heterogeneous learners seemed to be
aware of self-responsibility for their active involvement in English learning.
For effective language learning strategies, the learners in this group tried to
create as many English learning opportunities as possible. The descriptors
below provide further insight into interpreting this category.

w,

classroom learning
The learners used their classes to obtain the sort of information, which
could be then practiced in a less formal environment or build up their basic
skills. The group members wished to have tasks that are tasks that are more
challenging and stimulating activities, rather than simply being given
prescriptive materials.

'lboru felt that tl1e present class lesson structure

actually interrupted his own learning. Therefore, he had been working by
himself without connecting his aelf·s~udy to his classroom learning, although he
wished that lessons would be more meaningful for him. 'Iboru wss therefore
an exception in that he did not see his classroom learning as i>nportant for
establishing his basic skills. The other five learners connected their iwclasa
and extramural learning by prP.viewing and reviewing all lessons. In 11ddition,
they tried t.i concentrate during their lessons to ensure that they acquired the
greatest benefit.
effective language learning strategies
Using authentic materials, all the Heterogeneous learners created English
study opportunities for themselves. Hideo, Yashuhiro, and Ichiroo continued
listening practice everyday ovor a long period. Kyoko tried to manufacture
opportunities for self·expression, while Kazuko did extensive rending practice.
'lboru actively thought in English while engaging in daily activities. Therefore,
opportunities for authentic input, which utiliwd their listening skills, seemed to
be important for the group.
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Social beliefs

The Heterogeneous group seemed to be aware of their own responsibility
as learners. All tended to believe that the key to learning was not the help
from the teacher alone, but what they learnt themselves.

Therefore, thoy

considered the teacher's key role to be that of a facilitator or supporter. They
expected teachers to present useful ideas, advice and encouragement and
provide support.

They also believed that other students admired their

attitudes and that this learning was firmly supported by both teachers and
other students' expectations of them.

The Heterogeneous learners also

considered that the relationship of trust between the teacher and learner, and
between the learner and learner was important.

In this respect, they seemed

to be aware of the need for both aelf·direction and collaboration.

Homogeneous group

Affective belfefs

The Homogeneous learners appeared to like English and were interested
in learning the language and about the cultures that it represented. However,
without any clear objectives for themselves, they merely seemed to feel
admiration for English proficiency and perceived some advantages in gaining
further language skills for gaining potential employment.

Unlike being

different from the Heterogeneous learners, these learners seemed not to have a
clear awareness about their future career. In addition, their acquisition of
English seemed to be suffering, because of the perceived gap between their
present skill levels and admired proficiency levele.
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Self-perceptive beliefs
This group had gained high marks in English tests through considerable
effort. These Homogeneous learners were, in fact, very autonomous in terms of
gaining high marks.

However, they ~oemed to be struggling with the

r1;;alisation that they could not use the skills and strategies, which they had
gained and utilised for past examinations. For their lecture·type lessons, they
felt that they would therefore have to make a very good impression on their

teachers. In fact, these students rarely failed to do what was required of them.
They would preview and review the lessons. In their conversation classes, they
felt that their teachers did not pay attention to them, even though they would
try hard. However, they reproved themselves, for not achieving. All these
learners seemed to have ambiguous feelings about their learning. In addition,
their perceptions seemed to be inconsistent with their actual behaviours.
Regarding teachers' expectations towards them, most of the Homogeneous
learners felt that they were recognized as serious students in lecture·type
classes.

This was because they were working properly by reviewing and

previewing the lessons and they rarely failed to do their homework. Tsuyako
and Aaami felt that their teachers regarded them as average students.
However, in conversation classes, they thought that they were not well regarded.
They tended to believe that teachers thought of them as quiet students, or at
worst, that they were unnoticed by teachers. Depending on her relationship
with teachers and on the nature of classroom tasks, Aiko especially, said that
she was recognized as both a motivated student and not a good student. In
short, Homogenous learners seemed to feel that they were recognized
differontly depending upon the teacher and the class.
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self·regulntion
The entire Homogeneous group utilised self-regulatory strategies for the
purpose of improving their TOEIC scores and improving in their English
subjects generally.

These processes consistod of strategies such as not

watching TV, revising their work regularly and concentrating on completing
necessary work on time.
self-direction
All the learners seemed to be aware of aelheaponsibility for their learning.
For example, Tsuyako and Mayumi felt that it was their own fault if their
results were not good enough. Kaori and Asami were of the opinion that they
needed to put in more effort into learning than they were at present. Sumiko
had a 'self.directive' attitude, and Aiko, in contrast, sought more challenging
learning opportunities.
Belf·encouragement
These students tried to get rid of negative feelings about their learning by
engaging strategies such as previewing and reviewing their classes, or
practicing for examinations. They forced themselves to work harder and (with
the exception of Aiko) reproved themselves for their current insufficient effort,
despite their professed serious attjtude.

However, Aiko admitted to being

satisfied, when she could understand something and encouraged herself to
learn more English.
positive Belf·image

~~

negative self·image

Touyako and Knori seemed to be dissatisfied with their present attitude.
They felt that they should be stricter with themselves. Sumiko was aware of
her attitude and was careful about not standing out from other students.
From one perspective, she had a positive feeling about herself. However, from
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another perspective, she did not like to be perceived RS being overly interactive.
Aiko, AeRmi and Mayumi showed both positive and negative self·imagea. Aiko
saw herself as an active learner, but she pretended to be a passive learner in
some situations. Asami and Mayumi shared similar negative feelings about
themselves which resembled those ofThuyako and Knori. Aaami did not want
to appear to be a pushy person. Also, both Asnmi and Mayumi appeared to be
frustrated with their speaking skills, yet despite these feelings, thoy had
positive feelings about their potential for improvement.

eelf·trust ++ self-doubt
Knori and Thuyako seemed not to trust themselves and were uncertain
about their potential. Sumiko did not mention her beliefs about her capacity to
succeed.

Aiko and Aeami trusted themselves to achieve their potential.

Mayumi also wished to achieve her potential.

However, she felt that her

·present level of achievement was not good enough becauso she was not making
enough effort in her study.

self-observation
All six Homogeneous learners were able to monitor both the negative as
well as positive aspects of their performance, that is to say, they displayed
insight into their level of performance. In fact, they seemed to be extremely
conscious about their skills and the opinions of others. They seemed to be
atrongly aware of how they were evaluated by othor people around them.

Seff-mot/vetlonal beliefs

Although the Homogeneous group of students made every ~ffort at
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self-motivation, they seemed to be dissatisfied with themselves, feeling that
their achievement was still not good enough. They seemed to have no clear
purpose for learning, although some of them admired and vaguely aspired to
native-like English pronunciation.

Usually they saw the teacher as a

leader/advisor from whom they obtained direction. They were serious, earnest
students who never failed to do their assignments. They tended to get positive
recognition from teachers in lecture type lessons, but they were quiet and
passive in conversational classes, focusing on their own English proficiency
improvement rather than on communication with others.

weak-point awarenees
Asa mi explained that she analysed her weak points to get ideas of what and
how to improve.

However, the other five learners only made negative

comments about their skills and showed dissatisfaction with their current
situation. Kaori felt that she did not possess adequate English skills and that
her ways of learning were useless. Sumiko believed that the time she spent
listening to English was nowhere near enough.

Tsuyako thought that her

speaking practices with Japanese partners were not effective. Aiko felt that
she had problems expressing herself freely, and Mayumi thought that she knew
what she needed to do but could not do it.
reflections
All of these students reflected on experiences and asked themselves why

they had become involved in learning English. They all seemed to have had
good experiences that provided them with the motivation for their present
study.

,os

self-monitoring
TOEIC scores provided the main impetus for this group of learners to
strive for higher-level achievement and overall improvement. They were all
focused on their scores. Kaori compared herself with others but seemed to
have no strategies to rectify her perceived shortcomings and just became
depressed. On the other hand, Thuyako would see what she had to do next,
how she had to do it, and why.

In exhibiting a deliberate speech delay, Sumiko

demonstrating a degree of metacognitive ability.

She was also concentrating

on improving her listening skills at the time of this research. Aiko was also
conscious of her listening skills and tried to use her listening comprehension
skills in her day·to·day life. She also felt that she was not studying enough.
Asami had been conscientiously listening to an English radio program in order

to improve her listening and comprehension skills. When she felt depressed
about her language and speaking skills, she would stop studying and take a
short break.

Mayumi discovered an effective strategy when she was a third

year student. Through listening to the tape and writing what she could hear,
she found she could improve her language skills greatly. This strategy
connected her general leaming to speaking skills through self·directed learning.
initiative :f:i: passive
Knori was a serious student who worked hard. She did whatever was
needed for fosson preparation and review. However, she was very passive in
class, always waiting for someone else's leadership. Tsuyako felt that she was
required to be compliant and passive in class.

Sumiko, believed in her

possibilities to improve her English skills and stated that all lessons were
useful learning opportunities.

Aiko stressed that it is the students'

responsibility as well as the teacher's in facilitating effective learning. She
actually wanted more challenging and difficult work. Asa mi had a clear idea of
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the sorts of class ea that were effective for her learning. She preferred to have
explicit checks on her progress, rather than just being left alone to complete her
work. Thus, she did not believe that student-centred freedom was conducive to
effective learning. Mayumi like Kaori, was a hard worker who always did the
prescribed work correctly. She admitted that this constituted a passive way of
learning, but also felt it to be the most suitable way for her. In this group, half
of the learners felt that with regard to their own learning, tliey took some
initiative and the other half felt they were passive and did not display much
initiative.

Overall, though, this entire group seemed to be aware that they

were responsible for their own learning in different ways.
conscious effort of continuation

++ short·term effort

Knori had a very limited perspective of learning English. During her
interview, she said that she realized she had never thought about what it really
meant to learn English. She had been, until that time, concentrating solely on
learning what was required for each test. Teuyako did not mention anything
about what it meant to learn English, while Sumiko, Aiko, Asami and Mayumi
were aware of their continual conscious effort. Sumiko saw her learning as a
long·term process. She had told herself not to expect good results straight
away. Her beliefs were based on the need for continuous effort. The other
three learners had already chosen careers that had no requirements for English.
However, they wished to continue learning English at their own pace.

flexibility +-t restriction
J{aori, 'I'suyako, and Mayumi seemed to have very restricted beliefs about
their learning.

Knori appeared to be afraid to change her strategies even

though she felt they were not very effective. Tsuyako believed tho1t English
needed to be learnt with American pronunciation. Mayumi thought that she
must speak properly without miatukes in order to make her English
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und!lrstandable,

Th!!se beliefs seemed to prevent Touysko's snd Mayumi's

further improvement. On the other hand, the other three learners showed
some flexibility as to what is, or is not effective, making them more motivated
and their learning experiences more positivo.
strong internal locus of control i---+ weaker internal locus of control
Kaori and Tsuysko were similar in that they did not think they had a
sufficiently developed locus of control to advance their own learning, They felt
dissatisfied and lacked confidence. Sumiko, Aiko, Asami and Mayumi were
positive about themselves in that they felt they were doing their best. They
were always aware of English in their daily lives. Both Asami and Mayumi
had heen thinking that, although they were trying hard, they were not
involving themselves in a sufficiently interactive fashion in their lessons.
critical awareness
Kaori and Tsuyako knew that an awareness of English in their daily life
was important for them to keep up their level of proficiency.

They also felt

that being actively involved in learning made a difference. Sumiko and Aiko
were afraid that their English level would deteriorate if they stopped their
present method of learning. Asami and Mayumi had nothing to say about
critical awareness.
endless possibilities

~~

uncertainty

Sumiko and Aiko believed that they would achieve what they wanted so
long as they continued to make an effort. Knori thought that her strategies
were not effective, but she did not have the confidence to change them and thus
sho feared she would not achieve what she had set out to do. Touyako made no
comment relating to this descriptor. Asami believed that people with greater
language skill than her were onco at the same level that she is at now.
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Therefore, she thought that it should be possible for her to improve. However,
at the same time, she had doubts that she could even retain her current level of
proficiency. Mayumi wished to maintain her current level, but this was not a
strongly held desire.
goal awareness
Kaori wished to be a teacher so she was aware that she should learn
English more comprehensively, whereas Tsuyako, Asami, and Mayumi were
focused on the goal of achieving high TOEIC scores and doing well in other tests.
Sumiko and Aiko did not mention any particular goals.
English proficiency vini·vis TOEIC scores
All six Homogeneous learners seemed to be accurately aware of their own
skills vis·R·vis teat scores. However, they all appeared to lack ideas about
language as a tool for communicative use. Grammatical knowledge, proper
pronunciation and vocabulary skills were thought of in tenna of being
measurable skills rather than having communicative qualities and purposes.
Ironically, this preoccupation with perfection and the development of skills
seemed to be one of the primary causes blocking their improvement.

Cognitive beliefs

All six Homogeneous learners seemed to be aware of the importance of
having an interactive active attitude in tho class.

They also considered their

classroom learning to be directly related to out·of·class learning. However,
those learners' actual attitudes in class appeared to be passive in terms of
responding to questions and asking questions. For effective language learning
strategies to be activated, the Homogeneous learners seemed to be aware of the
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need for authentic input and appreciated the importance of getting
opportunities to listen to English in their daily lives.
c]gssroom learning
Challenging tasks were something these learners wished for in the
classroom activities. They seemed to be aware of the importance of active
involvement in their English learning. This may suggest that the learners in
the Homogeneous group seemed to have a similar awareness regarding ways of
learning, as did the learners in the Heterogeneous group.

However, the

difference was in the Homogeneous group's actual attitude in class. If the class
consisted of motivated students of various ages, for example, learners would
exhibit greater preparedness to participate. Their attitude would change when
a different classroom atmosphere was established.

Because they were

motivated to learn English, they wished that they could behave more actively
and use opportunities more effectively.

Furthermore, instead of adjusting

their attitudes to make better use of classroom learning, the Homogeneous
learners stressed their own needs and preferences. In other words, they were
more preoccupied with specifically individual needs rather than exhibiting a
spirit of interactive or co·operative learning.
effective language learning strategies
All learners seemed to be consciously aware of the need for English input
into their daily lives. They thought that authentic materials were important to
better understand English, especiall,v as mediated through listening practice, in
order to improve their general comprehension or understanding.
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Socia/ ballafs
The six Homogeneous learners seemed to expect the teacher to act as a
helper or advisor, looking to the teacher to direct them by using hig/her
comparatively rich experience and expertise.

They felt that what the teacher

expected from them differed according to the nature of the classroom lesson,
which had been taught, and the nature of any relationships, which existed.
That is, teachers in lecture-type lessons orparticulur teachers regarded them as
good students. Conversely, they felt that teachers in conversational lessons
regarded them as average students or did not even know them.

Tsuyako

considered that a relationship based on equality between teacher and learner
was impoliant. The other learners in this group, however, seemed not to have
any awareness of 11 collaborative context in their classroom lear.ning. Rather
than looking for collaboration in the classroom, they put more pressure on
themselves as individual learners.
The comparisons between the Heterogeneous and Homogeneous groups are
summarized below in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4: The Comparisons of Two group Learners' Beliefs under Five
Categories
(1) Affective beliefs
·---·
Homogeneous group
Heterogeneous rrroup
having no dear objectives
having job·related motivation
0
boing interested in English for cultural
scoing English skills as tools
enjoying and having interoat in their
understanding rather tha.n using skills
learning
for their future career
having admiration for, or placing value
being strongly motivated ro acquire
>ho odvantnges of English
English
acnuisitiou
J2) Solf-pe!.£!!ptlve bo!l.efs -·
Hcterogeneoua group
Homogeuous group
gaining high murks in English tests
being positive and displaying a belief in
through considerable effort
self.
of self·rogulntion,
being aw= of both positive aod
being
aware
self·direction,
selfencouragement,
negative self-image, self-trust ood
positive self·image, sclf·truat
doubt
feeling that they ma..ke a very good
impression on their teachers for the
lectura·typo lessons
having ambiguous feelings about their
l~arning.
being inconsistont with their actual
behaviour.
Tea~h~r ex11ec!;§tion towan:l§ th~ l~11rner
Thaclm ~~IlQctatiQD 1\l!iYo!l!e th~ l~amgI
being recognized aa serious studonts in
teachers thought of them as different
lccturo·type clnasea.
from other students.
tcmchera' poaitivo expedation towards
Teachers thought of iliem
quiet
students,
worst thoy were,
thorn
unnoticed by IBachors.
Being recognized differently depending
on the teacher and tho class.
Table contmues.
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J;!! Ss!f-mouvatlonal
beliefs
Homogoneoue Group
Heterogeneoue group
having oo clear purpose for learning .
focusing on tho communicative use of
Englieh as well na thoir own proficiency
seeing the teacher aa a leaderladviaor
improvement,
and from whom
obtained
setting target test acores as a serioa of
necessary ,kill,
direction fo,
email progroaa·chccking mifoatonoa.
further learning
being epen·minded and possessing
being serious, earnest studenta who
never fail to do their given assignmonta.
flexible way of thinking.
being good at controlling themeolvcs.
gaining poaitivo recognition from
teachers in lectur,,.type lessoru, but
enjoying both !earning Englieh ood
;,
paseivo
their eocial life.
being
quiot
Md
long·term view fo, tboir
converaational class ea.
having
language learning.
focusing 00 their owo Englieh
proficiency improvement rather than on
communication with others.
Having passive, ahort term effort,
restrictednese, insufficient internal
energy, .. uncert.'linty
about akille
anr!ication
41 Cnnn!ttva bo!!efll
Heterogeneous group
Homogeneous group
ClassroQffi legming
C]o~srQQm l~flrning
being aware of the classroom as a part
being aworo of the clnesroom as an
of their !earning procesa
important opportunity for their Englieh
being aware of !camera' active
learning
being aware of challenging and active·
involvement neoda
being aware of aelf·responsihility
involvement needs but not following
being aware ofEnglish·uae needs
through
effective lflnll!!~M )Qn!l]ing strn~giea
emphnaiaing · their own needs
creating an environment ~ support effe<;;tb/:e \fin(l!Jnl:.'.l foaming atrat{:gjes
being aware ofEngllih learning
Englieh language opportunitiea
being aware of authentic input
beiug aware of authentic input
externally
embellishing
classroom
learnin~
(5) Social bellefs
Homogeneous Group
Hetorogeneoua Group
having different attitude and behaviour
being aware of aelf·responsibility
referent to teacher-expectation and type
learner
conaidoriag toucher role aa a facilitator
of clnas involvement
coru,idering teachers' role as a helper
or a supporter
dovoloping
and an adviser
being
cognizant
of
boing
aware
of <he
tenchera'
positive·rolntionahips
between
students
amongst
understanding of their neoda
teacher
being aware of peer prossuro fo,
students
boing aware ofcolloborntivo needs
conformity rather
facilitating
interactiveness
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To further illuBtrate the differ(.'nccs in learner beliefs between the two
groups, data from two participants, Hideo (Heterogeneous) and Meyumi
(Homogeneous), are diocuesed in the following section. Hideo and Mayumi'e
cases are reported in order to show the clear differences between the
Heterogeneous and Homogeneous learner beliefs.

From Hideo and Mayumi's reports:
The extreme cases of two group learners
When the interviews were conducted, both Hideo and Mayumi were fourth
year students. Both learners had good marks in all English subjects. Hideo
had improve,! by 430 points in his TOEIC score since he entered university,
recently scoring 910 points, while Mayumi bad improved by 350 points, 1·ecently
scorin~ 735 points.

Hideo was well known at university because his

involvement in the learning process was impressive compared with other
students and impressive in the eyes of many teachers.

On the other hand,

Meyumi was not noticeable, mainly because of her quiet character (see
Appendix 5·1 for details). The different beliefs and awareness levels of the
above learners were clearly seen from Hideo'a and Mayumi's replies to the
interview questions (see Appendix 5·2). 'fhe differences in each loarner's
attitudes to their language learning are discussed below, where their respective
responses to pre!lared interview questions are summarized.

"'

1. In what ways do you believe you can improve your language skills?
Hideo
Hideo believed that suitable strategies were the secret of success. In his case,
the key to learning was an exposure to an EngliFh·speaking environment. He
thrmght that the best strategies were discovered through learning. In terms of
self·motivational strategies, Hideo used hie dreams and goals to activate
behaviours.
Mayumi
Mayumi tried to create a good environment for learning by, for example,
choosing to study in the library. She tried to rngulate herself by having breaks
and by continually setting herself short·term goals for getting good marks in
tests.
2. What are your reasons for studying English?
Hideo
Hideo's reason for learning English was that he wanted to be accepted for
postgraduate studios at an overseas university. For this reason, he believed
that ho had to use English everyday.
Mayumi
Mayumi's reason for learning English was for her own interests.

She was

interested in English speaking cultures and customs, travelling, listening to
English songs and watching English speaking movies.
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3. What in your opinion, should successf\.11 students do, and how should they
behave inside and outside the classroom?
Hideo
Hideo believed that finding strategies suitable to the individual, strong
motivation, and the continuation of effort would lead to success.
Mayumi
Mayumi believed that an active attitude, confidence and self-responsibility were
necessary factors for success.

4. What should be the role of the teacher so that you can achieve your goal of
learning English?
Hideo
For Hideo, the teachers' and other students' trust was most important. He
thought that teachers' roles could be different depending on the relationship
with the student. He expected teachers to encourage and support him.
Mayumi
Mayumi eXpected teachers to create a good class atmosphere.

She wanted

teachers to lead her in the right directions, but she did not desire any special
attention. She wanted to learn in an environment free from worry and fear.
5. How should language class time be used to achieve your goal of learning

English?
Hideo
Hideo wanted hie class to stimulate him. He eXpected classroom learning to be
a place for activities such as discussions, debates, or presentations, because
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these kinds of skills were difficult to acquire individually.
Mayumi
Mayumi wished to have a comfortable claearoom atmosphei·e. She thought
that it would be easier for her to learn with people similar to herself, that is,
who was quiet and shy. She expected her teachers to lead her and ehe expected
to learn from theil' rich experiences.
6. Have you developed any ways of motivating yourself to learn English?
Hideo
By setting objectives and goals for himself, Hideo always tried to be aware of
why he was learning. This suggested a strong aelf·metivational etrategy.
Mayumi
Through effort and memorization strategies, Mayumi believed that she would
improve her English, ns she was vecy concerned about her own skills and scores.
However, despite her wish to improve her speaking skills, she had problems
doing ao.

These problems seemed to be internal barriers that prevented her

from focusing on short·term goals.
7. When you have difficulties and problems achieving your goal, how do you try

to solve them?
Hideo
Hideo's strategies consisted of reflecting on his attitude and goals, and seeking
advice from others.
Mayumi
Mayumi'a strategies consisted of self·monitoring through checking her skills, by
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way of TOEIC or other tests. In addition, Mayumi tried to get stimulation
from watching movies. Thia strategy was also a way of enjoying one of her
favourite things in English. Another strategy for getting stimulation was
observing other students who were studying hard.
8. Many times students have difficulty studying on their own at home because
there are other more interesting things thoy would rather do such as
watching television or going out with friends. What strategies do you use
for motivating yourself to complete your work under these circumstances?
What do you do if you are trying to achieve a certain goal?
Hideo
Hideo reflected on his dream and goal. In addition, hil thought about his
parents, friends, and teachers who helped and supported him along the way.
This inspired him to continue to achieve what he wished.
Mayumi
Mayumi concentrated on her study, as she wanted to choose a place where she
had no interruptions and which was comfortable, to better allow her to study.
9. What do you believe your teachers' expectations are of you?

Why do you

think so?
Hideo
Hideo believed in the power of teachers' positive recognition of his conscientious
effort. Ho described himself as a hardworking, enthusiastic person and as one
who could be relied on.

Mayumi
Mayumi believed in both positive and negative feedback from her teachers,
because she was serious in terms of doing her work properly and so saw both
forms of feedback as valuable. On the other hand, she was quiet, passive and
unresponsive and believed that this was viewed negatively by some teachers.
IO.How do you feel about yourself as a language learner? Please describe in
ten sentences how you see yourself in terms of being a Japanese learner
studying English.

Start with "I am a ... ".

Hideo
Hideo believed himself to be a capable learner. However, he still wished to
achieve more, and he was aware of the required strategies to realize his wish.
He accepted making mistakes. He also encouraged himself and sought more
opportunities to interact with other people.
Mayumi
Mayumi admitted that she made
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effort, because she wished to be able to

speak English, however, she was negative about her ability to improve her
skills.
Compared with Hideo's flexible thinking and positive attitude, Mayumi
demonstrated limited beliefs that acted as barriers to her learning and active
cmgagement.

Shyness, fear of making mistakes, perfectionism, lack of

confidence, and excessive concern for others' opinions are consistent with the
stereotypical Japanese learners' passivity. At the same time, Mayumi seemed
to feel frustration with her language learning because her English acquisition
skills and strategies seemed useless for effective communication.

Summary of Part One
The aim of Study One was to gain insights of high achievers' beliefs about
language learning.

Sixteen participants were selected for Study One.

Through interview transcription analysis, twelve learners' beliefs were dearly
identified

as

representing

characteristics of Japanese
Heterogeneous

group

either

stereotypical

learners.

of loarners

or

non·stereotypical

Six learners were termed a

because

of their

non·stereotypical

consciousness. Another six learners were labelled as a Homogeneous group of
learners because of their broadly stereotypical attitudes. Heterogeneous and
Homogeneous group learners' beliefs were compared and discussed in Study
One: Part One.

The following five categories of comparisons summarize the

differences between the two groups.

Affective Beliefs

In terms of affective beliefs, the main difference between the two groups of
lenrne1·s seemed to be one of goal awareness.

The Heterogeneous group

foarners had a clear goal for learning English, and this goal was related to their
selh1ctualisation in life generally. Their English learning was, therefore, just
a means of accessing the achievement of their final goal.

On the other hand,

the Homogeneous learners seemed to be interested in learning English and
better appreciating the cultures in which this language was spoken. They liked
studying English and they admired fluont English speakers. In this respect,
their goal was the acquisition of English proficiency as an end in itself.

Self-Perceptive Beliefs
The Heterogeneous learners were positive about themselves.
believed in their potential.
expectations of them.

They

They also folt that their teachers had high

Their teachers' high expectations further supported

their confidence building. They were aware of and utilized the metacognitive
strategies of self-regulation, self-direction and self-motivation. They always
reflected on what they were doing, why they were doing it, and where it was
taltlng them. The Homogeneous group, however, was very different in terms of
self·image and self-trust.

They seemed to have ambiguous, almost

dichotomous feelings of both positive and negative se!Hmage. They were very
conscious and sensitive about others' opinions.

Although they wished to

acquire native·like fluency, they seemed to take a passive attitude in their
conversation!ll classes.

They were recognized as good students in their

lecture·type lessons, whereas they were not recognized in the same way in their
conversations! classes. Thus, their self-image received conflicting positive and
negative reinforcement from their teachers.

Self·Motivatlonal Beliefs
Tho Heterogeneous and Homogeneous groups tended to hold differing
views about learning. The Heterogeneous group was aware of English as a
means of communication and a matter of life·long learning. Conversely, the
Homogeneous learners seemed only to focus on their skill improvement rather
than learning for communicative use. The Homogeneous group displayed an
acute concern for perfection.

As a result, they doubted that it would be

possible for them to acquira their desired skills. In fact, they seemed to have

not enough drive for learning English.

Such contradictions between their

thinking and their actions seem to be one of the defining characteristics of the
Homogeneous group.
confident.

The Heterogeneous group of learners was active and

One of their major characteristics was their flexibility. In addition,

they had a strong, critical awareness that they needed to continue their present
effort to maintain their English proficiency level. Through this attitude, they
seemed to have sufficient internal drive to motivate themselves towards their
goal.

Cognitive Beliefs
In classroom learning, the Heterogeneous learners were recognized as
active students, while the Homogeneous learners were seen as serious students.
The Heterogeneous learners stood out from others, but they themselves, their
teachers and other students had a positive acceptance of their characters. The
Homogeneous group, on the other hand, consciously tried to avoid standing out.
They were recognized as normal students, and in fact, they behaved like that.
The Heterogeneous group members were aware of themselves as class members,
and sought to create a good relationship with teachers and follow classmates.
They wanted s good class atmosphere to promote effective classroom learning.
The Homogeneous group was highly conscious of their own English skills and
how others thought about them. They seemed to lack awareness about the
strategies, which existed in the claaBroom.
As for effective learning strategies, both groups believed that authentic
input was very important, in particular, with regard to listening practice. In
addition, separate strategies for learning both inside and outside the classroom
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were considered important in making learning more effective. In this respect,
both groups of learners were strongly aware of the totality of their learning
process incorporating both the classroom and the world beyond it.

Social Beliefs
Learners in both groups were aware of their own responsibility as learners.
They were all self.directed in their stud.y. The Heterogeneous group believed
that the teacher's role should be as a facilitator or supporter, where the students
were responsible for learning but needed the teachers' support or assistance.
The Homogeneous group felt the need for teacher direction and understanding.
The Heterogeneous group also seemed to be more aware of the need for a good
relationship with other students, while the Homogeneous group focused on the
tacit relationship among students.
In summary, in Study One: Part One, sixteen English language learners
were selected on the basis of being high achievers through analysis of their
TOEIC results.

All sixteen students were interviewed regarding their

learning habits and attitudes and from this data, Heterogeneous or
Homogeneous learner profiles were identified by a number of referent
characteristics.

'l\velve of the students were immediately categorised as being

either Heterogeneous or Homogeneous learners and formed two groups of six.
However, four students could not be immediately categorised and this needed
further investigation. Study One: Part 'l\vo below details this investigation
and includes brief case studies of the learners, highlighting the degrees of
learner autonomy and successful learning practice.

Part Two:
What Can Successful Learners Tell Us?
A Comparison of Six Learners' Beliefs
In this section, six successful learners' beliefs are presented. One, Hideo,
was selected from Study One: Part One based on his TOEIC results, attitudes to
learning and learning behaviours. The second, Fumiko, was selected based on
prior research (Usuki, 2002), which provided the impetus for the current
research. Learner autonomy analysis of these two students provided data. for
comparison with that of the four students who were now the subjects of Part
Two. The data showed that the beliefs of the four learners indica.ted different
degrees of success and learner autonomy.

Preliminary Study of Successful Learners' Beliefs:
Learner Autonomy Seen from
the Point of View of Hldeo and Fumiko
Below are extracts from interviews conducted with the two university
students, Fumiko and Hideo, who are both very successful Japanese learners of
English. Importantly, both managed to acquire a high level of English
proficiency while remaining in Japan. Not only did they achieve high TOEIC
test scores, hut also both students gained sufficient English skills to be able to
express themselves well. Their experiences are therefore of special interest
and their responses about la.nguage learning demonstrate a high degree of
learner independence.
Retrospective

interviews

were

organised

"'

regarding

the

students'

perspectives of their own English h1arning. The interviews were tape recorded
and transcribed, then analysed by focusing on what the learners thought about
their own learning in order to clarify various aspects of learner autonomy. The
interviews were carried out in Japanese and translated into English by the
author.
Fumiko was a fourth year student majoring in English when she was
interviewed in 1999. She started lea.ming English at junior high school in
Japan, and had no overseas study experience except for a fourweek school
excursion in New Zealand. Since Fumiko entered the university, her TOEIC
score improved 375 points to surpass 900 points.
Hideo was a fourth year student when he was interviewr1 in the middle of
2000. As with Fumiko, be learned English at junior high school and high
school. He had a one·month home-stay experience in Canada during his high
school days. Other than that, his English learning was complotely in Japan.
Hideo also achieved a score of more than 900 points in TOEIC {having improved
it by 430 points over 3 years).
Considering the remarkable improvement of test scores, faith Fumiko's
and Hideo's learning experiences are of interest. Extracts from interviews in
which they explain their learning strategies and orientations are indicated
below. These opinions seem to suggest that these learners' success is due to a
kind of specifically constructed learner autonomy.
Goal setting:
Both students expressed feelings of frustration experienced while learning
English without any clear objectives. They reported an improvement in their
attitudes and performances once they had established clear goals. (The student
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quotes are in italics with non-sequential ones starting on separate lines.)

I hud a feeling English learning would be endless. Even if I studied hard, I
couldn't be 11 n11tive speaker. English is still my second language. So, I thought
that I had to decide my go11I for using my English skills, my p111poso fbr study
and my intended use ofEnglish. Otherwise, my learning would have no aim.' I
felt I had been groping blindly in the dark for a Jon{! time. At that time, I really
suffered. I w11s studying but didn't have

l1

vision. I didn't l1a1'8 u .int1l point of

achievement. I Just attended the lessons and blindly studied hard to digest
given work. <Fumiko)
I ht1d problems that sheer effort could not overcome. I reflected on my b11sic
re11son why I was learning English 11nd looked t1t my got1l t1g11in. I tried to get i'id
ofmy unmotivated foaling.
Before I had 11 visible got1l, I wus just trying to improve my English in

II

hephaZRrd manner. (Hideo)
Self-trust:
Successful Japanese learners of English display strong beliefs in their learning
abilities. They are not overly concerned about their peers' opinions and are not
afraid of'standlng out',

Wn11tl had to downs to believe in myself alone. Only I know what/need to do.
It does not matter whst others think ofme. (Fumiko)
I feel tliat each day is struggle. By myself! m11ke progress. I would like to stand
out as someone different. We can do whatever we want ifwe have motivation.
Really, we are a co11glomeration ofpossibilities. (Hideo)

"'

Making use of the environment:
Laarners skilfully use the available environment and attempt to create 'their
own' English world. They have a critical awareness of their own learning
needs and a flexible way of thinking.

I triad to tl111lkpositively 11nd make .myenv.ironment as meam'ngful 11s possible.
I have done my best whenever I could. I wanted to .m11ke full use of my
opportum'ties. CFumiko)
I t11ke opportunities to be in contact with the English language as mud1 es
possible. I make my own environment arti.icislly Hke en Engl1sl1 speaking
country. We can do various things for Englisb Je11rning. The most important
tln'ng is how well we can use the resourceB around us. (Hideo)
Learner responsibility in the class:
Although good learners expect and need a teacher's unde1·standing, they are
aware of both the teacher's and students' responsibility for making lessons
useful. They see teacher - student collaborution as an essential prerequisite of a
foreign language class.

We should sen·ously set a purpose for ourselves and learn in 01-der to achieve it.
Lessons should b,;, done by cooperation between teachers and students. Poor
},;,ssoI11 aro ones that don't },;,t us tl1ink anytliing b,;,cause they are just one-way
trainc from the teaeher to the students. (Fumiko)
Not only does a teaeher give something to tl1e students, but also the teaeher ean
learn from the studeI1ts. It is best ifwe have e give and take .relationslu'p. Ideal
dasses are when the students are responsible for doing something. So, I think
that both the teacher and the students are responsible far tlie doss. A
relnt.ionsl11'p of trust needs to he built firmly between teachers and stude!ltS.
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(Hideo)

Student initiative~ and teacher role expectations:
Both of these participants agree that it is the learners' responsibility to take the
initiative for their own learning. At the same time, they mention that they i1eed
their teachers' advice and wish to benefit from their teachers' experiences. Both
learners oxpect their teachers to provide mental support to aid the students'
learning. In this sense, both learners expect their teachers not just to help tham,
but alao to take a far more important role in giving psychological support and
engendering trust.

The tear.her's role is to advise learners. Learners have ta achieve
self-~ctualisntkm by themselves.

'Jene.hers can help by usin{l thefr experience

in various ways. (Fumiko)
The teacher's role is to lead thm"r students in better directions, not only to teach
us but to give us mental support. Whether we can achieve our goal or not, it is
up to us. 'Ieachers can help us to keep our motivation, make us a,vare of
ourselves, and O'ir possibi1ities. (Hideo)
Fumilr J and Hide o's comments display soma important features of learner
autono:J.y. Hideo and Fumiko connected their English learnir.g te the aim of
gab1ing future employ1.aent. As a result., their English learning had become
closely linked with their future goals and wna thotefore meaningful to them.
They were s~lf-directed and aware of their own responsibility for language
learning. They believed that only they themselves could initiate and maintain
their own language skills.

With this aim in mind, they created language

strategies, which were easily available to them in their daily life in a Japanese
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environment. Part of the common daily learning strategy included both input
and output opportunities.

Input opportunities included use of authentic

materials such as English newspapers, magazines and radio. Output
opportunities indicated were the use of English for communication in real·life
situations.
vocabulary

Other important strategies indicated were the memorization of
and

expressions

and

previewing/reviewing

each

lesson.

Interestingly, both learners said that it was also important to read Japanese
newspapers every day to ensure they have background knowlecige and
information. In thia sense, they seemed to have a metacognitive awareness in
relation to English learning itself.

Four Lsarners' Beliefs:
Hiroshi, Ryoo, Naoko and Kenlchi
Hideo and Fumiko's cases were considered those of very successful
autonomous learners. The following four learners, Hiroshi, Ryoo, Naoko, and
Kenichi showed their similar awareness of self·responsibility, although they did
not achieve same degree of success and learne1· autonomy as Hideo and Fumiko.
Hiroshi was a third year studcmt when he was interviewed. He could be
considered as one of the more successful learners at the university. He had
improved his English skills considerably in both TOEIC scores and actual
proficiency level.
Ryoo was a second year student when he was interviewed. He was one of
the best students in the second year at the university, although generally
second year students' levels of English were not so high. Ryoo's proficiency

level and rate of improvement in TOEIC scores were lower than the third or
fourth year participants of this study. Looking at his TOEIC result one year on
from this interview, however, Ryoo had improved his score considerably. From
this interview, it was possible to see some of the reasons for his success.
Like Ryoo, Naoko was a second year student when she was interviewed.
Naoko at first refused to be interviewed because she thought that she was not
trying hard enough with her learning, but later she agreed to talk about her
thoughts.

She was motivated to learn English but had problems with the

self·management required at university. She seemed to have a gap between
what she thought she needed to do and what she actually did. Although she
had improved her TOE IC scores since entering university, she had not been able
to make good progress since the ti.me of the interview and the reasons for this
lack of progress could be seen in the interview analysis, which is presented
below.
Kenichi was a fourth year student when he was interviewed. When he
was a first year student, his TOEIC score was in the 200s. Since then, he had
been able to raise his score into the 600s. He was not an outstanding student,
and was not recognized widely in the university. He was simply an average
student.
In the next section, firstly, the four learners' TOEIC score records are
shown in Table 5.5, and secondly, the four learners' belief are described using
the five categories previously employed to compare the Heterogeneous and
Homogeneous learners' beliefs.

Table 5.5: Four Learners' TOEIC Score Achievement and Improvement

,. year

>M

!oamcrs

htyoar

Hiroshi

aoo

Ryoo

326

575*

6'0

Nnoko

316

510*

480

Kennichi

''°

''°

'

635*

"" '"

'

year

'"'
605*

Improvement
,Ince I" year

'"'
"'
ms
325

(* TOE IC score at the time the mterviews was conducted)

Hiroshi's improvement was the greatest amongst the sixteen participants
in Study One.

He seemed to have increased his confidence in communication

skills as well. Ryoo, similar to Hiroshi, had also improved his English sitills
rapidly.

Naoko, on the other hand, seemed to have problems improving her

skills further.

Kenichi's TOEIC score was low in his first year. Although he

was able to lift this score to more than 600 in his fourth year, Kennichi's overall
English skill improvement seemed to be not as great as Hiroshi or Ryoo.

Analysis of Learners' Beliefs under Five Categories
Affective Beliefs

Hiroshi wanted to be a teacher. His desire was very strong. He liked
meeting and communicating with people and learning English provided the
opportunity for him to do so. Like Kyoko (in Part One in this chapter), he
hoped to give his future students ideas for enjoying and seeing the advantages
of learning English.

He wanted to show how good it was for people if they

could communicate in English.

Hiroshi's motivation seemed to go beyond his
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own career seeking to contl'ibute to Japanese education ss well.
Ryoo focused on both English skill improvement and his TOEIC sceres.
He believed that there was equivalence between getting good marks on tests
and trying to improve his English skills. He had been using exercise books
repeatedly for listening and reading practice. He thought that listening and
rending were an important part of gaining speaking skills. He had a conscious
desire to improve his reading skills as well, and in the future, he wanted to be a
translator or get another English language related job.
Naoko also desired to be an English teacher.

She was interested in

English native speakers and wanted to acquire native·like Engli~h skills.
Rather than studying JUKEN EIGO (English for examination purposes), she
preferred to study English for her own interest.
Kenichi bad strong affective motivation. He was especially pleased with
himself when he used English and he had a general desire to communicate with
various people. He enjoyed learning English very much, but despite wishing to
have an English·relatedjob in the future, his desire was not very strong.

Self·Perceptlve Beliefs (the excerpts of four learners in each descriptor arc

shown in Appendix 5·3).
Hiroshi took whichever direction he thought was right or good, and what
was necessa1-y and unnecessary for improving his English by himself. He felt
confidence in what he had done ao far.

He knew that according to his past

experience, his efforts were always rewarded.

He believed his way of thinking

was right and was able to motivate himself. As well as showing such flexibility
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and self-trust, he had never failed to complete his set work and showed that he
was consdentious as well.
Regarding taacher expectations towards him, Hiroshi believed that
teachers thought of him as a serious student because he always did his set
assignments. He also thought that he sometimes disappointed teachers when
he could not improve his proffofoncy level. He believed that he should learn
something from each teacher's best points. Ifhe did not like teachers, he could
not respect their lessons.

He thought that it was important to look for a

teacher's good points and to make positive efforts to benefit from them.
Ryoo believed that he had good concentration skills and rated himself
highly in this regard because he could concentrate well on whatever he had to
do.

He thought that he was uniquely himself and nobody else, and in thiEo way,

he was an independent person who learnt st his own pace without caring too
much, about what others were doing.

He sometimes felt laey and admonished

himself that he had not used his time effectively. Others said that he studied
hard, but he did not think he did enough.

He was spurred on when he

compared himself with someone better than himself. He did whatever he could
and believed that his potential depended on how hard he worked.

He reflected

that he had not failed so far, so he would carry on studying in the same way that
he had been doing.

While he remained in Japan, Ryoo thought he had to do

whatever possible to advance hie studies and if he got chances to practice
English, he wanted to use such chances effectively. Ultimately, he wished to be
like a native speaker.
Regarding teacher expectations of him, Ryoo believed that teachers
thought of him as a hardworking pP.raon. He had had friendly relationships
with his previous Japanese teacher and native English teachers.
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He believed

that he would improve if he did his best.
Naoko thought that she was not strict enough with herself. Although she
evaluated herself as not doing enough, others told her she was doing well. She
had a strong motivation to study English and also thought critically of the
present education system, but thought she should have studied more than she
did at present. Naoko thought that if she worked harder, more possibilities
would open up for her. As long as she always thought about her goal and did
not give up, she felt it was a real possibility. She wished to speak fluently but
believed she lacked sufficient grammatical knowledge to do so.

She also

thought that she needed to know about the culture in order to learn the
language. She felt that she had also to listen to the radio conscientiously, and in
this way, she would gain ideas about how to improve her skills.
Regarding teacher expectations towards her, Naoko believed that different
teachers had different expectations. For example, one teacher seemed to be
unaware of anything about her, and Naoko did not have as good as contact with
this teacher as she did with other teachers.

On the other hand, another

teacher seemed to regard her as a motivated student, but since she had not been
spending much time on her studies, she felt that this teacher thought she was
under performing.
Kenichi gave himself rewards after completing something. He set small
goals for himself each time as a means of encouragement, because he did not
want to defeat himself with impossible targets.

He thought that if he did not

improve, he was at fault for not making enough effort, which wa~ the same
thinking as displayed by Kyoko and discussed in Part One. Kenichi enjoyed
himself when ho could u~e Englieh and he put a lot of energy into hie favourite
things.

He was positive about himself in that he enjoyed his English learning,

but at the same time, folt that so far he had not been learning English properly.
Like the other participants, Kenichi thought that whatover he wns able to
achieve depended on his effort and motivation.
Regarding teacher expectations towards him, Kenichi was aware that he
had differing attitudes towards his favourite and non-favourite teachers. He
felt happy if teachers recognized him and had high expectations of him, and
believed he could motivate himself to respond to such high expectations.

Self-Motivational Beliefs (the excerpts of four learners in each descriptor are

shown in Appendix 5·3).

Hiroshi's English learning was strongly influenced by his feeling of
enjoyment, as be believed that his interests and enjoyment were very important.
Hiroshi looked to his strong points and tried to sustain them, and in turn, his
consciousness raised his motivation. He reflected on his goal and told himself
that he had to work to achieve his goal.

He valued having a goal above

anything else. He sometimes folt foar as to whether or not he could !'E!alize his
goal, and this fear always forced him to study. Presently, he listened to his
teach.ors' advice. He believed that it was important to keep a link between his
interests and English and to continue to work patiently towards small targets.
Hiroshi's learning was not always a smooth process and he expel'ienced 'slumps'
in his learning. When faced with sucl1 situations, he went and talked with.
someone. He did not expect anyono to provide solutions, but be felt better after
talking through his problems. He thought that he needed to do something
beyond the ordinary. For example, Hiroshi hnd not put nn antenna on his TV,
because ha liked TV and knew that he would waste time watching it if given the

chance to do so. He pushed himself to make time to study. He believed that
ideally he wanted to have time for both recreation and study as he thought both
of these activities were important, so he tried to do homework and extra study
before going out to enjoy himself. He did not formally plan, but tried to use his
time wisely by working regularly and doing required assignments on time.
Ryoo tried to use English to keep in touch with his favourite things such aa
sports, newspapers, or watching TV. When he wae depressed, he could not talk
with people and instead he retreated into himself. When this happened, he
tried to do more study in order to forget that he felt depressed. He often got
frustrated when he could not express himself in English, although ideas for how
to do so sometimes only came to him later. As part of his coping strategy, he
went to someone whom he trusted. He also believed he could always overcome
his problems. Ryoo did not watch very much TV either, and he chose which TV
programs he would watch.

He tried to complete his required work either

before going out or immediately after returning home.
Naoko was not competing to better anyone in the class. She thought she
was keeping to her own pace, but sometimes worried about how others 11ere
doing. In her view however, this had a positive effect on her.

Naoko thought it

was not good to continue to study the way she was, and should therefore clmnge
something. She felt that there was a difference between her TOEIC scores and
her actual skills.

She believed, however, that it was up to her to improve

through her own effort.

Naoko told herself that she should not give up because

once she eased off, her level of English would fall and therefore she should strive
for continuous effort.

She thought that she should sometimes have time to

enjoy herself, and accepted her friends' invitations to go out. However, when she
had particular work to do, she would refuse such invitations. Except for her
few favourite T.V: programmes, Naoko did not watch TV very often. She did
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not have an overall study plan and simply did what she needed to do each day.

If she could remain at her current level, she would like to get EIKEN JUN 1
level and a TOEIC score of 800 during her second year. She thought that she
would not be able to ~ompare her English improvement with anybody else.
Kenichi suggested the importance of preparation for, and review of,
English lessons.

He also tried to use what he had learnt.

Outside the

classroom, he sometimes talked to himself in English. He emphasized his
enjoyment of learning and felt happy when he saw his progress and
improvement, which he monitored by checking TOE IC score a.

He was not only

optimistic about his learning, but he was also flexible and eager to try different
approaches to learning. When he had problems, he did not give up but tried to
change his perspective or find some other way of studying. He did not find
learning English to he a chore or hard work, but rather, he enjoyed his studies.
He thought that he had to do something useful, whatever the environment.

Cogn/1/va Beliefs

Classroom learning

Hiroshi valued his classroom learning opportunities.

Ha thought that he

should listen to teachers and absorb valuable information from them. He also
thought that it was important to connect his ill'clasa learning and his
out·of'class learning by following up unknown words introduced in lessons,
researching new vocabulary brought to lessons, asking questions, and of course,
previewing and reviewing lesson material. He believed that lessons were good
chances for learning English and he should make the most affective use of them.
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Beyond the actual lesson, he thought that students needed to do their
homework thoroughly and work with other materials as well.

Hiroshi

expected to gain new knowledge from his classroom learning and he did not like
to wast!! his time doing meaningless activities. In conversational classes, he
expected to be able to practice talking on given topics.

Finally, he believed that

for a lesson to proceed effectively, the learners had to feel motivated and have a
sense of enjoyment in learning.
Ryoo believed that merely listening to lectures was not enough, and that in
order to improve, he needed to do other work on hie own. He always prepared
for the lessons and paid attention to what he needed to know.

He believed that

the connection between what he did outside the classroom and what he learned
inside classroom was important for hi;, English skill improvement.
opinion, self·dirocted awareness was crucial for the learner.

In his

Interestingly,

Ryoo also sought to complement this aeJI·directed awareness through being
motivated by others in the classroom, which explained his having both a
competitive and co·operative attitude toward his classmates.
Naoko thought that students should be aware that, like teachers, they
have responsibility for the lessons. For her, lessons seemed to be a place for
checking and solving her problems.

She felt strongly that students were

obliged to prepare for the lessono, ::.nd that teachers should not put up ban:iers
between themselves and students.

This meant that teachers should make

lessons enjoyable and set the pace according to the students' needs as well as
the teacher's desire.

She felt that homework was neceaaary and that she could

check her knowledge by previewing the lessons.
Kenichi said that students needed to take their interest and enjoyment
into the lesson, whereas teachers should provide direction and stimulate the
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students toward effective learning. Kenichi believed that English acquisition
was a matter of the students' awarem,ss to use learning opportunities as much
ae possible. For example, he maintained that it wns important to try to use
English expressions outside classroom once students had learnt them.

In

addition, he insisted that following lessons, stud,mts should review whether
they understood the contents of the lessons.

Effective /earning strategies

Hiroshi thought that he needed to develop his listening skills by using
tapes or CDs, and he thought that he needed to build up his vocabulary and his
ability to predict the meaning of unknown words.

Consequently, he believed

that vocabulary and listening skills were crucial to the improvement of his
English ability because he would 11ot be able to pick up unknown words in
comprehension exercises ifhe did not have enough vocabulary. Further, before
being able to converse in English, he believed that he would have to be able to
listen and understand the language. He had been conscientiously following his
teachers' instructions, and he needed to do work on his own. For example,
during his summer holidays, he listened to CNN English tapes and he believed
that he should continue to do so.
Ryoo liked only English among the subjects that he studied at school. He
got top marks in English during high ochool and started thinking then that he
could be good at English. Ryoo also said that an active attitude was vital and
students should not worry about making mistakes or going to the teacher's
office to ask questions. He believed that it was important to listen to lessons
with full attention. He l'llflectcd that the reasons where he hnd been ablo to

,.,

improve his English skills included proviewing the lessons properly and
completing extra exerciso books outside the classroom. He thought that his
private study and his curricular lessons connected with each other.
Naoko

emphasized the

importance

of students'

motivation

and

responsibility such as doing previews and the basics, getting actively involved
in lessons and asking questions when they were unsure of something. Apart
from attending lessons, she suggested reading books or listening to good
programs in English. She believed that students ~hould use English learning
facilities

actively

and

that

English·spcaking environment.

they

needed to

be

surrounded by

an

She thought it was important to get away

from the Japanese environment sometimes.

In this way of thinking, she

believed in creating an English·apeaking environment and using whatever
useful things might be around people.

She actually bought radio program

texts and recorded the program in order to work on thorn in conjunction. She
thought that it was better to mike time for self·study in TOEIC or similar, or to
make E·mail friends.

Shfl seemed to know what she should have done and

what was likely to be useful, but she still had problems carrying out what she
had determined was best. There was a clear gap between what she wanted to be
doing and what she actually was doing. In this respect, she was simi!Sl' to
Tsuyako (Homogencmus learner) in Part One.

She believed that successful

learners had an active attitude in the class such as expressing their opinions
clearly, while not worrying about making mistakes. Outside the classroom,
previewing and reviewing were important for remembering the main points, so
too were the underlining of key points and saying out aloud the more useful
expressions.

She believed that keeping a connection between what was

learned inside and outside the classroom was important, as was doing work
otb, · than that which was assigned.
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Kenichi believed that it was important to use English without worrying
about the mistakes he made and was aware of the need for active
self·involvement by students. In addition, he mentioned the strategy of taking
notes ofphruses and expressions that were meaningful to him, as Kazuko had
indicated earlier in Part One, she also liked to use such strategies ofnote·taking.
In addition, Kenichi monitored his skill improvement through his TOEIC scores,

conversational practices of reading comprehension exercises. Kenichi felt that
he liked learning English and such a feeling of enjoyment was important for
him to keep going.

Socfaf Be/fefs
Hiroshi expected teachers to suggest what was good for him to learn,
instead of just teaching him everything. If he believed something was
worthwhile, it was important to do it. In his view, if teachers were too remote
from their students, it was as if there was no rehttionship with them. His ideal
teacherstudent relationship was a friendly one and Hiroshi expected to have
this rapport with his teachers.

This was a further demonstration of his

metacognitive awareness in providing the reasons why students learn English
and how they motivate themselves.
Ryoo thought he knew his proficiency level very well.

He wanted his

teachers to set up tasks according to students' levels. He expected teachers to
tench only those things which he did not already know. He thought that the
exercise of simultaneously listening and speaking aloud as his teacher taught
him was effective. His teacher also told him that good TOEIC scores were
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i:nportant when trying to obtain employment. Ho was very strongly influenced
by teachers in his thinkiug a.nd learning methods.

When he met native

English teachers, he tried to talk with them although initially he was afraid to
do so.
Naoko wanted tc, be a teacher and one day would facilitate learning eo that
her students could fi'ld out how enjoyable it was to learn English. She wanted
to help others get rid of their boredom, whfoh arose from JUKEN EIGO
(studying English for the purpose of passing the entrance examination).

To do

this, 3he believed that teachers needed to recognize, accept and enhance
students' motivation and advise them how to solve their problems.

She

thought that teachers needed to be both strict and kind and have a good
tHtching manner and method.

Conversely, she did not like teachers who

erected barriers between themselves and their students.
Kenichi emphasized the importance of students' involvement in their own
le:irning.

He thought that students should be interested in their lessons.

Teachers could suggest the important points and facilitate students' learning,
but ultimately what was learnt r~mained the responsibility of the student. He
believed, like Kazuko in Part One, which being forced by a teacher to do whnt
stu:1ents perceived, as meaningless homework was not an effective learning
method at all.

Summary of Part Two
All four learners were selfodirected and motivated. In particular, Hiroshi
was one of the most outstanding third year students at the university.
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He had

a very similar attitude and beliefs to Hideo and Fumiko. For axample, be had
a strong, clear goal in his mind and be had self·trust regarding his potential.
He liked communicating with people and saw English as one means of gaining
opportunities to do so. He had his own learning strategies ands meta.cognitive
awareness of these strategies. In addition, he was consiatant in his approach
towards his teachers and classroom activities which he considered part of his
learning process. His positiveness and sincerity provided the drive for him to
make progress.
Ryoo was also a successful learner.

He had a very strong motivation

towards learning English and he was very positive about his potantial.
However, he was still concentrating on his own skill improvement rather than
on communicative enjoyment.

Therefore, in this respect, his flexibility and

communicative strategies were still insufficiently developed in comparison with
the above three learners, Hideo, Fumiko and Hiroshi. One of the reasons for
this might have been his limited axperience in English. At the time he was
interviewed, he had never been overseas and consequently had only limited
experience of communications using English.

Apart from this point, Ryoo

seemed to have similar beliefs to the above three learners.
In contrast, Kenichi had no clear objectives associated with his learning
although he enjoyed it and was highly motivated to learn. Without a clear
objective, he did not have a strong wish to improve his English skills, which
made his learning ineffective because he had no particular goal to accomplish.
In addition, he had a different attitude towards his favourite and non·favourite
classes and teachers.

These factors limited his current and future

achievement and improvement.
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Meanwhile, Naoko'a main problem was the gap between her thought and
action.

In addition, although she was a n!flective person, her negative

self-image and self-doubt seemed to be barriers to her effective learning.
These same problems, the gap between thought and action and a negative
self·image and self-doubt, also appeared in Kenichi's data.
Considering those aspects which were common to both Kenichi snd Naoko,
it was apparent that their metacognitive awareness of learning English and
self·knowledge should be promoted to help them identify why they were
loaming, how they conducted that learning and the progress they were making.
In addition, their teachers' support, suggestions, and encouragement might
have helped with their confidence building and assisted them to create clear
objectives for their learning.

Discussion from the Findings of
Study One: Part One and Part Two

Heterogeneous ar.d Homogeneous Learners' Beliefs
The Study One data revealed that high achievers' beliefs could be divided
into two types: Heterogeneous and Homogeneous. In comparing both groups of
learners, it was seen that the Heterogent;ous·type learners' beliefs were seen to
be more effective and should be promoted to all students for successful language
learning.

Therefore, the goal of fostering learner autonomy in language

educntion should aim at engendering and encouraging Hetcrogeneous·type
learners' beliefs. Homogeneous·type learners' beliefs, such as low confidence,
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being afraid of standing out, perfectionism, and the contradictory behaviour of
wanting to be communicative but not displaying any such desire were seen as
not being conducive to language 1,mrning. These behaviours are arguably a
product of Japanese educational influences upon the students.
Although there wero different degrees of autonomous attitudes, learners in
Study Ono were aware of their own responsibility as learners. All of them
were self·directed.

From the different beliefs and behaviours amongst the

sixteen participants presented in the data, tho students' innermost thoughts
deliver clear evidence that 'typical' passive attitudes attributed to Japanese
students are not a true reflection of the students' real attitudes.
From the findings in Study One, learner autonomy is now considered from
the standpoint of successful learners' beliefs.

Then, Japanese stereotypical

passivity is discussed in relation to Japanese educational influence on learner
beliefs.

Leamer Autonomy from Successful Learners' Beliefs
All sixteen participants' beliefs showed evidence that there are different
degrees of learner autonomy.

Each learner's beliefs revealed his or her

autonomous attitudes as developmental rather than static.

Successful

learners accept the responsibility of creating their own learning environment in
their own situation. The ability \o create a personal learning environment is of
particular importonce for foreign learners of English who acquire English in
their own countries, away from an English·speaking environment.
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Successful learners think positively, they are flexibly and are not
compromised by personal difficulties. They focus on their language learning aa
communicating and expressing ideas and thus accept the imperfection of their
own skills. Their awareness of the need fo1· collaboration with others seems
particularly to be one of the crucial factors contributing to their success. Their
awareness of collaboration, as well as self·direction, supports Little's (1995)
suggestion of interdependence for learner autonomy. Their individual effort
and sense of responsibility are strong for both their in-class and private
learning. They are self-reflective, confident, goal·oriented, and apPrcciative of
their increased knowledge and improvement. In order to motivate themselves,
they reflect oa why they learn English and what they need to do to succeed
further. Learners' reflective self·questioning might be a key to making learning
meaningful. This awareness supports Little's (1995) notion of the importance
of critic,il reflection. Furthermore, confidem:e and personal trust powerful tools
for these learners.

Such positive beliefs towards self can be built through

psychological support from others as well as through the learners' own efforts.
Thus, it seems that learner autonomy development is not a matter of solitary
self-instructional skills, but of the learner's active search for and engagement
with internal and external resources (Norton 2000), in their language learning.
Their responsibility does not mean their management of learning alone but also
an awareness of responsibility for their own learning that concerns them deeply,
and in one sense, presupposes management of their learning.

Stereotypical Views of Japanese Learners' Passivity
The Homogeneous lt'aruers' beliefs showed that the constraints they
operated under were influenced by their past educational experience. Their
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attitude of shyness, fear of making mistakes, perfectionism, lack of confidence,
as well as excessive concern regarding the opinions of others are, in fact, widely
believed to constitute Japanese students' behavioural paseivily. The students,
however, perceive theil' own personality to be a source of frustration and an
obstacle in language learning in addition to the above factors and desperately
want to change. Their frustration is compounded because they all succeeded in
their English university entrance examinations, yet somehow feel 'false' when
speaking English. The skills and strategies they gained and used successfully to
pass tests in the past seem useless to them now.

The Homogeneous learners

show contradictory fc,·Jings about being passive due to peer pressure, teacher
pressure, or lack of confidence and flexibility, despite their stated desire to be
otherwise.

They seem to struggle with the conflict between their attained

skills from past learning eiqieriences and the need for better communicative
skills and better expel'iences where they could develop the latter skills. In
addition, their strong pre·occupation with 'native' English hinders their
learning for communication. Their beliefs may be interpreted to show that
they are not intrinsically passive, but have attained such b(';fa from the
influence of their past Japanese educational experience.
The following chapter will discuss low-middle achievers' beliefs about
language learning as evidenced from questionnaire data.
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CHAPTER SIX
RESULTS: STUDY TWO
LOW-MIDDLE ACHIEVERS' BELIEFS
ABOUT LANGUAGE LEARNING
Introduction

Study 'I\vo, considers obtaining data from low·middle achievers regarding
the beliefs they held about their language learning. The participants of Study
'l\vo were chosen from a small, private university in Japan that has
approximately one thousand students belonging to each of the three Faculties:
Faculty of Foreign Language; Faculty of Law; and Faculty of Pharmacology.
The sample size was 295 students consisting of 104 English majors, 80 Law
majors and 111 Pharmacology majors. Subjects were asked to respond to a
questionnaire for which no time constraints were imposed. It was anticipated
that difforences between high achievers' beliefs (reported in study one) and
low·middle achievers' beliefs would be readily identifiable.
From research undertaken in 1995 and study of other SLA (Second
language Acquisition} research, Cotterall developed questionnaire items from
which she identified six key variables about learner beliefs. '!'he questionnaire
items for Study Two were drawn from those identified in a later study by
Cotterall (1999) of a number of successful SLA learners' beliefs rele.ted to
learner autonomy. This study utilised Cotterall's (1999) methods of analysis
which identified items under six categories, namely: 1) the role of the teacher; 2)
the role of feedback; 3) the learner's sense of self-efficacy; 4) the utilization of
important atrategieai 5) dimensions of strategies·related behaviour; and 6) the
nature of language foarning.

Cotterall's analytical method of pairing
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contiguous question responses was also employed. For example, participants'
Likert·type responses 5 and 4 (strongly agree and agree) were grouped together
as were their responses 2 and 1 responses (disagree and strougly disagree) "in
order to allow generalizations to be made about overall trends in subjects'
responses" (Cotterall, 1999, p. 500).

Students who did not respond to the

questions were not considered for the analysis.

The Questionnaire Results
A questionnaire was administered and data was obtained from each
Faculty's students separately. This was u:1dertaken to allow a comparison of
English major students (E students), Law major students

U.

students), and

Pharmacy major students (p students) to be uude1-taken. Thus, students are
identified by E, Lor P nomenclature. Data were considered discretely, as well
as comparatively, with reference being made back to Coterall's data.
utilized
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Cotterall

total of 92 questiona across the six dimensions identified earlier.

Data were collected in relation to each of the six dimensions and reported.
Responses to questions are presented lmder relevant subheadingl" and reported
as: Tables 6.1 to 6.14. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 relate to students' beliefs about the
teacher's role (Dimension 1), whilst Tables 6.3 and 6.4 relate tn teachar
feedback (DimenBion 2).

Table 6.5 to 6.8 relate to self-efficacy beliefs

(Dimension 3) with Table 6.8 also indicating the utilization of important
strategies (Dimension 4). Tables 6.9 and 6.10 represent students' laarning
strategies·relnted·behaviour (Dimension 5) and the remaining four tables, 6.11
to 6.14, present the students' beliefs about suc~essful language learning practice
(Dimension 6).
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Role of the Teacher

The items in Tables 6.1 and 6,2 included under the "role of the teacher'' were
defined as "the functions and attributes of the language teacher'' (Cotterall, 1999,
p. 500). The participants in Study 'l\vo indicated the belief that the teacher's
role as a facilitator was very important.

However, when compared with

Cotterall's (1999) response data, the pflrticipants in Study 'l\vo showed low
expectations for their teacher's help (Table 6.1).

In addition, the participants in

Study 'l\vo expected teachers' expertise at teaching language, rather than their
ability for showing students how to learn. Thie is explored further in what follows
(Table 6.1 and 6.2).

Table 6.1: Responses to Llkert Scale role of the teacher items (expressed as
percentage of total population). N=295 (English: N=104, Law: N=80, Pharmacy:
N=111)
En~Jiah mnior

Low

Pharnrncv

Cottorall data

5+4(%) HI 6H 2' I 5H H I 5H
I. tell mo what to do
30.2
26.8
.0.1 26.a
32.4
20.7
h,l me learn effective]
1.,
83.6
na ,.6 88.3
197.6
tell me what progress I em
makin~
65.2
53.8 11.3 53.2 16.3 183.6
56,9
aav what mv difficulties are
12.l
51.3 12.6 62.2 10.8 ill5.1 16.2
5. creato opportunities for mo I
nractise
46.5
15.6
48.8 18.8 51.3 26.l 79
10.8
0. decide how long I epend
14,7
68.6
activities
57.6 12.6 (iU 26.1 60.7
explain why wo ro doing
ill7,7 15.4
activit
45.7
26.3 43.8 26.1
act mv learninl? 1?oals
18.9
66
27.6 51.3 27.9 50.4 30.8 148.4
9. "ivo me rc""lar teats
21.6
42.2
17.6 16.3 17.l 19.5 56,5 22.8
10. offer to he] me
50.0
0.6
47.5 21.3 67.6 0.0
0.0 3.S
- roeulta from a collapemg oftheac two eemnntic diffcrenttal categones m order
5+4 & 1+2to add potency to trends.
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Table 6.2
Responses to ranked role of the teacher Items (expressed as percentage of total
population)
Pharma-·
Cotterall
En~llJ.lh
Law
believe rh, teacho
a I,
3
should be an e=ort at ... 3
a
20.5
31.5 48
42.5
7.5
53.2 40.5
11. tenchin" lan-·n=
53.5 33.6
28.8 58.8 12.5 31.5 53.2 15.3 11.8 27.5 60.6
12. foamin" lnn""ll"es 36.2 44.8
showing atudents
68.3 25.2 16.6
51.4 38.7
52.6 28.4 8.6 41.3 48.8
how to learn
3 - moat lmportnnt, 2 = next most Important, 1 = least Important, 3, 2 and l results from the
pnrticipants' rank ordering o(thrco teacher attributes (Cottcrnll, 1999, p. 501)
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Table 6.1 shows that a high proportion of the participants held the view
that the teacher's primary role is one of "helping learners learn effectively"
(item 2). When compared with Cotterall's (1999) response data (97.6%), the
participants in Study Two did not rate this category aa highly (English major=E
83.6%: Law major-L 91.3%; Pharmacy major-P 88.3%), however they still
demonstratod the belief that the teacher's role as a facilitator wae very
imp01tant. Results similar to those of Cotterall were found regarding the notion
that "the teacher should decide how long learners spend on activities" Gtem 6),
(Cotterall = 50.7%: E=58.6%, L=:57.6%, P=51.3%), and that "the teacher should
set learners' goals" (item 8), (Cotterall = 48.4%; E=56.0%, L=:51.3%, P=50.4%).
Whilst the above responses were similar to those obtained by Cotterall
(1999), th!! r!lsponses to the following items showed different trends.
Approximately half of the pa1'ticipants shewed high expectations or support for
the following teacher roles such as "telling learners what progress they are
making'' Gtem 3) (E=55.2%; L=53.8%; P=53.2%), "offering them help" (item 10)
(E=50.9%; L=:48.8%; P=51.3%), and "saying what learners' difficulties are" (item
4) (E=56.9%; L=51.3%, P=62.2%). Regarding the following three items, the
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participants showed low expectations for: "explaining why they are doing an
activity" (item 7) (E=19.0%, L=26.3%, P=26.1%), "telling them what to do" (item
1) (E=30.2%, L=:40.1%, P=45.0%), and "giving learners regular teats" (item 9)
(E=21.6%, L=:17.7%, P=17.1%).

In contrast, the participants in Cotterall's

study responded positively to: item3 (83.6%), item 10 (86.9%), and item 4
(65.1%). More than half of the participants in Cotterall's study showed further
high expectations in the same category of teacher's role items, agreeing to the
following; item 7 (67. 7%), item 1 (66.8%), and item 9 (56.5%).
Table 6.2 indicates the participants' belief that teachers should exhibit
their expertise in teaching language (item 11) (E=53.5%, L=:50.0%, P=53.2%)
which was stronger than the belief that teachers should demonstrate an ability
for showing students how to learn (item 13) (E=52.6%, L=41.3%, P=51.4%) or at
learning languages (item 12) (E=36.2%, L=28.8%, P=31.5%).

In Cotterall's

data, the students considered that teachers should have expertise in showing
them how to learn (item 13) (58.3%) rather than at teaching language (item 11)
(31.6%) or at learning languages (item 12) (11.8%).

Role of Feedback

The items in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 included under the "role of feedback" were
concerned with "the source and functions of feedback in language learning''
(Cotterall, Hl99, p. 501).

The participants in Study Two showed their

expectations about I.heir own ability to know how to learn rather than rolying
on the teacher's feedback on their learning (Table 6.3 and 6.4).
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Tabla 6,3
Responses to Llkert Items on feedback (expressed as percentage of total population)
I

En,.Jiah

Lnw

Pharma-·

Cotterall

11 believe thnt ...

6+4(%)

5H

SH " l

5H

,.,

46.8

53.l

20

14. Tho teacher knowa best how well I
36.3
am learnin"
1
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16.4 48.8

17.l

,.,

19.l
0
8.5 1.8
115, I know best how well I nm leamin" 76.7
0.0 00
5+4 & 1+2 = reaulta from n collapamg of these tYrn eemnnbc differentl.Ell categorrns m order
to add potency to tronds.

Table 6.4
Responses to ranked Items on feedback (expressed as percentage of total population)

i(

believe feedback

"" m,

En"lish

Law

'

a

2
l
lanm•n~e lesrnin"···
16. that J give myself helps me
43.l 39.7
most
12.
17. from the teacher helps me
17.2 69.6 l
most
18. from other people helps me
58.6 l
most
3 = most important, 2 - next most 1mportnnt,
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2

l

46.3 51.3 2.5

a

2

55.9 36.9

Cottemll
l

,.,

a

2

20.l 24.8 ;;

17.6 66.3 16.3 15.3 46.9 19.8 ~3.1 26.9
10 66.3 33.8 5.4
1 - least important

had expectations about their own ability to "know best how well they

were learning" (item 15) rather than relying on the teacher's assessment (item
14) (E=35.5%, L==48.8%, P=46.8%).

In Table 6.4, the participants in Study 'l\vo

also valued the "self-generated feedback" (item 16) (Cotterell, 1999, pp. 501)
mo1·e highly (E=43.1%, L=:46.3%, P=55.9%) than "feedback from the teacher"
(item 17) (E=17.2%, L=:17.5%, P=15.3%).
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47.8 46.9 16.3 49.6 34.l

Table 6,3 shows that the majority of the participants (E=76. 7%, L=:90.0%,
P=86.6%)

l

Sense of Self-Efficacy
The items in Tables 6.5 to 6.8 included under "aense of self·efficaoy" W!lre
defined aa "the learners' confidence in their overall ability to learn a language,
as well as their ability to achieve more specific language goals" (Cotterall, 199[!,
p. 502). Students generally indicated that aelf·efficacy was an important factor
in autonomous language learning.

Results indicate, however, that those

involved in Cotterall'a study showed a higher level of self-efficacy (Table 6.5).
It was also found that regardless of discipline area, Cotteral's cohort achieved
generally higher self-efficacy results (Table 6.6 and 6.7). Confidence in using
strategies successfully w~rc somewhat undifferentiated by discipline area and
generally lower than for Coterall's data set. Thia is explor J further in what
follows.
Table 6.5 reveals that a minority of the participants in Study 'l\vo considered
themselves "above average at language learning" (item 20) (E=7.7%, L=7.5%,
P=6.3%) or "average at language learning'' (item 19) (E=28.4%, L=25.0%,
P=32.4%).

This result sho ;, that approximatllly 70% of the participants

believed themselves to be below average.
More than half of the participants in Study 'l\vo believed that "having their
work evaluated by others was helpful" (item 22) (E=63.8%, L=62.6%, P=61.2%).
Fewer participants believed that "having their work evaluated by others was
scary'' (item 21) (E=36.2%, L=41.3%, 28.8%).

Table 6.5
Responses to Llkert Scale self-efficacy Items (expressed as percentage of
l'Jtal population)

Low

English
believe that •..
19, l run average at language learning

6+ 4 (%) 2+15+4 2H

128.4

0. I am above average at language learning 7.7

0.7

"

Pharmacy Cotterall
H4

'" "'

33.11 32.4 26.l 63.8

"'
:~A

8.2 7.6 56.1 .a 68.6 29.2 31.4
L having my work evaluated by othors ~ 36.2
37.l L3 35.l 28.8 34.2 22.4 48
scarv
2. having my work evaluated by others
a.8
7.7
2.6 12.5 61.2 8.L 84.7 3.8
helnful
.o+4 & 1+2 = results from a col\apamg of these two semantic differential categories m order
to add potency to trends.

From '!able 6.6, the majority of the participants showed le~s confidence in
their ability "to write accurately in English" (itew. 24) (E=82.7%, 1=88.7%,
P=88.3%) and "to find an effective way to learn English" (item 26) (E=71.2%,
1=77.5%, P=B0.2%). More than half of th<> participllilts did not believe in their
ability "to get the score thb;' were trying for in their next test" (item 25)
CE=69.2%, 1=71.2%, P=73.9%). Approximately, half of English major studento
believed in their ability "to learn a language successfully'' (item 23), while a
minority of non-English major students expressed belief in their own ability
(item 23) (E=55.8%, 1=27.5%, P=36.9%). Overall, the participants tended to
show !lxtremely low confidence in their ability.

''"

Table 6.6
Resµonses to self-efficacy magnitude Items (expressed as percentage of total population)

,..

En,,liah

Law

v.,

No

23. Do you bolievo you have the ability to lenr
a lan..,,aue successful:·?
66.8 44.2 27.5
24. Do you belicvo you have the ability to writ.
accuratelv in Enelish?
17.~
11.3
25. Do you beliovc you have the ability toge
the score you are trying for in your nex
Enelish teat?
30.8 09.2 6.6
'6. Do you believe you know how to find a
effective wau to learn En~lish?
28.8 71.2 22.5

,.,

No

,.

Pharmacv Cottera!l
es 11'1~
No

72.6 36.9 63,l

s.,

11.7

6.3

,.,

12.4

t.3 57.7

71.2 26.l 73.9 75.9
77.6 19.8 80.2

'

6.3 31.8

Table 6.7 also sho'll'B a low sense of self·efficacy among the pa1ticip,,,ite.
When compared to those e.tudents in Cotterall'a (1999) study and considering the
mean scorns for each item, the tendency was the same us for Cotterall's data; the
participants' confidence was highest on "ability to learn a language successfully"
<item .27} (E=:4.84, L=3.83, P=:4.35, Cotterall=:6.68), and lowest on "ability to write
accurately in English" (item 28) (E=2.53, L=:3.38, P=3.8, Cotterall=5.39),
However, the participants in this study tended to view themselves less positively
in all itema wl!en compc!eil with those in Cotterall's study.
Table 6.7
Responses to self·efflcacy strength Items (expressed as percentage of total population)

27. have the ability to learn a longuog,
succeasfullu?
36. have the ability to write accurately i
En,,Jish?
hr,ve the ability to get the score you or
___!_,ryim? for in vour next En~lish test?
3". know how to find an effective way tc
learn En~liah?
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L•w
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means

Pharmocv
means

4.84

3.83

~.35

2.53

3.38

3.8

3.93

4.1:,

3.M

3.96

4.09
4.2

'"

-

l:otterall
menns

"
'"
"
°'

Tho next variable was that of the learnero' confidence in their own ability to
learn a language. Table 6.8 details learners' confidence in their ability to learn 11
language aueeessfully, In items 31 to 38, the participants in this study scored
around 30% for the combined score 5 'strongly agree' and score 4 'agree', which is
much lower than Cotterall's (1999) results.

Excepting the items «I know how to

check my work for mistakes" Gtem 32) (Cotterall=31.5%) and "I know how to
measure my progress" Gtem 38) (Cotterall=43.5%), the responses in Cotterall's
data showed more than 60% positive agreement with the rest of the items.
Table 6.6
Responses to strategies Items (expressed as percentage of total population)

34.4
37.9
42.2
36.4

onla
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31.9
.!'}an m" learnin"
measure m ro~ress
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to add potency to tren~q,
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"

'" ...
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The results of Tables 6.5 to 6.8 show that the participants in this study
hold considerably lower self-efficacy beliefs regarding their own language
learning ability than the participants in Cotternll's study.

,.,

Important Strategies

The items in Table 6.8 alBo related to learner beliefs about "important
strategies", which were defined as "the knowledge of a number of strategies
considered important in successful learning, and especially for autonomous
language learning'' (Cotterall, 1999, p. 503). The items in Table 6.8 reflect an
insufficient knowledge of successful learning strategies. The students' positive
responses to all items were lower than 50%.

The lowest scores were for item 38 "knowing how to meaBure their progress"
(E=24.2%, L.=18.8%, P=l9.8%, Cotternll=43.5%). Compared with Cotterall's
results, the subjects in this study responded with far leBs agreement in most
items.

The level of positive response was much lower as shown by the following

results: "knowing how to find my own ways of practicing'' (item 31) (E=32.8%,
L.=31.1%, P=36.0%, Cotterall=67.0%), "knowing how to explain why I need
English" (item 33) (E=37.9, L=30.l, P=45.0%, Cotterall=79.3%), "knowing how to
identify my strengths and weaknesses" Gteru 34) <E=42.2%, L.=33.8%, P=31.5%,
Cotterall=73.3%), "knowing how to ask for help when I need it" (item 35) (E=35.4,
L.=30.0%, P=26.1, Cottersll=B6.2%), "knowing how to set my own learning goal"
(item 36) (E=37.0%, L.=30.1%, P=39.6%, Cottersl1=66.4%), and "knowing how to
plan my learning'' (item 37) (E=31.9%, 31.3%, P=3G.9, Cotterall,,,67.9%).

Dimensions of Strategies-Related Behaviour
The items in 'l'ables 6.9 and 6.10 presented "dimensions .Jf strategies-related
behaviour", which were defined as "subject~' knowledge, confidence, willingness to
adopt and acceptance of responsibility for eight language leaming strntegies"

'"

(Cotterall, 1999, p. 504).

The results indicated that the Study 'I\vo participants'

lack confidence, willingness, and aeeeptama of responsibility for asking in help.
In contrast, the majority of the participants in Cotterall's study showed granter
eonfidenea, willingness snd acceptance of responsibility for asking for assistance
(Table 6.9 and 6.10).

Table 6.9
Responses to Item 35-dlmenslons of strategies-related behaviour (expressed
as percentage of total population)
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Tabla 6,10
Mean responses for dimensions of strategies-related behaviour Items
En~lish
Items: find mu own ways ofnrnctising means
2.88
42. l know how to
43. l nm confident about
2.81
44. I nm willine to
2.84
46. I accent rcanonaibilitu for
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!tom: che<'k mv work for mistakes
2.83
46. I know how to
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2.56
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2.68
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2.77
Item: explain why I need English
50. I know how to
3.07
51. I am confident ahout
3.16
2.16
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2.83
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Item: identifu mu stron""'"hs nnd weakn~sa
3.13
54. I know how to
3.01
55. I nm confident about
2.61
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2.71
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58. I know bow to
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2.37
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2.74
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2.44
2.45
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3
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2.46
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3.7
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2.01
2.31
2.66

2.78
2.54
2.61
2.81
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3.55
4.07
4.26

3.05

4.22
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Tables 6.9 and 6.10 include "(n) learners' knowledge of each strategy, (b) their
confidence to adopt it, (c) willingness to adopt it and (d) acceptance of
responsibility for adopting it" (Cotterall, 1999, p. 504). Table 6.9 shows that a
minority of the participants reported that they "were confident about asking for
help" Gtem 39) (E=19.8%, L=21.3%, P=28.8%), "were willing to ask for help" (item
40) (E=24.1%, L=21.3%, P=28.8%), and "accepted responsibility for asking for
help" (item 41) (E=29.3%, L=30.I%, P=32.4%).

Approximately half of the

participants indicated their unwillingness to ask for help (item 41) (E=40. 7%,
L=52.5%, P=43.2%). In oontrast, the majority of the participants in Cotterall'a
study showed greater confidence (item 39) (77.0%), willingness (item 40) (88.4%),
and acceptance of responsibility <item 41) (89.2%) in asking for assistance.
Table 6.10 shows the mean response for each item relating to personal
practice. This table presents a comparison of the subjects' beliefs about the
four dimensions of strategies·related behaviour. Overail, the mean scores for
all items were consistently lower (around or below 3.0) than thone obtained in
Cotter all's study. This result also shows a dearth of strategic knowledge (item
42, 46, 54, 58, 62, 66, 70), confidence (item 43, 47, 55, 59, 63, 67, 71) and
willingness Gtem 44, 48, 56, 60, 64, 68, 72) combined with less acceptance of
responsibility (item 45, 49, 5'7, 61, 65, 69, 73), concerning strategies-related
behaviour.

The Nature of Language Learning
The items in Tables 6.11 and 6.14 included under "tha nature oflangunge
learning'' were defined as "beliefs about variables which contribute to successful

.

,

language learning" (Cotterall, 1999, p. 505). The participants in Study 'l\vo
generally believed that making mi atakes in language learning is n natural part of
leamiag (Table 6.11). In addition, the participant:. believed that all people learn
languages differently, and language learning is a time consuming matter (Table
6.11).

The participants in Study Two demonstrated their responsibility for

finding opportunities to use the language rather than being provided with
opportunities by their teachers or classmates. They also valued their own effort
for successful language learning. These results showed the similar tendency to
Cotterall's data (Table 6.11, 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14).

Table 6.11
Responses to Llkert scale nature of language !earning Items (expressed as
percentage of total population)
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Table 6.12 imlicates the participants' understanding of the nature of
languag-e learning by their ranking of certain variables.

The participants

believed that they "should find their own opportunities to use the language" (item

'"

82).

Fewer participants expected that such opportunities should be provided by

either the teacher (item 83) or their classmates (item 81).

Table 6.12
Responses to ranked nature of language !earning Items-Opportunities to use
the language (expressed as percentage of total population)
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Table 6.13 presents the participants' beliefs in respect of four variables of
effort for success in language learning (Cotterall, 1S98, p. 606).

The most

populerly held belief was that "learners' own efforts outside the classroom is the
moat important variable" Utem 84} (E=45.7%, 1=36.3%, P==46.1%).

However,

fower than ha.If of the participants in each faculty responded positively to the
items in relation to inside classroom )earninge (item 85, 86, 87).

'"

Tabla 6.13
Responses to ranked nature of language learning Items-Effort (expressed as
oercentaoe of total oooulatlon\
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4, Most important; 2, next most important; 3, next moat important; 4, least important

Table 6.14 presents the participants' overall reflections on five variables in
their language learning success. They believed t!-...1t "their own effort" (item
92) was the most important variable (E=79.3%, L=Bl.3%, P=69.4%), the second
most important variable was "opportunities to use the language" (item 89)
(E=71.6%, L=50.0%, P=55.0%), and thirdly ranked was "practice" (item 90)
(E=65.6%, L=35.0%, P=48.7%).

Tha results showed the same tendency

re:;srdless of the students' major area of study. However, the English major
sti•.,fonts show a higher rate of agreement with all propositions than the
nc:i~ English majo1· students in Table 6.14.

Feadback (item 88) and the

lan~sge teacher (item 91) were ranked by students as being lase important

'"

than the first three items mentioned (item 89, 90, 92).

Table6:14
Respon~es to ranked nature of language learning Items-Overall (expressed as

percentage of total population)
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The majority of the participants believed that "making mistakes in language
learning was a natural part of learning" (item 78) (E=83.9%, L.=86.3%, P=92.8%,
Cottera11=96.1), and that "language learning took a long time" (item 80) (E=63.8%,
62.6%, P=66.4%, Cotterall=82.4%).

Item 75 "I need to know language rules

before I can communicate in English" was spread between negatively held
(E=42.2%, L=37.6%, P=46.8%) and positively held (E=33.7%, L.=37.6%, P=32.4%)
beliefs. The remaining items (74, 76, 79) received negative responses. It would
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seem from the results of the three items above, the participants did not believe
that language rules are important for the acquisition of English communication
skills.

Further, the participants believed that all people learn languages

differently, and languagfl learning is a time consuming matter.

Consideration of the results In Study Two and Study One
Overall, the participants in each faculty had similar responses to all
questionnaire item,i, These results confirmed the participants' belief tendency in
this particular university setting.

Japanese learners' beliefs in this context

showed clear differences when compared with Cotterall's contextual findings in
Cotterall's context.
Whilst Cotterall utilized sbi: categories for identifying aspects of learners'
beliefs and learner autonomy, the research question at the centre of Study 'l\vo
utilizes four aspects to discuss low·middle achievers' beliefs about language
learning. This reduction has been achieved by conflating Cotterall's the "role of
the teacher'' and "the role of feedback" categories into one category, namely
teacher role expectations.

In addition, Cottersll's categories of "important

strategies" and "dimensions of strategies related behaviour" have been conflated
into the catego1y of self-motivation strategies.

Furthermore, these four

categories closely correlata with those employed in Study One to establish high
achievers' beliefs about language learning. Thus, the following section discusses
the beliefs and expectations that low·middle achievers bold regarding, effective
strategies, teacher role expectations, self·motivation strategies, and selfoefficacy
beliafs in their foreign language learning, and compares these beliefs .,.,ith those
of the high achievers in Study One.

'"

Effective Language Leaming Strategies

The results of this study indicate that the majority of the participants tended
t.o value learning autonomy. They seemed to accept that making mistalws and a
long·term commitment ia necessary in language learning.

Their awareness

appeared to contradict some typical views of Japanese learners such as a
fondness for rote learning and a few of making mistake a.
Tlmir performance for autonomy was confirmed by their responses as given
in Tables 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14.

The participants believed that finding

language-learning opportunities was their own responsibility rather than
expecting these to be provided by others. Accordingly, they reported that the
most impo1-tant variable for language learning success is their own effort outside
tho, classroom, the second most important variable being opportunities to use the
lanr.:uage, and the third being practise. In contrast, variables stemming from
persons other than thenrnelves such as feedback or the language teacher were
considered less important than the above three factors.
In Study One, the sixteen high achievers were aware of the totality of their
learning process, which incorporated both the classroom and the world beyond.
This a~;arenesa was seen in both the Heterogeneous and Homogeneous g1:oups.
In other words, their lsnguage learning did not solely exist in the classtoom:
rather the classroom waa part of the overall process. In addition, these hi[lh
achieving learners did not see themselves existing in isolation in this language
learning process; they saw themselves as being connected with fellow students,
teachers and others outside 0£ tho daaaroom. Thia awareness of the totality of
the language learning process was arg\lably the distinguishing feature between
high and low-middle achievers.

'"

Teacher Role

The majority of the participants considered the teacher's role to be that of a
facilitator for effective language learning.

However, they showed low

expectations of needing teachers' help in providing actual learning strategies for
how to learn. The participants tended to expect the teacher to demonstrate
expertise at teaching language ratht>r than possessing the ability to show
students how to learn or an ability k learn languages themselves.

The

majority of the parti1.ipants relied on their own ability to know how well they
were learning rather than relying on teacher feedback. The results showed
that the participants were aware of responsibility for their own learning, and
accepted the teacher as a facilitator.

However, they did not tend to seek the

teacher's help or feedback and seemed to keep a distance between themselves
and their teachers.

Comparing the beliefs of low·middle achievers in Study 'l\vo with the beliefs
of hiih achfovers in Study One, the Heterogeneous learners seemed to believe the
teacher's role to be that of a facilitator or supporter. These learners appeared to
be aware of the need for self-direction in managing their own learning and for
needing teachers' support or assistance on occasions. In classroom learning, the
Heterogeneous learners tended to create a good relationship with teachers and
fellow classmates. The Homogeneous learners, on the other hand, while still
looking to teachers for feedback and support, felt th\! need for teachers' direction
and understanding more than the Heterogeneou~ grC1up and were thus less
proactive in building relationships.

In all instances of the Heterogeneous ant!

Homogen1,;,ur, learners, the difference between low-middle and high achievers
regarding the teacher's role seemed to be the desire for and willingness to seek

the teach-=r's feedback and support.

Self-Motivation Strategies
Overall, the participants' responses reflected an insufficie,it strategic
knowledge of autonomous language learning.

In all items related to knowing

how to learn, less than 50% of participants in all faculties claimed possession of
this knowledge. These• results showed that regarding strategies to manage their
own learning process, the participants lacked knowledge of these strategies, had
no confidence in them, displayed no willingness to use them and failed to take
responsibility for the neglect of such strategies by not seeking help.

As the

findings of Study One showed, successful learners displayed all characteristics
that related to their own learning p1·ocesses. In additio. , snccessful learners
appear to have developed strategic skills and a metacognitive awareness of
effective language learning. Thus, ono of the significant differences between
high and low·middle achievers is possibly the use of metacognitive strategies
regardi.ig the conduct of autonomous learning and motivation strategies with
such strategies providing means of coping with their difficulties.

Self-Efficacy Beliefs

The participants in this study showed relatively low aelf·efficacy beliefs as

to their own language learning ability.
believed themselves to be below average.

Approximately 70% of participants
Only half of the English major

students believed in "their ability to learn a language successfully".

The

minority of non-English major students held positive beliefs as to the same ability.
Considering the above results, the participants tended to show an extremely low
confidence in their ability. From successful leamers' beliefs identified in Study
One, positive self-image and self-trust of their own ability, were the most
significant elements in their beliefs about self.

In contrast, low·middll.!

achievers' negative self-image anrl doubts as to their own ability might hinder
their further progress in lunguage learning.

Mueover, the low self-efficacy

beliefs might lead to the use of poor motivational strategics or no strategies at all.
The rl.!sults in Study 'I\vo suggest that strong support should be provided to build
their strategic knowledge, confidence and willingness to undertaka new activities.

Discussions of Low-middle Japanese Learners' Beliefs
and Learner Autonomy

The following findings from Study Two relating to low·middle achievers'
beliefs about learner autonomy are summarized below:
These learners:
• are aware of their responsibility for their own learning.
•

e,i:pect the teacher to act as a facilitator, helping students to learn the
language effectively.

•

tend to lack strategic knowledge for autonomous language learning. Also,
they have less willingness to use and confidence in using motivation
strategies.

•

tend not to CXpect the teacher's help or feedback.

•

show a lack of confidence in their own ability to learn the language.
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e seem to have negative selHmages. Their self·efficacy beliefs tend to be
low.
In short, low·middle achievers tend to accept responsibility for learning, but
not to expect their teacher's help in providing ll method of \earnin1,,

This

tendency to plough ll lone furrow seems to draw them into helpless situations,
which might affect their motivation to learn.

Instead of actively seeking help to

aolve their problems, they tend to keep a distance from tea!!hers.

They place a

high vlllue on their own responsibility for lo.ng1mge lellrning, but despite this,
they act passively in class and utilise fewer strategic techniques.

This

contradiction between concept and behaviour might and in understanding
Japanese learners' perceived passivity vis·l\·vis actual awareness of their own
responsibility to in acquiring knowledge.

Scaffolding Learner Autonomy for Low-Middle Achievers

Given the above, it is imperative to establish a means of promoting
Jow·middle achievers' autonomy and consider how this can be implemented to
help them towards successful language learning. Because most of the students
in this study are low·middle o.chievers, high achievers must be considered as
exceptional students.

The Heterogeneous group learners in Study One

especially were able to develop thefr positive beliefs and attitudes through
learning expedences built up over a long pedod,

All their cultural and

educational experiences combincd to influence their beliefs positively. Similarly,
most of the low·middle achievers'heliefs might have been constructed in the same
gradual nnd incremental way, but with negative outcomes because of feedback.
Using this as a starting point, the following could be considered four key points
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for positively accentuating learner development in low·middle 11chievcrs. The
learners need to develop {1) grnatcr confidence as !earners, (2) a willingness to
·.ttempt new leRrning strategics, (3) a positive se\f·acceptancc and, (4) the ability
to selfmetivatc by various learning strntegies.
In order to promote students' autonomous internal attitudes and external
behaviours, the following aspects ought to be included in learner autonomy
development:

o

Providing confidcnce·building opportunities to develop positive self-belief,

II

Providing reflective opportunities to assist with developing motivation

o

Supporting self-direction and col!aborntion in the learning environment,

strategies,

and,
o

Encouraging willingness in learne1·s to ask for help, to nsk questions and to
request feedback.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RESULTS: STUDY THREE
EFL FIRST YEAR STUDENTS' BELIEFS AND EXPECTATIONS
ABOUT LANGUAGE LEARNING THROUGH REFLECTIVE PRACTICE

Introduction

This study was undertaken in order to discover Jow·middle achicvel's'
beliefs and expectations about nutonomous langunge learning throuic:h th<eir
own reflective processes.
writing.

Data wns collected using the technique of journal

In this section, firstly, the students' reflections of their own learning

are presented from their journal ei:ce111ts.
prnject wol'k are add1·essed.

Secondly, their reactions to set

Thfrdly. the effectiveness of journal writing and

the setting of project work for learner autonomy development are discussed.

Participants and Methodology

Study Three gathered data from English mi1jor students regarding their
views of both classroom language learning and language learning that occurred
outside the formal classroom. The participants for Study Three were chosen
from one of the first year English classes in order to discover low·middle
achievers' language learning insights.
Twenty nine first year students at a private university in Japan, who
participated in Study 1\vo, were asked to write about their past lnnguage learning
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uxperiunce nt the beginning of their course.

These students were .'!elected by

convenience sampling as they consisted nf the class cuncnLly being tnught by the
1·esearchcr.

Acc.,rding to tlwir pre·com·~u test results, the .studc" ·s were placed

in the lnw·middle lel'd class of Eng!iHh (200 · 300 TOEIC scores).

All of the

.'ltudents had graduated from Japanese high schools and none of them had
experiencl'<l ~tudying O\"ersca~.

They shared a commen history in that one of

theil' schuul suhjcctH (being English) w:,.s taught by Jnpnnese tenchers.
Experience in English learning had focused on grnmnrnr and trnnslation.
Although .some had occasional ALT (Assistant Languag<' Teaclwrl classes, most nf
the students had prnctic:11ly no eontnct with nati,·e sp(':lkers of English.

They

had little experience of English l,•,n·nini: as a means of cummnnication.

The Students' Reflections of Language Learning

Thu journnls

ll'l'r('

,m oppol'lllnity for students to expres~ their feelings about

the pro1iress of tlwir c,wn langu11ge lenrnini: <lul'ing the course of study in whiuh
they wel'u in,·nlved.
below.

Some of thes<• deocl'iptiuns are presell!ed in the discussion

This discus.sion of the students' journals is related to the ~tudents'

awm·eness of !earner nutonmny fact m's nm! tlw llJlJHlr<•nt contrndietions regarding
Japanese learnns' pnosivity in their l,m1iuagu classrnom belu\\"iour.

The Use of Strategies
The teacher set the journal tJpics.

Using Little's (WD5l notion of critical

roflections, what, how aml why questions were nsked for prornotin,: the
students' reflective pr:1cticus, for example:
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Topics:
Wh,it have you dope?
How well do you think you have done it':
What do you think you h(lve jenrned?
WbGt is the best WGY to go nbout your leRroing? And
Why do you think so?
The journals were analysed by extracting events, which appeared to be
,ignificant in producing a pnttern of le11rning strategies.

The strategics

seemed to fall into three categories as indicated in the summary below:
r-.foking connections between inside/outside classroom learning:
•

previewing techniques such as trying to understand or reciting the
textbook, checking unknown words.
reviewing vocnbulnry, and grammar.

•

completing homework propedy and regulnrly.

•

listening to CDs & tapes.

Active involvement during classroom !earning:
•

concentrating on the teacher's comments.
listening for key points.

Engaging in own independent work:
•

watching movies and videos.

•

listening to music.

•

conversing with native speaking English teachers.

•

rending English books.

•

listening to English stories.

•

making word-notebooks.

•

trsnslsting passsgos into Japanese.

•

completing practice exorcises in ex,:,rcise books.

What follows is an expansion of tho summary points indicated as above.
This was undertaken in order to provide detail relating to learner autonomy
and to substantisto points by referring to student vignettes.
According to their journals, many students employed various learning
activities outside the, classroom by themselves, which included activitfos such as
listening to the radio and cassette tapes. The students saw such practices, ns
constituting communicative strategies, which facilitated input deemed necessary
for developing production that is more accurate. They tended to believe that
they could improve their skills practising English by themselves. This focus on
listening tended to reflect the students' preoccupation with input strategies,
which was also reflected in the classroom procedures. Students mostly wished to
focus on listening, some even wished explanations to be given in Japanese whilst
others wished to listen to English native pronunciation. The students' language
learning views srn furth,:,r explored below in an sttempt to elucidate students'
views and r,:,present their own voices.

Journal extracts appear in italics.

After entering university, most of the students were motivated to learn
English in their own way. Some students also realised that outside classroom
learning made lessons morn enjoyable and effective as the extract shows below:

When I preview tlie lesson, I onjoy the lesson and it makes me able to do twice the
11mount.

Consequent{v, I can make (better) progress in my English. (Yoshie)

Many students were aware of their need for listening practice.
example, Yoshie tried to !earn English by focusing on pronunciation.

For
Yuki

listened to tapes and wrote down what she heard.

Similarly, Ryuusuke

undertook dictation for listening skill improvement. 1\Iiki listened to CDs or
tapes for shadowing practice. Kazuhiko listened to tapes before going to bed
everyday.

Tomoko trfod to familiarize herself with the speech of native

speaking English teachers by focusing on th,:i key points of the contents, and
Shinji and Shingo focused on understanding what th,:i teacher said.
As for their independent work, some students set their own learning
$Chedulcs according to their interests.

Shizue read English comics and watched

movies; in fact, many students mentioned watching movies and videos.

Yuka

listened to her favourite stories in English everyday on the bus or train on her
way to school. In addition, most students indicated a desire to communicate in
English. For the purpose of skill improvement, they seemed to focus on listening
to "authentic" English inside and outside the classroom.
In spite of using communicative strategfos, there was also a strong
preference for learning through traditional strategies.

l'.fany students

mentioned the importance of grammar and vocabulary learning. Although this
involved rote learning such as repetition or memorization work, the students'
awareness was focused on understanding new vocabulary and making use of it in
practical situations. For example, Tomoko said that she repeatedly wrote down
words:

I w1ite down repeatedly in a notebook unknown words I want to remember.
1bday, tliere was the same word which I fwd written down before and should have
romombered, but I couldn't recall it.

'I'1'uly, I realized that it is better to

remember the words by writing them repeatedly·
Keiko and Miki indicated a similar awareness to 'Tomoko in the uee of
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memorization strategies.
ten words per week.

Shingo said that he made it his objective to remember

Ryuusuke memorized and translated sample sentences.

He believed that he could memorize all new words in the sentence at the same
time.

Shinji tried to remember words and sentences until he could understand

their meaning.
Other independent learning strategies included the following:
Ryuusuke and Tetsuya practiead reading sentences aleud.

Ryuusuke did

exercises for EIKEN (recognized as one of the English examinations in Japan)
tests in addition to his university studies. Yuki believed that translation work is
effective, as csn be evidenced in the following vignette:

What I have done to improve my skills is to translate Jon~ sentenws from my
imagination. I believe that ifI 1-epeat sm:Ji practices, I will he able to improve.
Through the methods outlined above, the students wanted to improve their
communicative skills.

To do this, they seemed to be focusing on authentic

English input, rather than on their own output. That is to say, their focus was
on listening strategies rather than on their production skills. Students were also
aware of traditional strategies such as grammar exercises, memorization work, or
translations, which seemed to be a carry·over influence from their past test·
oriented educational experience.

In addition, they had a desire to get good

TOEIC scores or to pass EIKEN tests.

This would influence their school

curriculum as well aa their future employment aspirations.
The data clearly illustrated that the students were actively motivated to
improve practical language skills in their own individual ways. However, they
seemed to focus on traditional strategies, which they had learned in the past, and
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still needed to develop suitable and effective learning strategies for their
communication skill improvement.

Past Experience

Experiences are important to consider because they form the antecedents of
future learning strategies. A series of questions was created using Little's profile
structure. These were aimed at exti•acting past experiences as well as providing
opportunity for the students to engage in reflective thinking related to the use of
learning strategies. Opportunity was also provided for students to consider why
they choose to learn English.

Direct student responses are examined in an

attempt to provide insight into the process in which the students were engaged.

Whqt sort of English learning did yoµ experience in your high school days?
Why do you 1,rnrn Engliah?
Most of the students experienced English learning for passing university
entrnnce examinations.

Although they had an ALT (Assistant Language

Teacher) teacher in their school, they did not reem to have too much contact with
the teacher.

Japanese teachers of English had taught most of the students.

Their lessons were, in most cases, translation and memorization work. Apart
from one student in the class, none of the other students had experienced much
conversational practice.
The journnl responses to the above questions are illuminating. Yuka did
not understand the meaning of her classroom work at high school. In her
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journal, she wrote:

.My high school English classes were for the purpose al university entrance
examinations. In the class, we had to translate long sentences Ji'om the textbook.
I didn't understand what my teacher expected from such work. In my 1st and
2nd year, I learned new grammar and sentence structutes, but we didn't learn
pronunciation. Also, my tea.cher did not explain why the grammar is used in
certain ways.

So, I could not understand the grammar clearly and exactly.

The

reason why I wanted to learn English is that I like movies. I think tl1at I admire
other worlds.

I am not sure what I am interested in, hut I would like ta know

various things.
Atsuyo also wrote of similar experiences in her high achoo! English class.
For the tests, she needed only to remember the Japanese translated sentences.
Ai wrote of her negative feelings about her English learning at high achoo!,

stating:

I hated my English lessons at /u'gh sclwal.

We just used ta repeat our

textbook translation and do memadzatian work.

I thought, whlit is the point

in rememhedng sentences trnnslated from Japanese? So, it was boring. I
started ta become interested in English because of my ovcraeas home·stay
e:xperiencc.

Whan I felt enjoyment conversing with people, I wanted to talk

more.
Kana wrote about her learning passivity:

I concentrated on reading and grammm· exercises. I was not active onough,
maybe.

J accepted my own passive attitude.
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I could count on teachets'

explanations/ I just waited and received them.
Although Yuki also wrote that her high school English learning experience
was similar to that of the above students, she felt that ahe needed to review the
basic knowledge, which she gained during high school. Because Yuki did not
have speaking and listening practice in her high school Er,glish classes, she
thought that she needed to put extra effort into improving these skills in order to
be able to understand her favourite movies and tapes. In addition, she believed
that reviewing basic words and idioms was also important, as this strengthened
her grasp of the language.
Ai became interested in English when she was in Year six at primary

school.

She started learning English at a private school and she enjoyed this

learning experience.

She wished to be able to speak English fluently because

English skills were important for her future. However, she had to admit the
fact that she w<.1s not able to speak English to her satisfaction even after
learning it for s~ven years. She thought the reason was that she did not need
English for daily life and so gained grammatical knowledge rather than
expel·iencing contextual embedding. She wrote,

English is the inost important language for society in the future.

That's why I

wisli to improve my Englisli Duency up to t/Je level ofmy Japanese. But the fact
is that I can't speak English even tlwugh I have learned it for swen years.

Tbe

reason could be that we don't need to use English in our dai1y life. Also, we
learned only grammatical knowledge.

So, wo nevor had tlie chance to hear

native En{Jlisli. So, from now on, I would like to use Englisb actively witlwut
woriying about mistakes.
Overall, the students learned English at high school as translation and
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memorization work in a teacher-centred classroom. Communication skills were
given less emphasis in high school where passing examinations was the focus.
This tended to change at university, where students experienced greate1·
communicative input. At present, most of the students wished to improve their
spealdng skills for gaining greater utility and so upward mobility. Their goals
for English skill acquisition were, however, not altogether dear. They seemed to
be motivated by a broad admiration of the ability to speak nativo·like English but
without having a specific purpose in terms of application.

Learner Autonomy Constraints

Topic:
In wh;,t W>W!! do you feel that you arc interrupted in your study?
Somo students expressed a feeling of frustration because they were being
given too much homework. They complained that this did not allow them to
focus on their own language learning strategies and thus were unclear ae to
which was the more important, namely, completing the homework or doing those
things they believed would make them more prnficient.

Some also said that they

were not sure of the purpoBe of tho homework because tl1ey were just given it
without any explanation.
Although the teachers tended to think that the more homework they gave to
students the better, it was for the student's skill improvement, the students'
comments revealed that the latter clearly thought otherwi~e. The students'
observations were found in this resea1·ch to be consistent with autonomous
learner behaviour, whilst the teachers' reliance upon setting large amounts of

homework was found to be consistent with viewing students as passive learners.
This e1·rant teacher belief regarding the efficacy of homework has occurred
due a failure on the teachers' behalf to ascertain their students' thoughts about
language learning. The teachers interpreted tho students' preoccupation with
input Oistcning), as being symptomatic of passive learning.

In other words,

because they were not saying much, the teachers made assumptions about them
as learners. However, the students' silence was possibly not indicative of their
passivity, but rather, of the internal language processing that was taking place.
Ono unfortunate consequence of this misunderstanding may be that the teachers'
actions in setting so much homework required students to adopt passive practices
at tho expense of those active language learning strategies that they no longer
had time to develop.

This in itself is perhaps a systemic issue for as long as tho

teachers give homework and the students' course marks are decided by the
results of tests, then it is understandable that students would focus their efforts
on obtaining good marks and passing tests.
Once at university, many students felt that finally they would have time to
utilise English to facilitafo their own inte1·esta and hobbies rather than merely
learn the hmguage to pass exams. The data presented here indicate that students
were willing to include English study in their personal time, and they were
sufficiently motivated to realize the value of doing homework. However, too
much homework was seen by some as causing too much stress and waa perceived
as a threat to the independence of these learners. Several students wrote:

Wlien I am given too mucl1 homework from several tescl1era at once, I feel
diaturhed. l cannot do what I want to do such as preview the lessons or listen to
English tapes.

When the homework is given without any explanations, I nm not

sure wliy I should do it.

So I feel lost. If I were given n firm explanation, I

,.

would try to do it and trust my teach,;.,rs. (Shizue)
I know that I have something that J should learn but if I am given Jots of
homework, I foe} disturbed.

Even little by little, I would like to do sometl1ing

useful so I could improve my English.

4s much as possible, I wisl1 I could use my

own time for what I wanted ta learn. (Yuki)
When I get lots ofhomework, I become confused as to wllicli one I should do first.
(Kazi: hiro)

I have no time to read th,;., book, wllidi I bought especially for my own studies
(Ryuusuke)

Communicative Opportunities for English Expression

What value did you see in having conversation with exchange students?
During the course of this research, excJ1.ange students from five different
countries eame to the university to otudy Japanese for one month. The students
involved iu this study took part ill'group conversations with these students from
overseas. The participants in the class were allowed to use both Japanese and
English. Most of the students were positivo about this opportunity. They noted
in their journals that the conversation class gave them a chance to:
~

compare theil' learning of English with the exehango students learning of
Japanese;

•

monitor their nervousness during conversation;
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•

mo11itor their own frustration at not being able to expresB themselves easily
in English:

ct

maintain an interest in target culture; and

•

relate to other languege leerning students who were in the seme age group.
As previously stated, most of the students' paBt experience with English

learning focused on grammar and translation, but included little experience of
learning English for communicative purposes.

This experience with foreign

students showed that the Japanese students were able to develop an awareness of
and strategies for real communication opportunities.

Reflections on Improvement in English Language Proficiency

Topics:
What are you aware of in terms ofbujlding your skill&?
How effective is what you are doing?
What i~ useful for you?
From their journals, the students' awareness of their own skill improvement
could be recognized in various ways. There was no chango in the way that they
tended to engage in listening practice, but some students in their own way started
making a connection between output learning and input learning.

Through

attempting and monitoring tl1P.ir performance, they gained new perspectives, as
evidenced in the following:

When I wns at high school, my only strategy waa to use textbooks, and I don't

...

think that tl1is is good. So, I have adopted a new learning stylo of speaking out
loud, such as reading aloud English sentences or praotioing pronunciation by
following the tapes. (Yoshie)
I speak out loud after listening to the tapes, while reading the text. Because of
this strat~·gy, I believe that I have been able to understand better compared with
the time when I ente1-ed the university. I'm not sure why, hut when I read out
the sentences after listening to the tapes, I can speak smoothly. I also feel that
my pronunciation l1as become better. I am {{lad that I could .ind a way ta be t.hle
to speak En{flish better. (Yuki)
I practice moving my mouth (to form En{flisl1 sounds) by listenin,r to music.
Since I translated some English son{fs into Japanese, now I can understand the
meaning of them.

Tbat's good. It is good to leam by connecting English with

my favourite things. (Seijiroo)
Recently, I have been checking unknown words in the dictionary whenever I
encounter them in my lessons.

Then I add them to my word-notebook. In order

to improve my English skills, it is important to have good vocabulary.

So, I

would like to continue to remember many words. (Chiharu)
Further, some students wrote about how they were monitoring their own
English learning through their daily practices:

I feel that I can undenitand better than before. Before going to sleep, / listen to
tapes and CDs.

That seems to he effective for me. (Fumie)

As I study English everyday, I somot.imes notice that I am trying to translate into
English wl1at I am thinking about or what I talked about. I'm not reaJJydoing it
intentionally: it just seems to hem;' ;1atural thinking. (Yuki)
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On TV, when I hear English, I try to understand it r:rmsciously. (Shinichi)
I am using my til11e more effectively. I ensure tllllt I listen to English evoryday,
even ifit is only foi· five JJ1inutcs. 80JJ1etimes I feel that I can understand when I
hear English. I have noticed that it is important to understand the contents of
what is said, rather than translating each sentence. (Ryuusuke)

Learning Expectations
Topic:
What is your intention in Semester 'l\vo?
Wlmt is your expectation ofyourse!fl
Regarding their learning expectations, most of the students mentioned
TOEIC soores and EIKEN tests. They seemed intent on improving their TOEIC
~cores, or getting the EIKEN certificate. They also reflected on what they might
or might not he able to do by the end of the semester. In their journals, the
students expressed very strongly their listening skills. Importantly, passive
attitudes to learning were not at all evidenced in their journals.

For example,

they indicated that they were not simply accepting everything they were told
without having their own thoughts on the matter. However, at the same time,
th\ly folt a strong need for support from their teachers. For example, Shingo
failed the EIKEN \lxamination. After receiving the teacher's encouragement,
however, he could see this in a positive light as motivation for him to make

11

new

etart.
Yoshie set herself a goal of ohtoining a 400+TOEIC score. 'lb achieve this,
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she thought that she must do he1· best in each lesson.

Once she folt that her

skills wero imprnving, she believed that she would be able to get the desired
results. Yuki also wanted to get o score of 400+ in her TOEIC exam. She
believed that she would be able to achieve this because she had alre11dy improved
by 130 pomts since began TOEIC exams.

Kaoru aimed to do something in line

with h!.lr interests, and not ji1st do the work that she was given by the teacher.
As with Yoshie, Kaoru believed that she could improve her English skills if she
continued to make the effort. Kmr.uhiro indicated that he would like the teacher
to speak about her (the teacher's) experience of living in foreign countries in order
to know more about different cultures, thus indicating a desire to connect the
langUage he was learning to a count1'Y where that language was the native
tongue.
Ryuusuke wanted to focus on understanding English texts regardless of
what wss done in the classroom. In addition, he believed that if he paid closer
attention to the teacher's speaking, he would be able to improve his listening
skills. Erina thought that her listening skills were weak and that slm would
therefore like to get used to listening to English and to absorbing the impm·tant
elements of her lessons.

Noriko also wanted to develop a better ear for listening.

For this reason, she always listened to English on TV. Shingo and Seijiroo
mentioned that they would have to be strict with themselves. They believed that
maximum effort would lead to success. Akiko and Hiromi thought that word
memorization and grammar were important.

They both believed that all their

problems with English stemmed from their weakness in basic skills such as
vocabulary and grammatical knowledge.

With regard to his TOEIC results,

Kasuhiko reflected that he was not able to improve in spite of his efforts to date,
citing ineffective learning strategies as the main handi<:np. Chihnru wanted to
focus on her weak points, which she identified in semester one. these included her
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communication skills. She >1.lso thought that she should follow her teachers'
advice in the area of listening and speaking English.
The abova views demonstrate that the students were indeed aware of their
objectives for learning and strategies for skill improvement. They focused on
TOEIC or other test score improvement in order to monitor their own learning.
They also connected their language learning to their interests and enjoyment and
saw classroom learning as part of the language learning process as opposed to a
mere analysis of the conatitutory part of that process.

Reflections Refating to Leaming Preferences
~

Wh!.1.!,..!lill:i..Jl.Uearning activities do you prefer. and what are the reasons?
\Vhat sort of learning activities do you hate, and what are the reason&?
Reflecting on what you have done this week what do you believe has been useful
for improving your English skills?
Although the students' favourite activities were varied, complaints about
undesirable activities concentrated on having too much homework and receiving
too much expository input from the teacher.
Tomoko wanted to do more than just follow the textbooks, preferring instead
to engage in communicative activities.

Chiharu preferred to have enjoyable

lessons such as playing games or watching videos instead of translating work.
She thought that it was important to actively participate instead of just engaging
in translating or writing. She believed that speaking and listening were most
important for improving English. Shizue liked the English conversational class
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because it gave her a feeling of satisfaction communicating with native speakers.
Ai also liked the conversational English class because she wanted to have more

opportunities to use English. Conversely, she did not like the class where she
was forced to do mere memorization work.

Like Shizue and Ai, many students

enjoyed conversation opportunities. However, a few preferred reading or writing
classes to conversation classes. Some students had no particular preferred type
of lessons indicating that for them, every lesson was useful so long as the lesson
related to English.

Hiromi, on the other hand, wrote that she did not like

surprise lessons for which she had not had the time to prepare.

Ryuusuke

stressed that the teacher's own level of motivation was important for students
enjoying themselves because the teacher's attitude affects the students' feelings.
Such comments suggest that these students' behaviours do not support the
stereotypically held view that all Japanese learners trre passive recipients of
knowledge and prefer to ingest material in a rote fashion.

Reflections on Improvement of Skiffs

Reflecting on ypur English learning so far
Some students were frustrated with their skill levels because they perceived
they were not improving. At this point, they seemed to have started reflecting
critically on the study methods that they had used and what benefit they had
gained thua far. Although Ai had been enjoying her conversation opportunities,
she began to think about the need to review grammar to develop that skill.
Kaoru, who had the habit of questioning whether she was able to speak English

'"

fluently or not, was now worried that she had not acquired such skills in spite of
her efforts. Satoko started to question the value of her habit of checking all
unknown words each time she encountered them. She now felt that she needed
more guessing skills in order to understand the meaning of English passages
more easily. Kazuhiko also became aware that he used the dictionary too ofton,
and Ryuusuke felt that his skills would only improve ifhe kept up a high level of
daily effort. Such views tend to indicate that these students felt as though their
pi-oficiency hsd plateau, which lead to foe lings of frustration and uncertainty.
The above critical reflections on the students' own skills in their journal
writing are impressive because they show that students have an emerging
awareness of questioning themselves about their English language learning.

A New Experience of Independent Learning:
Reflections on Project Work

The teacher organised classroom learning with a particular focus on the
content engaging a textbook and video. Gradually, the class activities moved
from being teachercentred, which the teacher organised, to learner·centred,
where the students presented their own ideas in the class. The final two months
of the course we1·e set aside far prnject work.

Students were asked to plan,

engage in and evaluate an activity designed to promote strategic skills, confidence
and willingness through engagement with independent learning. For project
work, the students were given opportunities for dedsion·making, collaboration
and authentic resource use.

Little's (1995) notion of acceptance of responsibility

through interdep1mdence underpinned the project work.

"'

The decision wss left to the students whether they chose textbook materials
or their own materials for completing the project. They could choose to work
either independently, in either pairs or groups. The students were required to
produce written assignments such as book chapter summaries, translations, or
esssys, and to organise oral presentations about their project in the class. In
this way, the students decided the theme, the materials and the method of
presentation. Instead ofleading the students, the teacher's trust in tl1e students
was emphasized in order to promote the students' sense of self'direction.

Thia

clarified for the students their degree of choice, duty and limits regarding time,
procedures, and roles. In addition, the students were told to think about why
they needed the project for their own development, what they wished to learn
from the work, and then to write their thoughts on their planning sheet. The
importance of planning was emphasized; this included what they could complete,
what they were interested in and what they could submit. The project work
allowed them to think about their own ideas.

After each class, individual

students were also given time to write about what they did and how they did it as
part of their project work engagement.
After completing the project, the students wrote reflections on their own work.
All of them expressed difficulty yet enjoyment with their new experionce.

Whan

initiative was given to tlie students, they reacted and performed positively.
Ryuusuke, for example, recovered his enjoyment of learning, which he had nearly
lost.

Seijiroo felt satisfied with using his initiative for crenting activitiea in hla

own class. Yoshie realized how much she had depended on someone else in the
past:

I felt particular enjoyment in learning English, which I had nearly forgotten.
have not felt such enjoyment far so Jang.

atmosphere was bettor when we were working on our projeet. (Ryuuauke)
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I

Besides, I thought that tlie class

- - - - - - --·--

I folt tllllt wo were running ourdass byoursolves, (Seijiroo)
ft was very h=d for me to do project work. I felt th11t I studied much more than I
did for usual lessons. It was very dif.icult for me because I had to do everything

by myself But, from this work, I could resh'ze lww much I hod depended on
someone else. ll1y project work gave me an opport,.nity to reflect on my learning

in the psst. {Yoshie)
Some students realized their need for collaboration.

Tomoko grew to

understand the impol'tance of collaboration with others where she and her
partners had to submit each idem and consider it in terms of preparing better
quality work.

In the process of this project work, I realized the importance ofco·operation with
my partner we hod to cooperate and negotiate with each other, and dearly

express our own opinions. In otlier words, we crmld not complete good work
without collaboration. For example, we had to produce each idea and consider it
strenuously so that we could make a better quality of work.
same in our society.

This might be the

We need negotiation and cooperation.

Through

relationships among people, WOS' will be able to makOS' creative and excellent work.
(Tomoko)
Promoting the students' self-motivation strat_egiea resulted in providing
them with an opportunity to develop further personal interests.

Tatsuya

found that he could work hard on hie favourite topics when interest levels were
maintained. Akiko did not wish to get involved in the project work at finit and
wae thinking of the easiest way to get her mark by completing whatever she
could. Once she started to do the work, she enjoyed the experience:

"'

From this e;,,:perience, I have found out for myself that I can work really hard for
something releted to my fevourite topics. (Tateuya)
TJJrOugl1progressing in my work, I heve noticed that I have become serious shout
it. I was suffering because I wBs tl1inking bow to ~'oit easily. It wss really hard
for me to complete my work.

Next tlme if I ht1.ve sucb an opportunity, I would

like to plan properly and do it seriou,,JJ, from the beginning. It was ve.ry good to
do the project work. I suffered very much, but also I feel satisfaction about my
achievement. (Akiko)
Through individual initiative and responsibility for work, the students could
build theil' confidence in language learning. Hiromi usually stopped half way
through doing her studying, but in this case, she found she could complete the
project work.

She said this experience gave her confidence and facilitated

greater levels of intrinsic motivation. Yuka felt freedom because she could do
her work using her own reasoning power.

At the same time, she said she

realized that she had responsibility for her own learning.

I usually stop doing my study halfway. But I could complete tl1is pmject work.
This gave me con.idence that I could do it. (Hiromi)
As the project work is not given to one person only, I could enjoy what I did on my

own.

Wi'thaut any interference, I felt free tliat I could check whatever I wanted.

Because we were ,,fl doing different things, I could not count an Bnyone.

Tl1at

gave me confidence ta take responsibility in regards to my work. I have also
found what Internet information is like. Sa, I tlllnk the project opened up a new
world for me, being able to manage my awn work. (Yuka)
The students enjoyed taking the initiative in their own langi1age learning.

-------------- -

Miki, for example refleded on her past learuing experiences and noted that she
had been trapped in a traditional educational framework restricted to receiving

information. She found exercising har own initiative to be refreshing and
rewarding. Keiko had not enjoyed her English learning in the past, however she
said she enjoyed and felt satisfied with hllr project work now because she could
work at her own pace.

We have been learning within the typical Japanese education system since om•
childhood, through which we digested what was given to us. So, it wus ve.ry

refreshing tlu1t Iliad to act on my own initiative and I was at the centre of
Jearmllg.

This project hlls really influenced me as I have even thought about the

need for othf.!rs to have this kind of educational experience in order to change
JapanesesocinJprohlems. (r,..:!iki)
After doing my proj,xt work, I felt it was important to use my tim,;, efficiently.
This wss my first experience with this kind of work, so I was worried about it.
But, sfte1• completing my work, I don't think that I suffered with my work ot all.
I folt it was enjoyable. (Keiko)
Some students became aware of their past teacher-directed learning
experience.

Kazuhiko had a problem d!lciding what to do for his project.

Through his project work, he realized that he had until now, been directed too
much by the teacher instead of making his own decisions.

It was unexpectedly hard to be able to decide what to do on our own. In the past,
I felt that I was directed what to do by my teachers.
we wore not sure whet to do first.

When we wanted to start,

We had trouble, but the work was not

unmotivated, so once we started, we could make quite good progress. Through
this project, I realized that I should study by myself with stricter

'"

objectives. (Kazuhiko)
Through enga~ng in project work, the students recognized their attitude
change in language learning. Kaoru reported that she developed a self-directed
attitude after completing her project. She felt that in the past she had been
digesting received information. Because of this project work, she discovered that
the most important thing is to form her own thoughts and opinions from the
information she obtains.

I feel thst my attitude toward my work haa changed through my project work in
terms of checking information and thinking about the tl1eme.

Until then, I

counted on the given materiala and information only. But in this project, I have
malized thst such material and information is only a 1-eference.

The important

thing is that I neod to understand these in my own way, and then, I should form
my original tl10ugl1ts and opinions. (Kaoru)

In addition, the students became interested in authentic English as
opposed to the more artificial English of written texts rather than the spoken
word. Noriko had not had any opportunity to read authentic English in the past.
Her lea.ming had occurred primarily by way of textbooks. From her project on
reading and translating advertisements in magazines, she had expanded her
interests to include authentic English materials.

I feel it was beneficial for me. I found out that formal passages in our textbooks
are far easier to understand (thsn sutlientic text). It was a shock for me.

There

were ve,y special exp1-essions in the magazines, and therefore, I often felt
discouraged from continuing my work.

From no111 I would like to pay more

attention to foreign magazines and advertisements. (Noriko)
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From tho students' reflections oi their project work involvement, it seems
important to provide opportunities for students to experience independent
management of their own leat·ning. The project work set for tho students in
this study clearly increased the low-middle achievers' confidence and
willingness to learn for themselves. It would appear that once motivation is
enhanced this becomes self-perpetuating and leads to greater levels of
achievement.
In summary, it could be contonded that a new experience of independent
learning was facilitated by the use of project work. In short, students:

•

exhibited positiv1, reactions mid performances when initiative was given;

o recognised the value of collaboration;
•

valued solf'motivational strategies as a means of further developing
personal interests;

o found building confidence through individual initiative and responsibility to
be effective:
II received enjoyment from taking the initiative;
•

became more aware of past teacher·directed learning;

•

recognised a changed in their attitude toward learning;

•

displayed a greater interest in authentic English.

The Effectiveness of Learner Autonomy Development
The Effect of Journal Writing

In line with Little's (1995) critical reflection principles, students were given
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weekly journal-writing opportunities. The teacher gave the students topics to
reflect on in their own English learning. After reading their reflections, the
teacher gave comments to the students individually. In this way, the journal
gavo the teacher and the students' opportunities for one·to·one student·teacher
exchange as well as opportunities for reflecting on their developmental progress.
The journals were the primary means of exchange between the teacher and the
stud.mts throughout of the course. Overall, the students' comments in their
journal writing activities wen very positive.

The students coutinuously

reflecting on their prog1:esa and the process were very beneficial for enhancing the
relationship between the individual students and the teacher.
The journal writing had several effects as is shown in the students' following
comments:
Q

The journal writing gave opportunities for the students to get advice from the
teacher:

I could ssk questions or tell her my problems ta get her advice. (Yuuki)

e A close relationship developed between the teacher and individual students:
I loft tha.t the journal writing ma.de the distance shorter between the tea.clier and
me. (Kaiko)
III

The journal writing gave the students a place to converse with the teacher:

It wa.s lik<! un individual conversation with the teacher.

I could feel that tl1e

tea.cher was listening to me. (Atsuyo)
o

The students uFed their journal for getting support from the teacher:

Wben I had problems with my study, the journal was my support. CTfaoru)

'"

•

The students were encouraged through thefr journal exchange with the
teacher and the journal writing created a trust between the students and
the teacher:

The teacher could listen to and consider my thoughts. I was encouraged and
thought about myself. I was vruy glad that the teacher was thinking about me
so much. I hated teachers in my past. But, now I think that the journal could
create a trust between the teacher and me. <Akiko)
•

The students started realizing their goal of English learning through the
procees of their journal writing:

I could think about my dream and my interest in foreign countries through my

journal writing. (Ryuusuke)
e

The journal writing engendered a feeling of safety:

I was glad and felt safe because the teacher thought about what I wrote.
(Totsuya)
8 The students clurified thoughts about thefr own language learning:

By writing what I was thmking about, it became elem-er to me than just thinking
about it by mysel£ (Hiromi)
•

The journal writing gave the sti..dents regular reflective opportunities:

The journal gave me an opportunity to think back over my English JearniJ1gonce

a week. (Chihuru)

From the journal, I could get the teacher's advice. It was beneficial for me.

'"'

Also, wl1en I n1ad back my journals, I could re.iect on my previous thoughts and
compare myself with how I had been in the past. (Sachi)
•

The students could see progress in their language acquisition, and thought
positively about their language learning:

I could see my progress day by day. So, it was e plus for me. I could start
thinking positively about myselfand my future. (Tomoko)

o The students experienced challenging tasks on their own:
It was difficult for me, because it was the .irst time that I revealed my thouglits
and opim'ons on certain themes and topics. (Miki)
Not only did the students gain benefits from the journal writing, but also so
did the teacher who could get an idea of the individual students' thoughts. This
made the teacher aware of the level of atudent autonomy and any external
constraints acting against it. Finally, journal exchanges could be one of the tools
that help mediate productive interchanges between students and the teacher.

The Further Effects of I 1roject Work

Setting project work for the atudents resulted in giving them opportunities
to challenge the accepted system. As has been shown, it seems to be important
to gain an awareness of one's personal responsibility in and capadty for
developing positive impressions of oneself by overcoming difficulties. This kind
of student·initiated learning opportunity is just one of the starting points for
fostering autonomy.

I hope that this experience will prove useful for the

students for future reflection and for the activation of strategies such as those

,OJ

discussed.

From the students' writing, it can be seen that the students have

been able to ],:,am something beyond English itself.

The project work provided a

link between their learning inside and outside the classroom. The students had
the chance to plan, select, carry out, and control their work on their own. Most
of them felt a sense of achievement from their work. During the process, they
experienced both difficulties and enjoyment.

The relationship between the

teacher and the students improved in a way, which was not limited to the confines
of the classroom.

Through presentations in English, the students had the

chsnce to use English in a natural way.

At the same time, they had

opportunities for self.reflection and strntegy enhancement.
Although the independent project work has various advantages as outlined,
several points should be considered further.

Holec (1981) describes how learners

can take charge of their own learning through planning, umnitoring and
evaluating independent project work to deliver learner autonomy.

However,

there ia a need for caution. The principle of learner autonomy, which emphasises
the learner accepting responsibility for his I her own learning, should be given
greater emphasis.

Ofteri, the teacher places far too much emphasis on the skills:

of planning, monitoring and evaluating rather than on allowing the students to
develop their own intrinsic motivation learning strategies. Teachers may focus
on explicit bohaviou1·s rather than recognizing that it is the more implicit
behaviours, which are responsible for ultimate attitude change in learning.

Not

Burprisingly, self-motivated students seem to be more successful in individual
projects where greater autonomy needs to be exhibited.

Less autonomous

learners may require greater scaffolding by the teacher. However, students can
also choose an easy option, for example, one of the groups did s very eaay task
with respect to English acquisition and concentrated on finishing a colouring book.
They did not seem to be aware of bow useful thefr project work could be in terms
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of improving their English skills.

They just enjoyed their time focusing on the

completion of the book, majoring on process goal management as opposed to any
learner autonomy goals.
The teacher, in ol'der to prevent some of the potential pitfalls of indepondent
project work such as the example outlined above, students with lower motivation
could be btivcn n range of choices by the" teacher. As these students require more
scaffolding support than motivated learners do, opportunities for discussions may
be needed between the teacher and students to ensure they stay on track.
From what has been discussed to date, tho following general points have
been identified as being significant in the development oflearner autonomy:
•

Enjoyable lcarninf, is important but it should not only be for the students'
self·satisfoction. Learner autonomy should be considered in relation to
students' language proficiency improvement. For this reason, activities arc
needed that allmv sufficient scope for language learning.

o

The teacher's positive expectations, trust, and interest in individual
ijtudcnts are more important than the intention to tl'ain students.

•

Teacher-student and interstudcnt collaboration is important for making an
effective learning environment.

•

The need for and feeling of self·exprcssion should he the motivational
mainspring of the students' own activities. The real focus should be on how
the learners start considering their language learning in relation to
expressing themselves. Students' learning should he closely connected to
their own life and interests.
There are some limitations of the independent project work from the

teacher's point of view that need to be addressed here.

Firatly, the

independent project posed great difficulty in providing proper feedback to the
students.

The teacher/researcher felt her limitations in coping with all the

students' demands when the fields of interest were outside her experience. In
addition, unlike teaching from a textbook, she was sometimes unable to answer
students' spontaneous inquiries and reque~ts about authentic language.
Probably, it would be a good idea to negotiate with the students what is
acceptable or available to them as subject areas for their projects. A framework
for controlling their choice of learning materials is needed.

In eddition, a

non·native teacher could enlist the help of a native English teacher to assist with
more technical language matters. Another solution could be for different group
members to help each other a la a peer tutoring approach.

Summary of Study Three
The results of Study 'l\vo suggested that the development of the l[)w·middle
achievers' autonomous attitudes, both internal and external, involves several
key learner characteristics.

These clmracteristics include promoting

confidence, accepting positive beliefs about oneself, being willing to ask for help
and feedback and having strategic knowledge for self·motivational purposes.
The analysis in Study Three oonsidered learner autonomy from the first·yenr
studenh' viewpoints.

The students seemed to value listening as a way of

learning English inside and outside the claeeroom. In the students' journals,
there was evidence of ideas about how to improve communicative skills outside
the classroom such as listening to radio programs, cassette tapes, CDs, English
music, or watching movies.

The students also seemed to consider their
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classroom lessons as basic loarning, which they could build on in their own time.
Therefore,

11

conscious effort to improve their English proficiency in class was

demonstrated in their journal excorpts. From the students' viewpoints, passive
participation via listening rather than talking does not necessarily equate to the
notion of a 'passive learner'. Therefore, it may be unwise to first, stereotype
passivity of the basis on participation: and second, to push students to t.alk in
English before they are ready for it. It would appear that a proactive attitude to
listening can constitute active involvement in one's own learning later. Students
might go through a stage of concentrating on input, which would be a
predominantly receptive phase of their development as language learners, rather
than focusing on output in the early stages of acquisition.
Tho journal excerpts also indicated that students were willing to include
activities in their own time, which improved their English studies. Although
some teachers may tend to think that the more hombwork they give to students,
the more they will improve, this does not necessarily hold true.

The students are

mature enough to realize that doing homework may be of little value to them. In
fact, too much homework seemed to cause atress for this cohort and was pereeived
as a threat to their independence ae learners. These students seemed to show
greater interest in learning English after being freed from the pressures
associated with university entrance examinati:ms.
One of the major effects of the journal writing wss that it gave opportunities
for a good relationship to be established between the teacher and individual
students.

The students had a place to express themselves freely in a very

private and personal manner. Japanese teachers can fulfil an important role in
encouraging students to be more willing to ask for help, question, and seek
feedback. As far as low·middlo achievers are concerned, it is very important that
they are given a apace to request. teacher feedback and help.
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Succ6ssful class

management seems to hinge on whether the teacher has an accepting attitude
towards the lltudents or not and the use of writing journals can promote such an
attitude. Relationships between teachers and students are a two·way affair,
providing both with feedback that will enable them to modify their behaviours
and create classroom atmospheres that are conducive to learning.
The project work was effective in promoting the students' involvement in
their own learning in various ways. When organizing and managing project
work for learner autonomy development, teacher control, learning materials,
strategies and methods, and learner-centred activities are all factors that need to
be considered in terms of providing meaningful work for students.

It also

should be considered whether the students' project work is effective to promote
their language proficiency, and whether the students could gain useful ideas for
their future learning.

Discussion for the Implications for
Learner Autonomy Development
In light of the 1·esearch question: What seems to be important for the
development of learner autonomy in language learning?, the effecfa of the
students' project work and journal reflections suggest some implications for
autonomous learner development.
It seems that passivity in class is not necessarily a sign of a passive learner.

Students seem to be aware that their role should be that of active learners. In
addition, they seem to seek interaction with others in their classroom learning.
There seems to be a barrier between what the students think and do. Keim, B.,
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Furuya, R. Doye, C. and Carlson, A. (1996) study of Japanese students' attitudes
and beliefs about foreign language learning aupports the above point. Keim et al
are convinced that there exists a real divergence between the students' awareness
about new strategies and their actual behaviour in class.

In addition, the

attempts to elicit more information from the students, by journal writing,
revealed that fear and insecurity play a significant role in the way students
behave in class, even though they genuinely wish to improve their English, and in
some cases, would actually like to behave differently.
Possibly the students' behaviour in tho classroom is affected by the learning
atmosphere of the class; the classroom atmosphere may be influenced by their
relationship with the teacher or the relationship with other students. It may be
the case, which some students' exp1·essed inaights that differed considerab!y from
what they aro feeling, but also they were reluctant to reveal. Therefore, the
<levelopment of learner autonomy should be concerned not only with
self·directedness, but also with creating and providing a supportive and
collaborative classroom atmosphere. In this regard, Cotterall (1998) emphasized
the crucial rnle of the learnerteacher relationship for fostering learner autonomy.
Another point raised by the students is that the teacher's attitude might be
the key to developing learner autonomy. The importance of teachers' attitudes
towards their students was supported by Cotteral\ (1998). In fact, the teaclmr's
attempt to initiate learner development also resulted in tho teacher's
development of herself as a teacher and learner. The morn she was involved in
the development of learner autonomy, the more she reflected on her teaching and
relationship with her atudents. In other words, through the pursuit of learner
autonomy development, she had an increased awareness of both her students and
lier own teaching. In fact, at the beginning of the course she conceived of the
class as a whole, failing to sco the individual students. In addition, she saw the
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students as being primarily passive.

It was only when the project work

commenced later in the course, which she started paying more attention to
individuals. She became aware of establishing trust and respect for what the
students wished to do. What is crucial, is whether the teacher can recognize the
individual needs of students, trust them to act autonomously and try to promote
their potential, so that the students' will respond more freely and be prepared to
engage in greater self-disclosure regarding their own learning preferences.
It is often said that Japanese students are unresponsive and quiet in the

classroom and that group settings are good for breaking such silences. However,
teachers who are concerned about the development of learner autonomy should
not make classroom learning a hive of activity.

Rather, teachers should

encourage each learner to focus on those points, which are necessary for them to
progress their own language learning. The students should be free to decide how
much to involve themselves in each class and in what they absorb.

Especially,

opportunities should be provided for confidence building, willingness for learning,
and acceptance of responsibility for both self-direction and collaboration. Such
changes in internal behaviour might then conceivably lead to external
autonomous behaviours.

Furthermore, continuous critical reflection is needed

for both teachers and learners to enhance the teaching and learning process. In
doing so, positive classroom atmospheres that foBter learner autonomy are

created, not only in the classroom but beyond it as well.
The following chapter will synthesise insights gleaned from the three studies
consic!.ered in this research.

""

CHAPTER EIGHT
SUMMARY & DISCUSSION OF THREE STUDIES
Introduction
In this chapter, discussion ie developed from the findings of Study One,
Two and Three. In Study One, the Heterogeneous vs. the Homogeneous group
learners, and aueceseful learners' characteristics were identified with regard to
how learner belief.s influenced foreign language learning. In Study Two, the
beliefs survey results wei·e analysed focusing on four aspects of learning which
included: 1) the role of the teacher, 2) effective language learning, 3) motivation
strategies and 4) self'efficacy. From Study Three, the development of learner
autonomy in language learning was con~idered in relation to the learners'
reflections. The intention in this chapter is to consider and draw together the
information froni all three studies in order to develop a more accurate profile of
the data under investigation.

Discussion of Study One

Study One used in-depth interview data to identify sixteen high achievers'
beliefs about the use of effective foreign language learning strategies;
teacher/learner roles; classroom expectations; self-motivation strategies; and,
oneself as a learner.

This study was necessary in order to develop an

understanding ofioarner autonomy from the insights of successful learners.
Study One was divided into two studies: Part One, and Part Two. From
the analysis of similarities and differences in beliefs, Heterogeneous and

Homogeneous learnera wera identified; the former were labelled as those
possessing non·stereotypical Japanese awareness, while the latter were labelled
as exhibiting Japanese stereotypes.

This ani;lysis was presented in Study

One: Part One in Chapter Fivo. In addition, the common aspects of successiul
learning and the learners' beliefs leading to different degrees of success were
described in Study One: Part Two in Chapter Fiva.

Part One: Heterogeneous

vs. Homogeneous Consciousness

Following student interviews, two types oflearners were classified as either
'Heterogeneous' or 'Homogeneous' from among sixteen participants of Study
One.

Heterogeneous

group

learners

possessed

non·ste1·eotyPical

characteristics of Japanese learners. In contrast, Homogeneous group )earners
showed more stereotypical characteristics in their beliefs about learning.
Hideo, Kyoko, Tooru, Ichiroo, Yasuhiro and Kazuko were selected as the
Heterogeneous learners, while, Kaori, Tsuyako, Sumiko, Aiko, Asami, and
Mayumi were selectad as The Homoganeous learners.
Apart from differences, the groups also possessed common characteristics:

e Learners in both groups were aware of their own responsibility as
learners;
•

All learners of both groups bolieved that authentic input is ve1·y
important. In particular, the importance of listening practise was
highlighted by most of the learners;

•

With regard to effective learning strategies, the leamers were very

aware of the totality of the learning process incorpor'.lting contexts
both inside and outside the class1·oom.
With regard to differences, the Heterogeneous and Homogeneous groups
could be characterised as follows:
O Heterogeneous learners had a clear goal for self-promotion and
learning English was a way of achieving it.

On the other hand,

Homogeneous learners saw the acquisition of English proficiency as
an end in itself.
•

Heterogeneous learners were positive about themselves. They also
folt that their teachers had high expectations of them. They were
aware of their own metacognitive strategies end usually reflected on
their learning processes. The Homogeneous learners, on the other
hand, vacillated between positive and negative self-regard depending
on the nature of the classroom atmosphere and type of teacher input.

"'

Heterogeneous learners were aware of English as a means of
communication and a matter of life·long learning.

The

Heterogeneous learners we1·a active and flexible. They possessed a
strong critical awareness that they needed to continue their p1·esent
efforts to maintain their level of English proficiency. On the other
hand, the Homogeneous learners only focused on their skill
improvement rather than learning for genuine communicative
purposes which ultimately held the greatest rewards.

In other

words, their learning was instrumental rathe1· than deeper in
character.
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o

Heterogeneous learners stood out as a group in the sense that they
were less concerned about the views of others and focused more on
promoting their own independence. Homogeneous learners, on the
other hand, consciously tried to avoid this.

Heterogeneous learners

were aware of themselves as class members, and sought to ere.ate a
good relationship with teachers and fellow classmates, whereas
Homogeneous learners lacked awareness about the synergy of
classroom relationships.
o

Heterogeneous learners believed the te~cher's role to be that of a
facilitator or supporter.

Homogeneoud learners felt the need of

teachers' direction and understanding more than the Heterogeneous
group.
The results of Study One: Part One auggeat that Heterogeneous learner
characteristics and positive beliefs in the self as a tool for successful language
learning could be explicitly promoted to foss strategically·oriented students in
language learning contexts. Such promotion is likely contribute to the
development of students' learning both inside and outside classroom contexts.
Autonomy, expressed in both attitude and behaviour, as in the cases of Fumiko
and Hideo, would seem to be the desired goal for all learnets. Homogeneous
learners, however, were well aware of self.responsibility for their learning and
had a strong desire to acquire the language, but their internal barriers and
negative

self.belief appeared to prevent them

from

making further

improvement. This was evident in the gap between their external performance
and their internally held beliefs. From the Homogeneous learners' interview
data, it was found that they were constrained by thefr porsonal belief systems,
which is a product of the Japanese educational system.

Part Two: Four Learners' Beliefs
From the Chapter Five analysis of similarities and differonccs in langl\age
learning beliefs, two different types of learners: the Heterogeneol\B and the
Homogeneous groups were identified.

Of sixteen participants in Sttldy One,

four learners could not be differentiated (Hiroshi, Ryoo, Naoko, and Kenichi),
and these became the subject of Part Two of Study One. To assist with
comparative analysis of these four learners' language learning beliefs, two
highly successful learners, Hideo from Study One: Part One and Fumiko from
previous studies (Usuki, 2002) were ~elected. The data showed that the beliefs
of the fom learners indicated different degrees of success and learner autonomy.
All four learners were shown to be self-directed and aelf·motLvated.
Hiroshi, in particular, was one of the most outstanding thlrd·year students at
the llniversity. He had very similar attitudes and beliefs to Hideo and Fumiko.
For example, he had a strong, clear goal in his mind and self-trust regarding his
potential. He liked communicating with people and saw English as a means of
doing so. He had his own learning strategies and possessed a metacognitive
awareness of these strategies. In addition, he was positive in his reapons~s to
his teachers and classroom activities, which he conside.red part of his own
learning process. His µositiveness and sincerity provided the motivation for
him to maintain progress.

On the other hand, he differed from Hideo and

Fumikll in that he did not want to stand out from other students and had a
greater respect for the teacher's knowledge base and authority.
Ryoo was also a successful learner.

He exhibited a very strong

self-motivation and he was very positive about his potential. However, he was
still concentrnting on skill improvement rather than on communicative
enjoyment.

Therefore, in this respect, his flexibility and communicative

strategies were insufficiently developed in comparison with the other three
learners.

One of the reasons fo~ thia might be his limited experience in

English. At the time he was interviewed, he had never been overseas and
consequently had had limited experience actually using English in its native
context.
By contrast, Kenichi hnd no clear objectives associated with his learning,
although he enjoyed it and was highly motivated to learn. Without a clear
objective, he did not have a strong wish to achieve, which made his learning
quite tentative.

In addition, he bad differing attitudes tewarda his favoui'ite

and non-favouritE' classes and teachers. These factors limited his achievement
and improvement. Moanwhile, Naoko's main problem was the gap between her
understanding and actual self·presentation. In addition, she was a reflective
person and the negative self-image and self·doubt arising from this reflection
seemed to be a barrier to her effective learning.

These same two issues

appeared in Kenichi's data.
Regarding both Kenichi and Naoko, it is apparent that thefr metacognitivo
awareness oflearning English needs to ho challenged to help them identify why
they are learning, what their learning strategies are and how they are
progressing. In addition, teachers' support, suggestions, and encouragement
would help to build the studcmts' confidence and assist them in creating clear
objectives for their learning.

,,.

Study One Implications for English Language Education in Japan
Severlll implications arise for English language education in Japan from
Study One.

The current education system strongly influences student

performance, for the most part, preventing students from developing
autonomous learning attitudes and behaviours. In this respect, the following
recommendations are made:
•

Clear goal setting along the lines of aelf-growth is needed. As part of
these broader goals, smaller goals should be set for English language
learning. English language learning then becomes a means to an
end, providing focus, motivation and purpose.

•

Motacognitive awareness should be raised to enable students to
consider such matters as why English is learned, how it cnn be
]earned effectively, and what they need to do to achieve their gonls.

•

The focus of language learning should be on communicative
awareness and enjoyment rather than on personal skilllscore
improvement.

•

A variety of forms of spoken English should be introduced in order to
avoid the obsession with perfection as exposure to varieties of English
can help students' communicative competence.

•

The strategy of learning both inside and outside the clas~.-oom should
be promoted for all learners.

•

Teachers need to recognize and understand that learners are
individuals rather than mare subsats of a predetermined group

mindset.

•

If teachers show trust in and have high expectations oflearnerei, this
seems to provide powerful support and motivation for learning.

e

Developing learner autonomy can ho considered an element of the
process of learning.

Therefore, promoting learner autonomy should

be considered nan part of the overall goal.

Discussion of Study Two

Study Two obtained data from low·middle achievers regarding the beliefs
held about their lan1,'Uage learning. A sample of two hundred and ninety five
low to middle achieving university students, comprising one hundred and four
English majors, eighty Law majors, and one hundred and eleven Pharmacy
majors in the same university were surveyed.
Cotterall'a (1999) questionnaire was used as a basis for tho instrument
developed for this study. The questions were designed to investigate learner
beliefs in relation to six key variables, 1) the role of the teacher,

il the role of

feedback, 3) the learner's sense of self·officacy, 4) impo1-tant strategies, 5)
dimensions of strategies·related behaviour, and 6) the nature of language
learning.

The questionnaires in the present study consisted of the above six

key variables. The questions were organised under the above six variables in
order to make it clearer and simpler for the pa1·ticipants of complete the survey
in Study Two.

Descl'iptive statistics were used for analysis of the data.

Responses to questions about teacher/learn!.'r/classroom roles, beliefs about

language learning, the participants' responses were calculated according to
Cotterall's (1999) method.

Study Two: Low-Middle Achievers' Language Learning Beliefs

Students from the three faculty groups (English major, Law major,
Pharmacy major) tended to have similar views, that is, there were no clear
diffewnces between students with different majorn.

As such, Japanese

students in the context of Study Two rnlued responsibility for their own
learning and did not expect teachers to wi&ld great authority.
The main constraints included, however, thefr reluctance to ask for the
teacher's feedback or help. They tended to value their own effort and kept a
distance from thefr teacher. 'fhese strategies seemed to contribute to thefr low
self-motivation and low self-efficacy. The gap between their acceptance of
responsibility and actual skill presentation can be understood in terms of
Japanese students' need fot· conformity and hence passivity.

A lack of

confidence and self-trust, borne of this stereotypical understanding, could
negatively affect their performance.
The findings of Study Two are summarized under the following four
headin~s, namely, effective language learning, teache1· l'O!e, self-motivation
strategies, and self·efficacy beliefs.

Effective Language Learning Strategies

The majority ofthe students believed that making mistakes was a natural
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part of language learning, which indicatea that they were aware that failure
was a strategic component in the learning process. The behaviour of Japanese
students usually tends to demonstrate a fear of making mistakes in the
classroom. Burden (2002) found, from his study of one thousand and fifty
seven Japanese university students' attitudes to foreign language that they
tended to feel over-concerned with making errors in front of peers. This point
could be very important for teachers wishing to bridge the gap between the
students' awareness of stl'8tegies and their reluctance in class to try these for
fear of making mistakes.

Teacher Role
In this study, the majority of students believed in their ability to accept
responsibility for their learning and considered the teacher's role more as that
of a facilitator.

They therefore exhibited the traits of classified as autonomous

learners. In fact, the students in this study tended to have low expectations of
their teachei·s' authority.

This was also reflected in their belief that their

lanr:uage learning success depended on their own efforts, and that it was their
own 1·esponsibility to find opportunities to use and experience the language.
These results show evidence of tho students' awareness of their autonomy in
contrast to the stereotypical view of Japanese students as passive recipients of
knowledge.
Seen from this different perspective, however, they lacked strategic
knowledge and the necessary internal security for solving problems. In other
words, they did not aee the need for collaboration with teachers. They seemed
to blame the:meelves for not making enough effort in their skill improvement.
This resulted in them behaving passi11ely and somewhat helplessly.

"'

Self-Motivation Strategies

The data in Chapter Six showed that the students lacked the knowledge,
confidence, willingness, and acceptance of responsibility for various strategies
relating to autimomous learning behaviour. A divergence between awareness
and actual application in the classroom may be op!.lrating here, in that the
students tended to be aware of autonomy, yet lacked s,1fficient knowledge,
willingness, and confidence to behave autonomously. This seems to suggest
that it is imperative to train the student in the acquisition and development of
autonomous behaviour.

Self-E.fflcacy Beliefs

The results of the subjects' inability to use metacognitive strategies is also
linked to their having less confidence in their ability in language learning as
shown in Chapter Six (Table 6.5 to 6.8). Just over half of the English major
students thought that they had the ahility to learn a language successfully
(55.8%).

However, most non-major students did not foe! that they had this

ability (Law=72.5%, Pharmacy=63.1).

These findings suggest that the

students in this study need considerable support to develop their sense of
self·efficacy. Their negative solf·image eeemed to lead to negative attitudes,
even if they lmew that they were responsible for their own language learning.

Summary of Study Two
In Study Two, the students tended to be aware of the responsibility for
their own learning, and so possessed low expectations of their teachers.

"'

However, the students appeared unable to address these concerns of their
awareness because they showed less ability to use metacognitive strategies
were leas confident, less willing, and less likely to accept responsibility for their
behaviour in strategic learning. Overall, the students bad a very low sense of
self-efficacy. This manifested as helplessness. The more conscious they were
of their responsibility, the more they castigated themselves for their inability to
cope with language learning.

It appeared that they did not have enough

knowledge about lea ming strategies to help themselves out of this vicious circle.
Further, it may be that large class sizes and different teachers for each of their
different English classes reduced the students' relationship development with
their teachers. As a result, they tended not to expect very much from their
teachers. Study Two indicated the need for developing confidence along with
knowledge about metacognitive strategies and attitudes.

Discussion of Study Three

The purpose of Study Three was to obtain low·middle achievers insights
regarding their views of inBide/outside classroom learning via comments
reported in their journals. This included their reflections about developing
learner autonomy through project work. Twenty nine firat year English major
students of low·middle achievement level were selected from the group of one
hundred and four English major students of Study Two. This wae the gl'oup
taught by the researcher,
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Students' Journal Excerpts Findings
In the fi.rst·year students' journals, ideas of how to improve communicative
skills outside the classroom were identified. Strategies such as listening to
radio programs, cassette tapes, CDs, English music, or watching movies were
reported.

A conscious effort to improve English proficiency in class was

demonstrated in the excerpts presented. It was found that from the students'
viewpoints, passive participation in class did not equate to the notion of a
'passive learner'. In fact, the students valued listening as a way of learning
English both inside and outside the classroom. The data from Study Three,
therefore, reflected learner autonomy from the viewpoint of the first years.
From journal writing, it was revealed that passivity in class is not necessarily
the sign of a passive learner.

The Effects of Journal Writing
Overall, the students' comments in their journal writing activities were
very positive. They indicated that:
II Asking for advice from teachers meant that they could receive a response
without losing face;

o Engendering a close relationship between the teacher and individual
students assisted in developing positive relationships;
II

Conversing with the teacher was valuable in furthering their expressive

•

Support was sought earlier;

1t

Getting encouragement and trust were facilitated;

needs;

•

Realizing a goal was made significantly easier;

o Feeling safe in an environment was enhanced;
•

Making things clearet' was facilitated;

•

Having regular roflcctive thinking opportunities was highly beneficial;

•

Thinking positively was enhanced;

o

Challenging oneself was made possible.

The Effect of Project Work and
Further Implications for Autonomous Learning
From students' reflections of theit' ptoject work, it is clear that it is
important to provide opportunities for students to experience independent
management of their own learning. The set project work was highly effective
in raising tho low·middle achievets' awareness of theit' own learning
particularly with regard to the following points:
•

Positive reactions and performance when initiative is granted to the
students;

•

Realization of the need to collaborate;

•

Promotion of self·motivation, since it provides a learn et' with an opportunity

•

Confidence·building through individual initiative and responsibility;

CD

Enjoyment from taking the initiative:

to develop his/her personal interests;

o Awareness of past teacher-directed learning:
e Recognition of attitude change to learning;
e Interest in exploiting authentic English opportunities.

Findings also have implications for the setting of project work, insofar as
thn project work needs to be carefully designed and managed. The principle of
learner autonomy, which is the learner accepting responsibility for his/her own
learning, should be given greater emphasis, rather than focusing teo much on
the independent learning activities themselves. Thie is particularly so for the
students with lower motivation who could be given greater guidance by the
teacher in the selection of project work. These students need more support than
intrinsically motivated learners do. In addition, opportunities for discussion
batween the teacher and students may be needed to ensure that students stay
on track. The study revealed the following:
o

Autonomous learning improves students' language proficiency.

G Enjoyable learning is important but it should not be only for the students'
pressure.

Real involvement and a feeling of achievement should be

promoted as a part of the experience.
o

Students' learning should be relevant to their own life and interests.

o

Activities are needed that allow sufficient scope for languaga learning.

e

Learner autonomy principles need to be interpreted in various ways,
depending on teachers' ideas of autonomy.

This means that no one

direction exists for the development of autonomy, but that there are many
possible ways to promote learner autonomy depending on the contexts.
o

The teacher's positive expectations, trust, and interest in the students are
more important than the intention fo train students.

e

Teacheratudent and inter·student collaboration ia also important for an

effective learning environment.

o The need for and feeling of self·expression should be the motivational
mainspring of the students' own activities. The real focus should be on how
the learners begin to consider their language learning in relation to
expressing themselves. Self·motivation should be considered as the basis
ofleerner autonomy.

Discussion of the Three Studies
The findings of the study suggest that the learners' positive beliefs in
themselves and the awareness of their metacognitive knowledge and strategies
could be the most important aspects for success. The most successful learners,
in fact, have developed their autonomous attitudes in language learning, as
they could perceive themselves positively as a language learner, and they
seemed to think confidently and flexibly in creating their own personal learning
It is possible that those learners' aelf·reflective and

environment.

goal·oriented attitudes could make their learning meaningful. Furthermore,
the successful learners defined aucceas in term of effectively communicating
with others. Therefore, they were aware of collaborative needs with others in
order to use the language for expressing themselves. Their awareness ofhoth
collaboration and self·direction might be the crucial factors for their success.
The study showed evidence for the view that there were different degrees
in learner autonomy.

The high achievers' beliefs revealed that their

autonomous attitudes are developmental. The successful learners possessed
the characteristics of Heterogeneous learners.
opposition

to

the

passivity

normally
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These saemed to be in

associated

with

stereotypical

characteristics of Japanese learners. On the other hand, some of the high
achievers still showed ambivalence between their desired level of interaction
and actual passive presentation in class. In spite of their tacit acceptance of
autonomy, they remained passive and this was displayed in shyness, lack of
confidence and .flexibility.

Their drive for perfectionism and fear of making

mistakes could be seen in the Homogeneous learne1·s' beliefs. These students'
beliefs seemed to be limited to gaining good marks on tests which might be
influenced by their past language learning experience in Japan.

Although the

learners wished to attain communicative skills and fluency in English, their
learning strategies seemed to concentrate on test·oriented learning.
Similarly, the low·middle achievers saw value in taking responsibility for
their own learning. In spite of this awareness, however, the results of the
questionnaires showed that participants lacked overall strategic abilities and
had a low level of self-efficacy.

Instead of actively seeking help and obtaining

feedback from teachers, they seemed to act ;:,11ssive\y in class and utilize fewer
metacognitive strategies in language learning. Thc,ir beliefs showed that they
ar(l not intrinsically passive learners, but their lack of confidence in their
strategic skills could be the reason for their passive behaviour in class.
As the low·middle achievers' engagement in jourm:l writing and project
work in the study suggests, once students gain confidence in their ability, they
seem to behave autonomously.

In order to promote low·middle achievers'

autonomy and lead them towards successful language learning, positive
self-beliefs and attitude need to be constructed through learning experio,nces.
Tho learners should be encoul'llged to use various learning strategies aimed a
building confidence.

They also need to be encournged to have positive

self·perceptions and develop self-motivational strategies.

Therefore, learner autonomy development is not a matter of instructing
learners' in independent management skills but rather; of the teacher's trusting
and encouraging students develop as individuals. The successful learners in
Study One suggested that their teachers' high expectation~ were important to
their success. However, the participants in Study Two showed less intimacy
with their teacher. In Study Three, the relationship between the teacher and
the students improved because oi the journal exchanges and the project work
engagement. This seemed to have a positive inlfoence on the students' active
involvement in their work. The reason for success in the first year class could
be the toscher's respect for what the students had to say, which was based on an
awareness of teacher-learner autonomy. In other words, it was the teacher's
clear approach to objective setting based on tho students' needs, which proved to
be important. The most significant point is that teachers should look beyond
the tentative nature of activo involvement in the class, and considers how to
enhance students' confidence in their own learning.

Both teachers and

loarners need to discover for themselves what language learning really means
to them and how such meaning leads to individual autonomy. This strLkes at
the heart of what it means to 'make meaning' for teacher and student alike.
In the following chapter, conclusions, recommendations und suggestions for
further reBearch will be discussed.

A model for understanding autonomy,

b.1sed upon the findings of the current study, is also considered.

CHAPTER NINE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
lntroduciion
This atudy attempted to identify high achievers' beliefs about effective
foreign

language

learning

strategies,

teachernearner

roles,

classroom

expectations, self-motivation strategies, and the self as a learner on the basis of
Little'!! (1995) definition of learner autonomy.

Cr,mparing these beliefs with

low·middle achievers' attitudes to their own learning, learner autonomy was
seen from the internal vii,wpoint of learners' insights rather than from the
external behaviour of their classroom.

From the study, a theoretical

framework for learne1· autonomy can be proposed.

The Three Studies
Three refo.ted studies were organised within the particular context of El'L
learning in a private university in Japan.

In Study One, successful 1enrners'

positive oeliefs regarding tl1e self and their metacognitive awareness were
derhed from in·depth interview research.

Most importantly, the degree of

!earner autonomy for each student was confirmed from the data, by way of
differences in internal attitudes.

As in the ;~chetypal cases of autonomous

learners, such as those of Fumiko and Hideo, an active internal attitude was
also displayed externally.

Such autonomy could be considered as the ideal for

language education. Another significant finding was the id.:mtification of two
different awareness groups among high achievers, which were labelled

"'

'Heterogeneous' and 'Homogeneous' learners.

From the interview data, some

learners were aware that they were different from other students and
demonstrated a positive attitude in making this admission. Being aware of
this difference mado them more active and willing to challenge themselves.
For this reason, they were termed Heterogeneous learners. Conversely, there
were learners who were afraid of being different from othors and, as such, were
termed Homogeneous learners. These students were also very serious about
their language learning and had in fact been making considerable effort to
improve their TOEIC scores and their school marks.

However, instead of

possessing a clear future goal for utilizing English, they were distracted by an
admiratioa for native-like English and a vague desire to acquire it. Their
ambiguous beliefs about language learning such as no objectives for learning in
spite of their desire for English proficiency improvement, and their passive
external attitude, could have created a barrier against their further succeas in
language learning.
The Heterogeneous learners focused on communication and collaboration
with others. Although thoy were not concerned with 'l'OEIC scores as their
final goals, their positive attitude and affection for English enabled thorn to
make progress with their actual 'l'OEIC score achievement and improvement.
By contrast, the Homogeneous learners tended to concentrate more on their
own language learning ability and less on the awareness of language as a
means of communication. This group suffered difficulties in respect to TOEIC
scores and had problems with actual proficiency improvement. Thus, based on
Study One, learner autonomy could be defined as the learners' internal active
onergy, which leads to effoetive language learning. Positive self-beliefs and
metacognitive awareness could be considered as the keys to prnmoting foamer
autonomy.
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Study 'l\vo results showed that low·middle achievers were overtly aware of
self·responsibility and tended to believe that their own effort was the most
important factor in language learning.

However, the students lacked the

metacognitive knowledge and strategies to manage their language learning.
Moreover, they tended to hold a negativo view of their ability to learn a
language

successfully.

Exacerbatod

by

tlmir

acute

awareness

of

self·responsibility, negativity and low confidence seemed to be their major
problem. This shows how important it is to know about students' self·beliefs in
language leaming for their development as learners.
Considering the results of the three groups with different majors, there
we1·e no clear distinctions in the beliefs in language learning between English
and non·English major students. English major students could be assumed to
have a stronger motivation for English learning as opposed to non·English
major students, but this relationship between students' motivation and their
beliefs was not established in this reaearch and this needs further investigation.
In Study Three, low-middle English level students' beliefs were
investigated via data extracted from journals. Tho students' journals showed
their awareness of self-responsibility and their various sh·uggles with language
learning. From the thoughta on the project work recorded in the journals, it
was clear that confidcnce·building and metacognitive awareness were
important for the students' motivation.

Moreovel', negotiation between

teachers and students could be very important for managing effective classroom
learning. A model for learner autonomy can now be considered.

-------------

Figure 9.1: A Model of Learner Autonomy
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This proposed model (Figure 9.1) shows five aspects, which relate to the
development ofloarner autonomy.

The model shows that learner autonomy

is a mutter of degree ranging from less successful to moro successful.

All five categories of learner beliefs developed in chnpter fou1· should ho
considered as the goal for promoting learner autonomy for successful
language learning.

These beliefs include uffectivo beliofa, self·porceptive

beliefs, self-motivational beliefs, cognitive beliefs and social beliefs. These
five beliefs are intorrolatcd, affecting the degree of lenrner autonomy in
language learning.

With reference to affective beliefs, learners that are more sucmssful
seem to have clear goal setting strategies for their language learning. Their
goal is not limited to the language learning itself, but involves \ife·long
learning for self-growth and self·promotion.

Their longuage learning

becomes meaningful and purposeful, and therefore, a dooper level oflearning
is engaged.

In contr·ast, Jess successful learners have ambiguous feelings

regarding the purpose of language learning. They do not havo a clear goal
for language learning and the learning is limited to surface level
considerations. In order to direct loss successful students towards more
successful language learning, the motivation for learning needs to be
considered beyond instrumental language learning.

The learners should be

encouraged to have a clear goal for Jife·long learning.

As for self-perception of beliefs, the more successful learners seem to
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have positive beliefs in themselves. Thoy display greater self-confidence
and trust in their ability to achieve their chosen goaL

In contrast, less

successful learners exhibit the converse. They fail to display positiveness
and doubt their ability in gaining the desired language proficiency Jevd.
Positive self·perceptions seem to be a crucial key for success. This appears
to be because the learners' positive or negative self-beliefs seem to affect
their degree of autonomous behaviour in language learning.

Thus, a

change in the learners' belief about their innate ability seems to be the
prerequisite for behaviour change in class.
Whether or not learners can demonstrate autonomous learning
self.motivational beliefs become important in that they drive the process of
developing a gi·oater degree of autonomy. Ularners that are more successful
have an awareness of a long-term commitment for their own learning.

They

critically engage in reflective practice and devise their own strategies for
developing autonomy. They also have good metacognitive ability in terms of
regulating effective management of their own work. Ful'ther, it could be
argued that they possess an internal locus of control, which further
encourages the formation of self-directive behaviours.

Less successful

learners, on the other hand, display a lack of self-confidence and willingness
to manage metacognitive strat!.'gies.
short·term goals for learning.

Their awareness is limitGd to

Therefore, the learners need to be

encouraged to premoto self-motivational strategies and attitudes.

Les£

successful learners should be supported in increasing thoir autonomy

through developing various strategies for motivating their own learning.
'I'his is very much within the ambit of the teacher's facilitative powers.

With regard to cognitive beliefs, classroom learning can be considered
as a baaic skill improvement opportunity for the whole process of developing
the learners' language learning.

The learners' awareness of learning

processes should be extended to outside classroom environments.

The

connection between inside and outside classroom learning is important in
encouraging autonomous language learning.

Cognitive strategies are the

cornerstone of the development of effective autonomous behaviours and
should thus be facilitated by the teacher.

The degree of learner autonomy seems to be related to social beliefs.
Less autonomous learners tend to put themselves in competitive situations
rather than cooperative ones. The learners who devolopod a higher degree
of learner autonomy have an awareness of both self-direction and
collaboration.

The

successful learners expect to develop po1:1itivo

relationships with others and are aware of the benefits of such collalmration.
As Little (1995) claimed in his notion of learner autonomy, in this way,
autonomous learning becomes not only independent, but also interdependent
in learning the process.
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Conclusion

This etudy confirmed that successful foreign language learners have
positive attitudes and confidence in thomselves.

They know what is

important for them, and approach their own learning from the point of view
of predetermined goals. This kind of self-trust leads to the possession of an
active rather than passive attitude toward learning both inside and outeide
the classroom.

In order to adapt learner autonomy theory to various contexts, learners'
internal attitudes should be given more focus than external behaviour.
Aoki and Smith (1999) note that, "autonomy is not an approach enforcing
a particular way of lem:ning. It is, rather, an educational goal" (p. 21).
Thus, learner autonomy can be understood as the leamer's internalisation
of their beliefs and attitudes for taking charge of their own learning.
In Little's (1995) terms, it is the acceptance of responsibility for personal
learning which is important. Therefore, learner autonomy is universal
goal applicable to any context.

When the learner's autonomous

behaviour is concerned from external viewpoints, it might be situational
and specific. The same learner might behave diiforently, depending on
different teachers and different classroom situations. The same learner
might show active autonomous behaviour in some settings, and remain
passive in others. However, it is the learner's internal attitude, which is
the basis for external autonomous behaviour. Without consideration of
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the learner's internaliantion of autonomy, intervention for active
autonomous behaviour inside and outside classroom learning iB
meaningless. The students'beliefs in this study provided evidence for the
contention that. Japanese discipline-oriented educational values can be
inflmmced either positively or negatively.

This study bas suggested significant implications for the future
direction of language education in Japan. Promoting autonomous language
learning should not be limited to only learnercentred classroom activity
settings.

Encouraging positive self-beliefs and promoting metacognitive

awareness could be more important than independent language learning
approaches.

Not only should their actual classroom behaviours be a focus,

but also assisting students to develop insights into their own learning.
Language learning should be enjoyable and should motivate learners
towards purposeful communication, rather than concentrating on the
acquisition of perfect native·like aUility. As the increasing globalisution of
English has led to greater recognition of the various forms of English in the
world, the particular dominance on American or British English should be
reconsidered in Japanese society so that learners can confidently express
themselves in their own form of English.

As Wenden (1998) reported, sometimes efforts towards developing
learner autonomy are resisted. Accordingly, Wenden suggests that learner
training may be necessary to promote learners' awareness of their autonomy.
In Asian contexts, however, the concept of such learner training might not be
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appropriate.

This notion requires exploration, for as Bronner (2000)

emphasizes:

what often seems absent or insufficient is an in-depth consideration
of how learner autonomy and affective fuctors may differ among
cultures. It appears that learners are expected to adjust to the
English teaching and learning style of a native speaking instructor,
rather than the teacher adjusting to the different cultural modes of
teaching and learning of the learners.

Whereas this may be

unavoidable in an ESL (English as a Second Language) setting, it is
not inevitable, nor practical, in an EFL (English as a Fol'eign
Language) environment such as Japan {p. 27).
Following Bronner's (2000) line of thinking, different ways of
considering learner autonomy might be required for Asian contexts, instead
of merely imposing Western values on Asian learners.

Learner

development might include the promoting of internal awareness to generate
autonomous learning in the context of Asian classrooms.
Learners' self·responsibility means awareness for both self-direction
and collaboration. Learner autonomy emanates not just from the given
learning environment, but also because of because of the students'
motivation to create their own environment for learning.

Thus,

autonomous learning might not necessarily mean a complete shift of
instructional mode for teachers, but could involve the creation of a more
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appropriate learning environment. It could thus involve various teaching
styles or ways of promoting learner autonomy, which centre on greater
consideration being given to the conte,ct oftbe classroom.

Learner development also requires reconsideration of what really
makes language learning effective in a particular context.

Instead of

training learners to satisfy teacher expectations, or alternatively instead of
giving students unlimited freedom to make decisions, learner development
should be more concerned with the nature of both students' and teachers'
learning as both walk the path towards self.growth.
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Appendix 4~1: Sixteen Participants' TOEJC Results
(July 2000 = at the interview time)
'
pnrtidpants year
achievement
in July, '00
2nd year
Knori
575
2nd year
Ryoo
575
2nd year
Naoko
510
2nd year
Tsuyako
470
3,d year
Sumiko
700
3,d year
'Iboru
680
3,0 year
Hiroshi
635
3,0 year
Ichiroo
530
4th year
Hideo
910
4th year
Kyoko
795
4th year
Kazuko
685
4,h year
Kenichi
605
41h year
Yasuhiro
825
4th year
Mayumi
735
4th year
Aiko
720
4th year
Asa mi
655

U..iay, 2001=follow up results)
participants year
achievement
in May, '01
3,d yefil'
Kaori
545
3,d year
Ryoo
680
3,d year
Naoko
500
3,0 year
Tsuyako
490
4th year
Sumiko
680
4th year
'Iboru
760
4th year
Hiroshi
765
4th year
Ichiroo
630

253

Improvement
since first year
255
250
195
200
315
315

335
325
430
350
350
325
305
350
290
325

improvement
since first year
225
355
185
220
315
395
465
355

APPENDIX 4-2: Informed Consent Form

Informed Consent Form
Thank you for ugreeing to be involved in this study. The purpose of the
study is to help me gain greater insight into thinking processes of foreign
langusge learners.
The study involves 11 background hmguage learning questionnaire, the task
of essay writing, and the interview.
The background language learning questionnaire and essay topics will be
given to you in a written form. You will be asked to write all responses on
the sheet.
The interview will be t:i.pe·recorded and done individually. The interview
questions will be given beforehand of the interview so that you can prepare
yourself. The interview ;,.ill be done by one interviewer in your own
language, and it will take approximately one hour. Each participant will be
offered A$ 25.00 for time spent of the interview, essay writing nnd
questionnaires.
I would be huppy to answer any questions regurding the project at any time.
I can be reached at work +81·76·229·2626(TEL) I +Sl·'76·229·002l(Fax}, or
you can s~nd me e·mail to: m·usuki@hokuriku,u,ac,ip, or my supervisor Dr.
Richard G. Berle.ch on (OS) 9273·8402(TEL) I (OS) 9273·8705(Fax).
You are free to participate or withdraw from the project at IIIIY time. You
can also discuss the project with me at any time and you are entitled to know
what data I have gathered once the data collection has been concluded.
If you agree to participate in the study, please complete the information on
the next page. You will be provided with a copy of this document once the
information overleaf has been completed.
Thank you for your help.

Miyuki Usuki Surma

"'

! _ _ _ _ _ __

have read the information on the previous
page and any queslions I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.
I agree to participate in this activity, realising I may withdraw at any time.
I agree to have the sessions audiotape recorded.
I also agree that the research data gathered for this study may be published
provided I am not identified.
Signatures:
Participant_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Researcher_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Date,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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APPENDIX 4~3: Language Learners' Background
I Learning Experience I Learning Environment

I Learning Purpose I English Level
(" The original version will be set up in Japanese).

Please write down the following factors in Japi:nese.
1. Learr:ers' Background
(1) Name:

(2) Age:
(3) Sex:
(4) Nationality:

(5) First language:
{6) Educational backgroc.-,d:

the completed course, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , the year,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
{7) Present course and major :

(8) Titles of English textbooks which are used in the present course

(9) Language !eve\: beginners
pre·intermediate(
intermediate
(
advanced

)
)

{

'"

(* Please tick the most appreciate leveD

2, Learning Experience I Learning Environment I Interests
(1) Where do you live and what language do you use?
city: - - - - - - languag, used at home: - - - - - - - - - - - mother t o n g u e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2) What lanruages have you learnt in the past?

(3) Have you heen to English speakin,,: countries?

No(

), Yes(

If YES,
\.Vhich countries? : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - how many times?:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - -

how long?: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

""'

fo1· what purpose? : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (4) Write down about your English language learning expedence.

(4·1) At

univel'8itv \eve]

the period of course attending: -----~ears - - - - - - months
th~ text books in the past:
hourn of learning/week: present_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , past_

(4·2) Before tho uuivereitY )e,·el
tho period of co11rso attending : _ _ _ _ __years>__ _ _ _ _ months

the text b o o k s ' _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

hours of learning /week; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ), Yes(

(4·3) Have you ever learnt English by youraelf? No(

IfYES,
write down how nod how long did you learn it for?

(5) How many hours do you spend for your language study per day?

(6) How often do you haven chance to talk with English speaking people?

(\O)Do you try to rend English ncwspopers, magazines, or books?

(lllDo you try to read something ralatod with English or English speaking
countries?

3. Learning Purposa
(1) What ia ymtr purpose in learning English?

(2) \Vhich skill is the most important fn~ you? Write the number from the most
imtortsnt to the least important.
Listening(

) I Spooking (

) I Rending (

)I Writing (

(3) What nro three most important learning needs fot• you? Choose the appropriate
foctors from tbc followinga.(*Writc l, 2, 3,from the most important one.)
I) daily conversation(

2) understunding ofTV/lfadio programs(
3) understanding of nmrnpnper nrticlc.s/ mngnz'~eslbooka(

4) understanding of lectures I reading reference books I presentation I writin6
reports (
6) job related English {
(4) After you complete university, what do yeu intend to do?

4, Your comment'!
(1) Are you satisfied with your English learning?

(2i Why do you think so?

(3) If you bava any comments, please write them below.

Thank you for your co·operation.

APPENDIX 44: Interview Questions
Beliefs about language learning (related to research question (1))
1. In what ways do you believe you can improve your language skills?
2. What are your reasons for studying English?
3.\Vhat, in your opinion, should successful students do and how should they be inside
and outside the classroom?
Beliefs on teacher role and clasBroom expectations (related to rosonroh question (2))
4. \Vhat should be the role of the teacher so that you can achieve your goal of loaming
English?
5. How should lnnguage dnss time be used to achieve your goal of learning English?
Selr·motivation strategies (related to research question (3))
6. Have you developed any ways of motivating youroolfto learn English?
9. When you have difficnlties and problems achieving your goal, how do you try to
solve them?
10. Plenoc give your thought on the following matters.

Try to explain them in detail.

Many times students have difficulty studying on their own at home because there
are other more interesting things they would rather do such us watching TV or going
out with friends. What stmtegies do you use for motivating youroolf to compfote
your work under these circumstances? What do you do if;ou are trying to achieve a
certain goal?

Beliefs about self{relsted to research question (4))
9. \Vhat do you belie\•e your teachers' expectations are of you? Why do you think so?
10.How do you feel about youi";;QJf as a language lmirner? Pico.so describe how you se~
yourself in te1·ms ofboing a Japanese language learner studying English.
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APPENDIX 5-1:

Individual Case Analysis in Study One
Part One

(1) AFFECTIVE BELIEFS
(l·l) Heterogeneous group
Hideo
Hideo has a clear goal for his future which relates to using his English skills.
He wisheB to do post·graduate level study in an English speaking country.
His dream is to get a job as an international public worker. He plans to
acquire English for use as a major tool for his future career.

Kyoko
Kyoko would like to be an English teacher. She emphasizes English as a
communication tool for selhxpression. As does Hideo, she also has
motivation in relation to her future career opportunities. However, her
instrumental motivation is based on her enjoyment of English learninc itself.
One day, as a teache1·, she would like to pass on to her students how good
they will feel if they can communicate in English.
Tooru
Tooru shares Kyoko's wish to become a teacher. However, his real interest
is travelling abroad. He regards EngliBh as a hobby. It does not mean,
however, that his motivation is weak. Rather, he is strongly motivated to
acquim English skills and therefore, purposely connects everything to
English learning. He enjoys doing things in English.
Ichiroo
Ichiroo has job related motivation since he would like to work in
underdeveloped countries.
Also, he has a wisl1 to get a TOEIC pre·one level ce1·tificate. His one-month
ov!lrseas school excursion in his 2nd year significantly increased his
motivation for learning English. He started to feel an enjoyment for
learning after this !lxporience. His motivation has also increased after some
mortifying experiences when on several occasions he could not express
himself prop!lrl.Y in conversations in English. It hurt his prid!l and as a

result he realized that he has to put in full effort.
Yasuhiro
Yasuhiro is also thinking of English in relation to his future job. He has to
take over his father's business and wishes to make use of his English skills
for it. He considers that increasing his English skills make him more
attractive. He enjoys his English learning in his own way.
Kazuko
Kazuko wishes to use English for her future job, although she hasn't decided
on a particular job as yet. She would like to acquire an English·spe11ker's
way of thinking. She would like to converse with others and use English
freely as if it were her native language.
Summary:
These 6 learners' common aspects are;
-having job-related motivation
-thinking of English skills as tools
-enjoying and having interest in their learning
-being strongly motivated for English acquisition
(1 ·2) Homogeneous group
Knori
Kaori has liked English since junior high school. She thinks that being an
English teacher could be a good job for her in future.
Tsuyako
Tsuyako thinks that English is important in the present world. She
believes that it will never be disadvantageous for her to acquire English and
it may even be hard for her to find employment if she does nol have adequate
English skills. Although her wish to learn seems to he based on her
admiration of English, Tsuyako actually has no clear objective for learning.
Sumiko
Sumiko likes learning English. She believes that she can make her wo:ld
bigger by getting to know various people's ways of thinking in other

'"

countries through her English learning. However, similar to Tsuyako she
does not have a clear objective for her study. In fact, she says that she
wants to be a housewife and maybe do translation work if she can to satisfy
her wish to connect with English speakers even if only a little.
Aiko
Aiko does not have a clear objective for her English learning, either. She
says, "/ just like English. English and I are congenial. English is like my
hobby. It's for my own personal satisfaction." She feels that her
relationship with English is very natural. She does not hntci English study.
That's why she continues to learn. " My Australian home·sto.y family wrote
me a Christmas card saying that they had prepared a bed for me and that
they wel'e waiting for me to come. I felt that I would like to communicate
with them without any problems. If I tiy to give you other roasons · at the
moment, I don't have anything else. Basically, I was not intending to do
English at first. But simply I didn't hate it, so· .. ''. As the above extract
shows, her intention is not so strong; her attitude seems to be that while it is
not necessary for her, it is better to have English skills than not have them.
Asa mi
Asami also has no clear objectives similar to the preceding learners. She
vaguely thinks about the advantage of English skills. " If we can talk
English Ouently with foreigners, it will be useful for sun!'. She does not
have job related motivation. She is interested in foreign cultures and
history and thinks that English may be useful and may help her to enjoy
travelling.
Mayumi
Mayumi has an interest in English. She wishes to get in touch with foreign
cultures and to know daily conversational skills.
Summary:
These 6 learners hav" in common;
-having no clear objectives
-being interested in English or cultures rather than using skills for their
future career.
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(2) SELF-PERSPECTIVE BELIEFS
{2·1) Heterogeneous group
Hideo
Hideo tries to keep a balance between his study and enjoyment. He tries to
complete what he needs to do before doing something enjoyable. He tries to
make contact with English each day. He thinks that it is valuable for him to
have such time. He knows that he is different from others, hut he feels
positive about 'sticking out' in this way. He feels unsafe b~cause he doea not
know whether he C'.1.ll achieve his goal or not. Even though he has worries
and frustrations, he encourages himself through positive self-belief.
Teacher expectations
Hideo thinks that teachers regard him as an exception, being different from
others. However, he believes that hiA effort is recognized and encouraged.
He supports himself and tries to respond to such expectations. He says that
he tells teachers what he wants and doesn't merely agree with everything.
sclf·reJ!Ulation

First of all, I try to do whatever I need to do. Then, I enjoy something like
Tv, mov;"es, etc. • I make the effort to manogu my time like tlu"s.
self-direction
I have a weekly plan. But there ore times when I can't follow it. So, it is a
matter ofmental strength or willpower not to get depressed at these 'failw-es'
to reach my target. I make time to keep in touch with English each doy. I
consider such time ns quite important.
selhmcourageme.lll
I encourll.ge myselfto domy work otmyownpace.
positive self·image
A little strange (curious)
An exceptional student
An odd person (quite 11 character)
My eXJ"stence itselfis a ga.g.

I would like to stick out as someone different. I don't mind that 'the nm1
that sticks out gets hammered'. If I don't express myself, I cannot tell
people what I want to say; I don't care what others think ofme.
I usually do things in my own way; Sometimes, as a result, people around
me get upset. That can't be helped. I don't care whntnthers think about it.
I think that I am understood to ie a good student. I believe that all
teachers know that I'm workin(J' hard.

atlf:1:.rilll.t
I feel that 'each day is stru{fgle. Throu(J'h my own effort I ma.ke prowess. I
believe in mysel£
We ca.n do what ever we wa.nt if we have motivation. Really, we are a /ump
ofpossibilities.
self·observation
I ha.ve a. Ja.panese mind. I would like to keep this Japanese·ness. I tzy to
understand the good qualities ofbeingJa.panese.
Kyoko
Kyoko has no TV. She always completes her work before going out to meet
her friends. When she has homework, she always does it as soon us it is
given. She feels that her teachers and other students think that she is
different from others. She also feels that she is strong and does not accept
anything until satisfied herself. Lilce Hideo, she believes that everything is
possible as long as she motivates herself to lenr·.,. Only, time and effort are
needed. And she is aware that once she stops, it will finish.
Teacher expectations
Kyoko believes that teachers think of her as being different. However, she
also thinks her teachers regard her as one of the difficult students who has a
strong personality and is persistent. The reason is that she asks questions
until she is satisfied she understands.
self·regulation
I try to do my homework within a few days. My friends tell me ss a joke
that I am an unsociable porson. But if they stop bein(J' liiends for this
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reason, !just think that is the kind ofpeople they are, and it doesn't mally
matter to me.

self·djrection
I am alwli)'S aware that I should not wait !01· something to be given to me by
my teacher.

self-encouragement
I couldn't pass one test because !was threepoinL~shyofthemark. !regret
that I fail so many times. And I really think that I should never fm1 to p!lss,
8nymore.

positive self-image
Strnn({O
Strong personality
Annoying
Persistent
A diflicult student
An odd person
I often ask questions if/ don't know something.
Ifi" don't understand something I keep on at it like a terrier, and even my
teacher looks annoyed, or the other students wonder why I can't understand.
So, sometimes, I wonder whether I should care more about others. I'm the
person whom othei· students expoct to ask all the questions the)' are too sh)'
fo.

self-trust
I believe the.t there is .~othing I c8n't do ifI tzy to

self.observation
Through learning English, I can think better ofmyselfin Jo.pan.

"'

'Iboru
'Iboru chooses to watch English programs on TV becauso he tries not to
waste time. He records only his favourite programs and watches them
during his dinner. He likes English and enjoys English learning. He also
has pride that he has been doing his best. He believes that good results will
follow ifhe do(!s his best. He does not cam too much about others' results.
It does not help anything. He knows that he is thought of as a strange
person. He even admits that he behaves like that purposely. He is very
positive about his attitude. He considers it important to have his own space
and atmosphere. His own evaluation is that he strongly prefers to work
independently at his own pace and doesn't feel good working together with
others when he has to adjust his own preferred methods. He has also
become more aware of Japanese culture and language through studying
another language.
'Thi;,cher expectation
Although he thinks that his teachers consider him a serious student because
they see him studying English very often, Tooru does not like being
recognized as such. In small classes, he talks with teachers, but in lecture
type classes, lie is not sure that his teachers know him.
self-regulation
I choo.•e my real favourite TV pror,-am to watch.
I try to use time effectively and valuably

self-direction
I try to keep my space; I make up my own style.
I make my temptations positive for me by connecting them to my study of
English
I connect my favourite things, hobbies to English learning

self·encourai,,ment
First and foremost. I will never give up.

positive self-image
Strange
A vezy positive person
I have no regrets
I haw pride that I have done my best
Basically, Ida not think ofmyselfas a learner. ]just really like English.
I don't tliink that Englisli is study.
I feel pressure from others when I am the only one actively trying to talk, I
feel like I'm standing out

filtlf:1olfil
I will never be defeated by my difliculties.
Good results follow as a. consequence ill do certain things
I refuse to recagnise tlwt there are any impossibilities
III decide on a possibility, lit !.hat moment I feel it is certain I will achieve it

selfobBervation
Through learning foreign languages, I have become fonder of Japan. I have
1.-ecome aware of some of the unique Japanese ways of expression and other
good points. I have begun to think better u!Japan and Japanese culture.

Ichiroo
Ichiroo is also concerned about time. First of all, he thinks that he has to
manage his own time effectively in order to achieve his godl. He also does
not watch TV so much. He only spends time with his real friends. He
believes that others understand him. He thinks of himself as being tough
and different from others. He feels that he is sticking out. But he has a
positive feeling towards himself. He even tries to avoid working with others
and doesn't force himself to adjust to what others are doing. He does things
at hb pace regardless of what others say. He has a clear vision of his fut:ire,
he wishes to improve and believes that he wili improve. When he cannot do
something the way he wants to, he gets more motivated rath"lr than getting
depressed. He believes that correcting mistakes will come naturally later
on when he improves his speaking skills. He b!!lieves that he can realize his
wish through his owr. actions.

""

Teacher expectations
Ichiroo thinks that his teachers racognize him as an active student, because
he is actively involved in conversational classes and he talks a lot. Also, he
faithfully does what he is told to do by his teachers. He accepts what his
teachers say and the advice they give him. For instance, he stops anrl
changes his ways of doing things according to his teachers' advice.
a~lhegulation
I don't watch TV
People around me don't ask m!' to JJBng around with t!Jem anymore. It 1'.q
good for me
I work hard. ()thers understand me. I am not treated baJly by them.
In order to achieve my goal, I tiy to use my time wisely.

seJNirection
Even when othars sey something, I never change my pace. I proceed in my
own way.

se!hncouracyment
I tell myself that I wJ11 not fail it tlu's time. lllstead of being depressed, l
motivate myselfmore by starting to think about the next focus of.my study.
positive self·belief
Tough
Hard for others to assimilate
Sticking out
Patient

I am probnbly atickingout. But I think it is not a bad thing for me. I avoid
getting into a group. If I try to do thin~ together with people around me, I
have to have a difficult and cha.llengi11g task.

!lill:JJ.!!fil.
I will rea.Jize my wishes.
I am nlways awa.re that I ca.n do more.
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self-observation
I admire people who work in undeveloped countries.
injw,tice.

I hate unfairness and

Yasuhiro
Yasuhiro tells himself that the more he studies, the more be can improve his
EngliBh. In some respects, he feels himself to be a weak peI"son. However,
basically, h~ feels that he is different from others, and he likes himself ash(,
is. He tries to trust himself and main tam a forward·looking approach.
Thacher expectation
Yasuhiro thinks that his teachers see him in a positive light. He feels that
his teachers have high expectations of him. This belief supporte his
learning. He thinks that if he does a better job, his teachers will be happy
about it, and will even appreciate his active attitude in the classroom as he
says, "I hesitate tc say it, hut I think that I am a helpful student for teachers

selhegulation
I'm very much focusing on my time. Some people s11y that 24 hours a day
are given equally to everyone. It is possible to do anything if we use our
time eiliciently. I think so, too. .By using .IZIJ' time efficiently, more and
more I can both enj'oy to plzy and leerri English. It is a principle to live by.
Thia principle doesn't just apply to Englieh only. I make clear distinctions
between my various activities. When I do something. I concentr.~te totally
on what I need to do .
.!l.Slf·direction
I was not ashamed of myself even if I made mistakes, even if someone told
me about my mistakes. Of course, I regretted my lack ofability, but I have
been doing various things by considering my feeling as achievi'r.g.
.iielf·encoural'(!ment
Even though I nm a timid person, I can continuo my English learning.
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positive self-belief
A challenger
A timid person
Self-i11toxicntion
A juggler
Conspicuous

I'm a perso11 whose attitude is appreciated b7 teachers.
I talk all the time. I stand out. But, so ;vhat? There's nothing wron{{" with
the fact that.
'the nm1 that sticks out gets hammered'. So, at the same time ns we (Hideo
nnd I) a.re envied, we a.re criticized and talked about by evezyorw. '!'hat's
why we should be even more unconventionally active. Then people who
enzy us will wish to do or twhieve simi1Ell' things. Thon, thoy wr11 imitate us.
We do really well, and then people will see us as interesting: Genernlly, it is
snid that Jnpanese people a.re such and such... This is stupid. We never
think h'ke tlrnt.
self·trust
I believe that everyone can achieve what they want ifthey follow my method.
It is a kind ofbruinwa.shing. I can only bring nbout my desires by be!Ieving
inmysell
Kazuko
Kazuko selects and records TV programs that she wants to watch.
Like the above students, she also completes her work before going out.
She provides her own motivation for study. She believes that progress will
be a natural consequence if ~he continues to learn. In this way, she
expresses strong self·trust in her learning. She also believes that while it
will take time, it is possible for her to become what she wants to ho. She
thinks that although lan1:;unge learning is an endless process, as long as she
continues to study she can achieve anything
Teacher expectation
Kazuko believes that some teachers have no worries about her progress so
far, while others expect her to be able to make more improvement. She

thinks that teachers understand that she is working hard.
se)f·regulation
I complete what I need to do und thon I go out.
When it is necessmy, I refuso to go out.
self-direction
I do whatover I think is good.
se!f·encourac;ement
In the final analysis, wl1at matters is whether we are thinking about our
learning or not. Anyway, I believe that it is all right ifI do my best.
positive self·jmar;e

Optimistic
Not depressed
I om unmmolly confident.
I think that I have confidence in my ability to act at my own discretion.
self·trust
If we are just taught bow to enjoy studying English, we can improve our
skills.
I have unusual confidence • I'm con.ident that I will never foil to improve.
It will take time but I can do and achieve anything.
(2·2) Homogeneous group
Kaori
Kaori likes English but sometimes feels like not wanting to study very much.
For her, English is just one of the subjects she studies. She realizes that she
has never taken the long view. Each time, in each test, she has been trying to
get high marks. Knori feels that she gave up other opportunities while at
high school. So, she would like to continue English in order to achieve her
earlier goal. She doesn't think of English as a hobby. She tells herself that
she ~hould not give up English because whatever we do, it is sometimes
difficult. She tries to ride through the difficult periods. Her life is quite

full because she is involved in a club activity. Because she is so busy now,
she does not watch TY, or go out with friends.
She needs to preview lessons in order not to have any problems. She thinks
that she needs to use time effectively to get spare time. She thinks that her
study is important but she is not doing enough. She feels that she must
study harder. She believes that doing just enough study to pass does not
ullow her to make any improvement, und she hus to suffer a little more.
She thinks that if she studies harder, she should be able to go up one more
level, and if she can measure her improv(!ment, sh(! should be able to
determine her possibilities. She believes that someone who has ability and
a senPe of English can improve a lot by making effort. She is not sure
whether slie is such a person or not. For both herself and her learning, she
seem.; to have a negative attitude. Despite her strenuous effort, she
conti,wously blames herself for her lack of progress.
Teacher expectations
Kaori believes that her teachers think of her as a serious student. In
conversational classes, however, she is quiet and not active. She thinks
about the theme seriously, but does not speak out. Some teachers
understand her and give her encourag(!ment.
self-regul1Jtion
IfI tried to use my time more e.iicient!y, I would lwve enough time.
IfI had been stricter with mysel.f, I would have improved more.

I don't watch TV

sel('direction
Before tests, I review the relevant parts several times in a planned manner.
I don't do this except for the tests.
I have to attend the class. I have to understand by myself
l'elhncourogement
I like English, hut sametimes I really hate it. I ca.ll't help it. But I know
that if I give up, I will never decide wliat else l wnnt to do. Even thougl1 I
sometimes hate it, I feel everyane must overcome such difliculties in their
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lives. I try to think in this way.
For me, English is my study. So, it is hard. I don't want to do it as my
hobby. Even though I suffer because ofit, I still have to do it.
What I have done so far is to .ind someone better tha11 me and establish how
low my ability is as a spur to make myself better.

negative self.image
If I were stricter with myself, I would improve more. Once I improved, I
would see it (my potential). If! did a little more, I would se,, it.
ael('doubt
I think of myself as not working as hard as others think of me. I feel
worried before the tests about how the others wI11 do.
English learning needs a kind ofa suitable nb11ityor sense. If someone who
has such suitability makes the effort, anything is possible for them. I rion't
know myself whether I am a such person.
Tsuyako
Tsuyako stops studying for a while when she haa problems. She tries to do
something else and enjoy herself. Then, she tries studying again because
she feels there is no point trying to do something while she dislikes doing it.
Before she stops to enjoy something else, she tries to complete all necessary
work. She also does not watch TV oo often. She knows that she should be
more active and rigorous. She believes that the more she talks, the more
she would acquire the language and therefore she needs more listening and
speaking skills. She feels that she needs a place for asking questions as
well as the lessons from teachers. She iR aware of what she has to do.
In this respect, 'Thuyako seems to have a gap between how she wants to be
and what she actually does.
Teacher expectation
Tyuyako thinks that teachers think of her as a normal student, not bad, but
not ao excellent either. She regards herself the same as people around her.

"'

self·regul1Jtion
lf'ben I feel no motivation for study. I accept the feeling-, and then, I try to
reduce my stress. It is better to work after relaxing.

~elf-direction
I try to solve any problems by mysell I believe that it is my fa.ult that I
could not succeed (could not improve my scores or could not get a certi.icnte).

self-encouragement
I am (overly) conscious of others. I think that what I do should he more
important than the perceptions ofpeople around me. So, I tlu"nk that I need
to be more active. It should not be a matter of what others think, but· ...
negative solf·imac:e
I think ofmyselfas a normal student, not so bad, but not so smart oither,just
the same as people around me.
I like English hut snmetimos I am too lax and I suffer poor results from that.
or. ..! like English but sometimes I am too timid and I don't believe in myself
enough
self'doubt
I am a little passive. As I don't have enough nbi1ity. I cnn't sny whnt I want
to sny.
I feel strange to talk English with my Japanese classmates. I sometimes
stop tryi"ng to use English in class or become passive.
Sumiko
Sumiko also does not watch TV so often. She imagines that successful
people are studying hard while she is being lazy. She uses this approach to
keep her motivation up. Before going out to enjoy herself, she regulates
herself to complete what shot1ld be done. Although she is busy previewing
the lessons, she likes to fee'J that sho is improving her listening skills and
consequently tries to pre~erve time for listening practice. She believes that
all lessons are useful and it is not always possible for people to improve their
skills if they only do whatever they want. She regards herself in n positive

light and believes that she is doing fine. However, she does not mention
anything about her self'trust aspect. Rather, she talks of only her present
learning in a positive manner. She also has an admiration for American
societies and English speakers. Also, She wishes to be a native-like English
speaker. She feels uncomfortable in Japanese society, because she has to
worry about being conspicuously different.
Teacher expectations
Sumiko thinks that her teachers consider her a serious student, because she
always does whatever she needs to do and always previews the lessons.
Also, sometimes she goes to teachers to ask questions. She has faith in her
teachers. She does not express her preference for any particular teachers
because she feels she should not.
self·regulati'ID
l don't wlltch TV
Before going out to e.q,rOy myself, I complete what I have to do
l consistently preview tho classes
I need to keep some time for listening to tapes
self-direction
l preview and review properly
I hy to listen to English everyday
I take memos whenever teachers say something useful
self-encouragement
I believe tll(lt effects cannot be seen straightaway.
The effects wJ11 appear later
Even if I can't see the good result !effect of my learning, I should not be
impatient
I need to overcome my occasional feelings ofle.illness a.nd imagine successful
people a.re working hard wbile I am being la.zy
positive self·image
I have a feeling of not wanting ta stick out. When I stand out a little .fJ:om
others, people around me look at me b"ke they want to avoid me. Even wlwn I

consciously t.ry not to stand out I am told that I am a serious student. I
really want to ask questions during the classes, but I feel that I should ask
them later.
self·trust (Not indicated)
Aiko
Aiko does not like to talk English in front of her friends at school, although
she has a wish to speak English fluently. On the other hand, shll attends
adult English class!ls in the city for thll rnastn that she can be frank and
talkative there without worrying about what other people think. The class
memhllrs consist of various age groups and evmyone is motivated to learn
English. She has both positive and negative se!f·image towards hllrself.
She is talkative and seems to b!l very motivated to learn English. In fact,
Aiko feels that she is an active learner due to such things as having an
English·speaking language partner or joining volunteer activities. She
attempts to explain her complicated, almost self-contradictory fe!llings by
saying that while it is not her int!lntion to do so: shll pretends to be a passive
learner in her class. ??
Thacher expectation
Aiko believes teachers' expectations towards her differ, depending on her
relationship with the tcmcher and the contents of the class. If she reacts to
the class positiv!lly, she participates actively. In these cases, the teacher
thinks of hllr as a motivated student. However, if the class is given
non·challenging materials, she believ!ls that the teacher doesn't notice her in
the class b!lcause in such a class, although she does not disrupt the class, she
is not motivated at all. She does her best not to show hllr lack of motivation.
The teacher whom shll most trusts knows that Aiko wishes to be active but
hesitates to behave actively.
self-regulation
Jdeall;: it is better to do whatever I need to do before enjoying mysel£ Even
ifI do something else, I always think about my work.
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self-direction
I ho.ve chosen more difficult classes.
I think far myself and clwase who.t I feel comfortable doing.

self·encoural-:ement
I to.ke an interest in what I'm doing. I feel sntisfnction when I understend
something. fl'.'llen I listen (to something in English) o.nd understand it, I
feel 110.ppy.

positive self·image
When I attended adult Englisl1 class in the city, there were older people or
more varied people in the class. I felt open-minded, nnd I did not think
o.hout other people looking at me, so I could to.lk more tlio.n at school. Such
classes wl1ere people talk English outside school are a pince where motivo.ted
people who really want to learn English go.ther.

negative se\f·image
What can I say·, I feel shy in front ofmy classmates, because they nre the
same a~ as me. It would he no problem ifI could speak (E11glish) perfectly.
But my English is not perfoct at all. I feel shy ifmy clnss members see me
trying hard.
I feel awkward that! o.m seen as an except.ion.
At school I'm not sure that everyo11e wants to leo.rn or even to he there.
There are people who are 11ot working hard. And amongst them, I feel kind
ofhesito.nt. I cannot be o.ctive. I dread being seen as special. So, I'm not
strong enough to sto.nd out i11public. That's why l'm po.ssive in class.

self·trust
I behave po.ssively in front ofpeople. 1b tell the truth, I think that I am an
active person. In fact, I ho.ve gotten involved in volunteer work for
international events, and o.lso, I lwve had nn English·speaking partner to
practice my English.
I am not passive, only pretending to be so
unintentionally (without intent}.

Asami
Asami has both positive and negative self-images.
She believes that she is evaluated as a good student in lecture·type
classrooms. Ths reason is that she always does whatever she needs for the
class such ns given assignments or previewing. Outside the classroom, she
extends her efforts by listening practice.
On the other hand, she has
nobody to communicate with in English. She foels there is no chance for her.
However the fact is that she se!lms not to seek such opportunities actively.
Her feelings are ,,omewhat contradictory as to wheth!lr she still can improve
her English or not. In the past, she could readily foe! she was making
progress in Engli~h. ln spite of her wish for further improvement, she has a
sense of limitation as well.
Thacher expectation
Asami believes th11t teachers think of her as an average student. She also
thinks that lecture·type class t!lachers evaluate her as a good student, while
conversational cla~s t1rnchers believes her to be not so good. She feels that it
all depends on the teach!lr and her rapport with the teacher.
self·regulation
Once a day, at least. I listen to two radio programs· English conversation and
Business English, so that's at }east 40 minutes ofEnglish listening practice.
~elf-direction
I believe that we have to do extra things by ourselves beyond lessons.
self·encourngement
I tzy not to give up. And I make this my habit.
I am putting in mon. eflbrt than others, but I still don't work hard enough.

positive se\f-i!llft&sl.
I believe that my t~achers think me an average student. Report type
teachers might evalu,Qte me better because my marks are good.

negative self·image

I tl1ink that I ask questions quite often, but I'm shy, so I ask teachers after
lessons. I don't wtmt everyone to t,~ink about me as 11 pushy person.
I luive lots of things in my mind, but I can express only 20% of tliese in
English. I feel very frustrated.
My conversational class teacher might tl1ink that I am not so good. Also, I
did not have such good rapport with him.

self·truet
Maybe, if I c11n make foreign friends, or if I listen to foreign news or
somethin{r all the time, my English will improve 11 lot.
Mnyumi
Mayumi assesses herself by comparison with her friends. This seems to
force her to Btudy more but her attitude toward herself seems to be negative
she ulways accuses herself of putting in effort that is inferior to her fellow
students.
Mayumi seems to be an obedient student. She never fails to do her given
assignments; she always attends the classes: when she is called upon by her
teacher, she can provide the appropriate answer in clasB.
Teacher expectation
Mnyumi thinks that her teachers do not recognize her very readily. She
believes that she has not made a strong impression on them. Therefore,
they do not know her although they might remember her face.
self-regulation
I memorize a little new vocabulary or gr11111mareveryday.
At home, there are Jots of interruptions, so I made the library my study
environment.
solf·direction
I went through a time when I could not improve my TOEJC scores. I
thought the reason was that I didn't know enough vocabulary and I didn't
make enough effort.
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self·encouragement
My TOE/C score has improved, and now I can understand English more. So,
ill continue to follow this disciph'ne, I will continue to improve.
positive self·image
I give my full attention in lessons.
It was not sudden, hut gradually, I think I have raised my level
negative self.image
I don't stand out. I don't make a strong impression on people. I'm quiet.
My teachers might not notice me. My school marks are good, hut I don't
contribute much in class.
I feel like I should not do anything wrong ... , I feel like I should not speak... I
worzy about my mistakes. ]!my English cannot he understood, I think that
I cannot continue the conversation. I feel compelled to speak properly, so
my nervousness prevents me from speaking at all.

self·trust
If I make more effort, I would like to believe that I have tho potential to
achieve more.
self-observation
I am a person wlw tries hard and works conscientiously, but sometimes I give
up halfway.

(3) SELF·MOTNATIONAL BELIEFS
(3·1) Heterogeneous group
Hideo
Hideo says he felt terrible frustration when he was learning English without
any clear objective. Hideo started questioning why he was making the
effort to learn English. Then, he set a goal in accordance with his future
dream. This goal provides him the direction he needs to study English. He
wishes to acquire English skills, not for tests or certificates but to use those
skills as a communication tool in an expert capacity. He always tells
himself that study is a challenge to be maintained continuously and

patiently with small daily efforts. He thinks his one month home·stay
experience in Canada had influenced him very much. Since then, he has
had the flexibility of both Japanese thinking and Western thinking
goal awareness
I had problems that sheereflbrt could not overcome. I reflected on my basic
reason for ifiarning English and looked at my goal ag8in. I tried to get rid of
any apathy or lethargy.
weak point awareness
I am sometimes my own worst enemy. I'm quite neglectful, but I am aware
oftl1is weakness.
reflections
Before I had a visible goal, I was just tr.ring to improve my English in a
l1aphazard manner.
self·monitoring
I check my English through talking with English native speakers. It is a
good way to assess my level of ability, whether I can understand her/him or
how I can conduct our conversation.

initiative
I want to get ahead of others) I am aware that I'm pulling against others.
I'm trying- to pull others along- with me
It is boring to sit down and keep quiet. We can be more animated
occasionally.

conscious effort ofcontinuatilm
I will tty to do wl1at I am doing now.
I have to continue in my life.

flexibility
It is important to keep balance. I have various hobbies, and my study. I
don't have a strict ordei· ofprio1-ity, but tzy to balance my activities.
It is all right for me to go off on tnngents. I take it easy. I tell myself that
'a genius is slow to develop.

stronger intornal locus of control
I try to absorb as much as possible from wherever e.nd whatever I can.
critical awareness
!feel tilll.t I'm on a cliffe.nd at the top ofmy power
endless possibilities
Effort. It all depends on our motivation. We ce.n do what ever we want if
we have motive.tion. Ree.Dy, we are a lump ofpossibilities.
self·actualisation
I always think that basically true E11glish ability cannot be measured by
TOFEL, TOEIC, or EIKEN etc. They are just figures or certi.ice.tes. Until
we get out into renl situations, we wi11 not know our own English skills. It
depends on the practicnl matter ofhow we caa communicate with people.
Kyoko
Kyoko emphasizes self-expression in English. For her, English is a
communication tool for self·e:x:pression. Thtrefore, she seeks opportunities
for, and motivates herself through contact with other people. She also
reminds herself that she needs to at leaBt maintain her pro sent English level.
When she can't make good results in tests, she thinks that she didn't put in
enough effort. In this respect, Rhe is a self·di.rected learner who takes
responsibility for her own learning.
g0al awareness
Self-expression. l' study English to express something as a means of
communication. I would like to be a teach01: I would like my students to
know the feeling ofhappiness that can come from bein{; able to communicate
in English.
weak point awareness
When I study, there are periods when I strongly feel that I don't like
studying.
W11en I concentrate (too exclusively) on some aspects, then I completely miss
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other aspects.

reflections
The time when I began to think English was enj'oyable was when I wrote a
letter to an ALT in Eoglish. I study so that I can communicate.

self·mrnitoring
I think tlu1t it (the bad result) is because I don't studyhard enough, or I have
been lazy.
My Americao e·mail friend asks questions about the things he cannot
understand.
So, I try hard to eXplaio it in a way he will understand. This kiod ofthingis
useful.

initiative
Unless I try to make it happen, it is not so easy to have coo tact with E11glish.
I11stead ofbei11g &iven material, I would prefer to have tasks requiring me to
eXpress myself.

conscious effort of continuation
I would like to continue my effort to keep up my E11gh'sh skills.

flexibility
Once I wondered why I couldn't read a particular book. Tl1en, I substituted
a11 easier one and thought that th.is book was more interesting.

stronger internal locus of control
I believe that people count on me as a person who asks questions others
would like to ask.

critical awareness
Sometimes ,even though. I am trying my best, I can't make any headway at
all At tho so times, I feel disappointed, but ifI don't do anything about it, I
am sure that I wJ11 fall behind. [fl stop somewhere, it will he over.

endless possibilities

'"'

Jfwe can successfully maintain motivation, we can progress indefinitely.
Ifwe put in the time, anything is possible. It all depends on our effort.

self·actualisation
I try to make use of EnghSh as a communication tool.
In order to improve my English skills, I need to have a speaking pmtner and
always have opportunities for real communication.

'
'Thoru
Tooru has a unique learning style. He prefers not' to think of English as
study. He connects his favourite activities to leaining English.
He also
m lkes opportunities to talk with his friends in E°iiilish fn daily life. In
foese ways, he uses all of his time connecting with Englilh. He feels the
learning of English to be a kind of hobby. The use of English.is a second
purpose achieved while accomplishing his first puxpose. In this way, he
does as much as poss;_ble in English. For him, Englis~ is something to enjoy,
,and a tool for doing things. He is always looking for new ideas and ways to
enjoy himself while learning. He thinks it is important to make his
environment an English-speaking one through TV, movies, radio, etc. He is
aware that he must keep up his English level.
He does not like exercise books because he believes that language is a means
of communication and a medistor for miking and learning something. Also,
he wishes to travel around the world. He mentions that it is important to
meet people and exchange opinions in order to add to the possibilities you
already have. Fer this reason, he is interested in othe~ language learning
as well.
He trusts himself and is always positive ln what he is doing. He
also works at his own pace. When test resuhs are not as good as he
expected, he tries to have a bruak fer a while. Then, he tells himself that he
will try to do better next time. He thinks that once he quits his language
learning, it will over his success with English. He knows he still has a long
way to run and tells himself to never give up. Furthermore, he reflects on
why he sometimes can't make improvement, and on the efficacy of his way of
learning.
goal aw!l,rnness

I try to .ind why I need to learn, what the purpose oflearm"ng English is for

""·
weak point awareness
At the moment, I can't make progress in my TOEIC score. Whenever I get
back bad Ef[(EN or TOEIC results, which differ, from my expectations, I am
really shocked. But if I get de·motivated and give up everything, then, it
will all be over.

ro-flections
I attended an EIKEN BENICYOO[(AJ (study group) as my own wish. There
was >"JO compulsozy attendance but we attended of our OW.ll free wi11. We
studied vezy seriously there.

se)f·monitoring
When my TOEIC scores are J1ot improved, I think about various re.~ ons as
to why it Jwpprms, whether my methods are not so good, or maybe, it is a
J1atural stage for me.
0

initiative
Thero is homewor!:, but Jots ofit is not what I wa.llt to do.

conscious effort of continuation
For the whole ofmy life, I will never stop learning... until I die.
For example, when I pass EIKEN level 1, or TOEIC 90," pol"nts, will my
learning stop? No. Basically, .liq highest poi.lit exists.
I will continue to do as I have been doing so far.
I will learn English my whole life. I will never stop. There is no ending
pol"nt. I would like to take myselfto the furthest point ofaclu"eveme.llt that I

-floxibility
Not only do I have to continue my current ways, but I tzy to add new ideas
and always ex11mine various ways to study.
I do not care too much (I feel all n"ght) even ifit is 'Japanese English'.
Something like... it is believed that our English s}wuld be as the language
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native t~achers talk, with Duency and good pronunciation.

strongor internal locus ofcontml
JI I don't make use ofEnglish, it is meaningless.

critical awareness
I have to put English into myse/£ I have to make necessity for Jearniog it
by mysel£ Otherwise, my English level will go dowo. So, I need to
maintain my level aod not let it slip.

endless possibilities
Possibilities? I may not have possibilities... , or I just may not realize my
possibilities by mysell When I think about .my possibilities, I feel that I
will have reached the limit whenever I decide what the possibilities are.

~elf· actualisation
In my case, lelll"ning English is not the first purpose, hut it is my second
purpose.
}IJ"y first purpose is to learn or absorb something such as mangn, family
computer, or cooking, and English is simply a tool for doing so. In general,
Japanese·English is believed to he no good and not able to be understood, but
I think it is all right. If we don't talk, it is meaningless to attempt to
acquire a language.
Ichiroo
Ichiroo keeps his stimulation by talking with native speakers to see how well
he can communicate with them, or comparing his TOEIC scores with other
students. He does not want to defeat anyone. He merely motivates
himself that he can be better and has the potential to do anything. He
believes that he has the ability to put jn strenuous effort. When he can't
improve his English, Ichiroo tells himself that he just needs to endure (be
patient). He is a positive thinker. He has a real purpose to learn English
for identified outcomes in hie future. He keeps his own pace and follows a
step-by·step approach towads his final goal. He is aware of what he needs
to do. He thinks that daily conversational skills alone are not enough, and
that he needs to acquire the skills to be able to cn:,e with specialized areas.

goal awareness
My .inal goal is to be similar to native speakers.
I l1ave a personal goal. I would like to go s.broad s.nd work in s.n
underdeveloped country. Anyway, I h8ve something to 8.im 8.t.
weak poh,t awareness
I can't c8tch up with the speed of spoken English. l'm not good at
maints.ining a ns.turs.l rhythm or long sentences.
lf'ben I try to check my English nbih'ty by talking with a native speaker,
probs.bly, I can't make them understand my English. This kind of thing
becomes n learning opportunity for me.

reflections
I would like to spend the same s.mo11nt of time on listening as I have spent
writing and reading so far.

self,monitoring
I ha.ve been improving my reading 8.nd writing skills. Actually, my English
level as a whole has been improving.
My mom'toring stra.tegy is to remember: I ma.de 11 mist11ke with this aspect in
the past, so this time; I have to do such and such.

initiative
I believe tha.t I know my deficiencies. Iha.veto do the rest on my own.

conscious effort of continuation
The re8l objective is to be able to speak English. Tha.t rems.ins the only
point I have to a.chieve.
lf'ben I go througli n period when I can't improve n.y English, I tell myself
tl1at it is a. time to be patient. I h11ve heerd thllt improving one'.9 English is
like climbing stairs. So, I imagine I nm on the stairs. If/ make more effort,
I ca.n ta.ke another step up.

flexibility

'""

Through experiencing nnd trying vario11s things, my scores wJ11 come up
naturally, I beh'eve.
Once I am able to talk, I can start to correct my mistakes. The more chances
I have to talk, the more I will be able to notice my mistakes, naturally.
I sometimes break off doing things my own way and try to do what my
teacher suggests.
stronger internal locus of control
In conversation, I tzy to talk without ca.ring a.bout any mistakes baca.use I
know that mistakes are inevitable. I feel sure that I will be able to correct
my mistakes after I am able to talk.
critical awareness
My pride sometimes got hurt. I wondered what I was doing, and t1Jen I
ree.lized that I had to do my best. I started from an experience of
mortification.
endless possibiHties
I beh'eve that I will be able to raise my level higher and higher. So, I never
think I can't do anymore. I may not have a natural .im1ity for languages
but I have an B.bility to make effort.
self-actualisation
In order to keep myselfstimulated, I try to talk with English speakers.
Yasuhiro
Yasuhiro knows the advantage that having English skills will bring to his life.
It is not a big issue but he thinks learning English has priority over spending
time doing nothi...,g. He had a difficult time but succeeded in overcoming all
his difficulties. At that time, his English level went down because he could
noi dedicate enough time for his English study.
He dreads his
ability/achievement level going down, and for this reason, he forces himself
to continue his study, On the other hand, he takes a strongly active attitude,
not only in his English learning but in his leisure time with friends and his
hobbies as well. In this respect, he is a very flexible person who uses his
independent time wisely.
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go!\l

awareness

IJJterests and needs · these two are essential.
An uncertain goal is no use, but we should set a clear goal for ourselves first.

own weak point awareness
I am a timid person. That's why I can continue my English learning-.

roflections
When I was a second year student, it (my English level) was at its peak, I
think. I took EIKEN pre·l level. My present level is lower than at that
time, maybe. Really, life doesn't always run smoothly, with family matters
or my search for future employment etc. Then, I couldn't devote so much
time to my English study. My mind got disturbed. These kinds ofmatters
affected my life and consequently my English suffered. However, I wonted
to finish these matters offond resume studying E"1[<1ish as soon as possible.

self-monitoring
I have the feeling that I have to respond to my teachers' expectation.
Actue.lly, I he.ve been like that. I feel satisfied and I believe that I am
loarning when I discuss my study with and get feedback from my teacher.

initiative
BeingActive is absolute.
I always sit at the front ofthe class, and ask questions.
I think that I can ask questions about anything. I always try to get tho
most out ofmy classes.
conscious effort of continuation
There is nobody who can improve his level without doing anything.

flexibiJitv
In fact, we are second language loarners. So, thern are di.iiculties for us
that don't apply to native speakers. We should accept it as part of the
learning process.

""

When I failed pre·l level EJJ{EN twice I felt something was wrong with me,
"I can't do anymore" I thought. I don't tllink I stopped learning, but I felt
se.d because I was sure that I hc.d done my best. In the library, I read a book
about a successful person's experience.
If I stop now, I will be just a usual person. But I still continue · I might be
able to improve. I can't achieve my target right now, but one day ···. I nm
optimistic.

stronger internal locus of control
I was greedy· I was motivated to become attractive through English.
I1ilue. English surely has a big potentie.l, which evezyone admits. It is
useful. So, why not do it?
What's the nllltter with making mistakes? If I make mistakes, I will learn
something from them.
critical awareness
I believe that it is important to be critical. Ifwe don't, our competence level
will surely go down like an elevator. In short, when I stop, someone
overtakes me, and I go down. This critical sense is becoming more and more
important to me.
end!?,SS possibi\ities
Endles.:1. There is noth..ing we cannot do, if we try to. As Walt Disney
famously said, ''ifyou can dream it, you can do it''. It is really true. Ifwe
can dream, we can hrinf! it into being.
selfactualisation
Ifwe can think that English seems to he interesting, that's good. Ifwe can
see adve.ntages in knowledge, .iJr example, being able to make hotel
reservations in e. foreign country in English • it be1comes important. Ifft is
more value.hie, we study it.

Kazuko

"'

Kazuko thinks of herself .,s an optimistic learner. She is confident that she
can improve through her own effort. Also, she is aware of learning as
something requiring persistence. She believes that teachers understand
her as an effortful person, and see potential in her. She thinks that it is
enough for her to be accepted and given opportunities for growth. She is
motivated by her own dedication to study, goal setting and the influence of
others.
goal awareness
Apersrm who has na gaal will nat improve. But I have a goal. This is the
paint. In my case, I have a goal, so I have no reason to stop studying-. As
long as I have .my gaal, and I pursue it until the end, I have possibilities
(many things are possible for meJ.
I lmve n ganl to get tJ. 1st level cert.i!ictJ.te
weak point 1l.wareness
I have ta study properly the things thtJ.t I should know. It is not enough thtJ.t
!just talk witl1 native speakers. I have to study the finer details thoroughly
by rending grammm· books or talking to myself.
reflections
I can mnke progress automaticnlly · The teacher {flJ.Ve me materials for
referrnl and left me o.lone. BectJ.use I had such a teacher, · someo1w who
didn't meddle but helped me progress · I could improve my skills.
self·monitoring
I always follow the same procedures. I should learn an appropriate amount
thoroughly • I should not try to bite off more than I can chew. I need to be
beware not to underestimate the difficulty of English. I have to study
continuously in order not to forget English.
injti,1tive
For any given materials, I ndvise my tetJ.al1er what I wish ta do with them.

conscious effort of continuation

'"

I have been continuing to increase my skills. I don't want to Jose what I
have acquired at school. So, I should continue to study. Learning a
lan{fUSge ia en endless p.rocess.
We can improve by appJ.ying ourselves seriously and aiming to get better
little by little over Jong p,?riods · that is a kind of one ofthe characteristics of
English.

flexibilitv
]!there are tasks I disfik~,. I cnn chnngelmodify them to suit myself

stronger internal )OC\JS of•:imtrol
I feel it's hard, but I belie,-e that it is worth doing
So I like lessons, which am hard to grnsp.

critical awareness
If I feel it is too hard for me and I stop learning, that's it · everything I have
gained so far will dise.ppea.~

endless possibilities
Compared to others · it is.~ plus for me that I can change myself for sure.
Sometimes, I feel inferior. Then, I feel that it is good to feel like that
because I realise I can still improve much more.
If I don't give up halfway, anything must be possible for me.
I have con.idence in myselfrhat I can improve over the Jong haul.

self'actualis.atiim
I would like to talk with va.dous people. All conversation is communication,
hut for nuance, in order to communica.te accurately, gramma.ticnl knowledge
will he essentinl. We .c:eed to know these nuances exactly because we
cannot predict aJJ ca.ses that will a.11'se, emergency situations fbr example.

(3·2) Homogeneous group
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Kaori
Kaori had problems and felt depressed when she could not improve her
TOEIC scores in her 1st year. She consulted her close friend from her high
school days and also asked her teachers what she should do. She reflected
on why she could not improve her scores, but she could not get any answers.
Her aim haa always been to get better marks on tests. She has been
thinki:ng about English only in the short term, and has never thought to
improve her real English skills. She thinks that she should do TOEIC
exercises rather than lessons. She has been trying to find someone better
than her in order to determine her weak points. Her evaluation is that she
likes reading but also that she does not have enough skills to apply her
knowledge to something else. She had to memorize everything in advance
to cope with classroom lessons. She has begun to hate her strategy because
it seems not to be effective.
goal awareness
I would like to hnve an English·relatedjob, to bell high school teacher.
I believe that what we can teach is very different from whe.t we know
If/hen I hate studying, I tell myselfthat I can't nchieve my gonl without doing
this now.
weak point awareness
I don't have the skills to npply to non·memory questions. Until now I hnve
got my test scores by remembeniJg th1Dgs, which I hnve already done ll] the
te.fthooks. I think my way oflellI'ning is useless nt university level. I can
do things, which I have memorized. [fit isn't something which can just be
remembered, I am not able to cope with it.
self·monitoring
Everyone else has improved. I was not so low at .ii-st, hut haven't been able
to progress from my starting level. I have been doing my best, nnd feel that
I have got used to Engh"sh as well But my score didn't improve, it even
went down. What should I do? Where was I going wrong? Something
other than previewing, or class attitude··· those other sorts of things? Was
tliere something elso? Are there any completely different reasons? I was
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thinking about myself. I didn't know what to do. I just got depressed.
initiative

I have never failed to do my assignments. But probably, my teachers think
of me as a. passive student. There are distinctions between actil'e and
non·active people in the class. Nobody can say that I am one of the active
ones. I am quiet i11 the class. It is not that I do not think about the topics,
but I do not talk.
~

I know that ifI become actively involPed in English conversational practices,
my Engh"sh can improve. In group-work situations, I always wait for

somebody else to take leadership.
short term effort

I have never thought seriously how to improve my English skills. I have
only been thinking about English in short bursts ·just working for each test.
I have been getting good marks by remembering texts and words for tests.
restriction

If I change my method, it may work well or it may become worse. I worzy
about it and I'm unable to change my style. So, I always study in the same
way.
weaker internal locus of control

Considering-·· study-it is important, but I am not doing as much as I think I
should.
critical aw!!n,nees

I have been t.rying to find someone better than me, and establish whicl; skills
I'm lacking.
l 1ieed to preview the lessoo vi,ry thoroughly in order not to have any
problems.
I cannot improve if I continue as I am now. I have to do something beyond
classroom learning. I believe that doing just enough study (to s='ve) does
not enable me to make any improvement. I have to suffer a h'ttle. I have
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to be stricter with myself
uncertainty
I have realized my way of learning is useless at university level, so I have
started hating the way I'm doing things.
I don't have confidence as to whether or not I can do it without having
previously learned it.
I asked my teacher (for feedback), and he said 1 was doing all right, but I am
wondering.
Em~Hsh proficiency vis·!l·vis TOEIC scores
If! were on active talker, I could improve my Engh'sh.
I wonder whether I should study TOEIC or TJ:/KEN e.Yercises hooks in
addition to my lessons.

Tsuyako
She believes that TOEIC scores and skills to use English are the same. She
believes that it is her fault if she cannot make progress or cannot get
certificates. She reflects on her deficiencies, and tries to solve her problems
by herself. In spite of her wish to have English fluency, she seems not to get
actively involved in conversational classes. She does not wish to stand out
from others. She worries about people looking at her. She feels herself to
be passive and lenient on herself. Sometimes, she does not know how to say
in English what she is trying to say. Other times, her partner is Japanese, so
she uses Japanese instead of English.
short term goal
I don't make any plan
I decide what to do each day
I don't want my scores to go dawn
weak Point awareness
I C/111 do reading and writingpractice by myselfin my room. But I cannot do
speaking prectice alone. Speaking is the most important. I use Japanese
with my partner in my conversationnl clBsS. I feel stran~ when I till with
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a Japanese partner in EngHsh.

reflections
I need to reflect on my shortcomings even if/ did my best. I need to reflect
on myselfaod !fad tlie reason(s) for not doing as well as I need to.
Eve11 ifI think I did my best, it is still necessary to re-examine my faults.

self-monitoring
At first, I reflect on myselfe.nd determioe the cause ofmy problems. Then,
if (I think) I can solve the problem by myself, I do such things as go to the
library to get a CD etc. I ce.11 study by mysell

1ll!.filill'll.
I ask questioos after lessons.
In the conversatiooal class, I take the easy way out EJ.nd talk in Japanese.
haveapassivesidein me.

I

restriction
JEJ.p8.11ese people try to talk in Japanese EogHsh. I beHeve that you can't
make yourself understood in such Japanese-English.

weaker internal locus of control
Ill try to force myself to study, I start not waoting to. So, I prefer to do my
favourite things whe11 I study. !fit is s plus for me, it is the best.

critical awareness
I beHeve that the ones, who succeed, a.re those who consciously or
unconsciously are always thioking about Eoglish in their daily life.
We need to make the effort ourselves to get chllilces to talk with foreign
teachers

English proficiency viwA·vis TOEIC scores
For me, improving TOEIC scores and befog able to talk with foreigners are
the same thing.

Sumiko
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She believes that she keeps her lessons tho basic constituent of study by
doing previews and reviews, and by taking notes of the·teachers' lecture.
She thinks that she enjoys and likes English because of the influence of her
past teacher. She wishes to b<.l a native·like English speaker one day. She
values listening to English everyday, Sometimes she talks to herself in
English. She prefors American society or movies to Japanese ones, but also
is aware of the need to know about Japan when learning t.he langu11,ge or
culture of other countries. She is aware of the long commitment required
for language learning and tries to tell herself not to be impatient. She
believes that the effects of her study will appear later but not straightaway.
In this way, she is a lleltlbfo thinker. When she feels lazy, she reminds herself
that successful people are studying/doing something while she is not. In
this way, she stimulates herself. She sets a email goal eac!!, time.

weak point awarene~s
I was told that wa need 1000 hours oflisteni,1g JD the Slime wzy that ha.hies
leB.l'IJ by Jisteaing ns.turai/J: Thereibre, our English learning time is not
enough at all.

reflections
When I ws.s young, I got to know the enjoyment of leerning English in my
English clBSS,
Bees.use of the teacher, I have become fond ofEngh'sh.
self-monitoring
First I think of what I want to say, and then I try to szy it in English.
I believe that my listening skills have been improving
initiative
Inside/outside class, I try to make time for listening to English each day
All lessons are useful
conscious effort of continuation
Generally, we cannot improve our Engh'sh level by doing whatever we want.
The only tJJ.ing we can dais put in effort.
flexibiHty

[try not io get upset even ifmy study doesn't appear to lead to good results
straightaway
weaker internal locus of control
Sometimes, .all day I was thinking about what would be a good Japanece
translation for English sentences
III hear something new and useful while someone's talking, I take a memo of
such expressions.
I try to use Japanese as little as possible.
~'f I complete the lesso,-i previews, I will not ha.ve time for my listening
exercises.
r,ritical awarenes!!
!fl don't study, my level will go down rapidly.
endless possibilities
Thf· effect will come a long time from no1v.
Bhort sight goal
I set small goals each time.
EngliBh proficiency vis·B.·vis 'l'OEIC scoroB
I wish to e.cquire the same English, which American people use to talk with
ea~·h other.

Aiko
Aiko worries abot:t her English skills nervously. She expresses impatience
when she does not understand something during listening or reading tasks.
In this matter, she is concerned about her own proficiency rather than
communicative ability to talk with others.
When challenging tasks are aet by a reliable teacher, she foels herself to be
an active participant. Aiko is aware of students' self·rosponsibility. She
feels she must show initiative for her own learning. She confirms that it is
not a teacher ·s job to think about their students' work, but rather it should be
the students themselves to think about their own study.
weak point awarcme('3
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Wl.iell I doll't ullderstand something, I feel impatient that I cannot
understand.

reflections
The .irst TOEIC score was qw'te good.
Ellglish.

Then, I thought that I was suited to

self-monitoring
I wonder why I cannot understand. In daily life, I stay in touch with
English, and feel that I have not been studyingenou[!h.
I would like to continue to attelld examinations. (EIJ(EN)
initiative
It is not right that teacl1ers always have to prepare interestillg materinls for
Ell{!lish clnsses. Basically, itis the students who are goin{! to study.
I am more eager to do tho lessons in which we have to do mar,y pages per day
and the teacher talks exclusively in English.

conscious effort ofcontinuntion
Althou[!h I donl need En{!lisl1 for my employment, I would like to continue to
learn it.

flexibility
If I can improve my Ellglish, I would like to. If I cannot maintain my level,
it is all right, but...

weaker internal locus of control

In daily me, I always feel BlllflY with myselfifI don't understand what they
say on TV or so 011. So, the times when I'm immotivated don't lust so lollg.
I am very sensitive to things related to English.
critical awareness
I have drifted a little away from English recelltly. I have not dolle ellough
study so I feel tl1at I don't have tha necessary patience.
endless possibilities
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Now, it is a challenge for me. The challenge is to see how much I can
achieve.
I should l1ave possibilities in mind for my English learnin{f the same, as
everyone should have.

English proficiency vis·8.·vis TOEIC scores
(The possibiHties) mean that the more I Hsten, the more tlie extent of .my
understanding can be increased. Also, my abi1ity to speak, read or write
can be increased and my vocabulary too.
Asami
Asami's wish is to be a fluent speaker of English. She thinks indistinctly
that English skills will be useful for her future. She admires her classmate
who can speak English very well. But her objectives seem to be not so clear.
In contrast to her vague admiration for English fluency, she is specifically
concerned with TOE IC scores and EIKEN tests. Her goal is to be able to get
a TOE IC score of more than 700 and pass EIKEN preliminary level 1. She
believes that she knows her own weak points in the way she learns English.
Therefore, she thinks that she must rectify those particular skills. She also
thinks that she has been trying hardl'r than others, but still not enough for
her own liking. Her awareness is directed towards the improvement of her
English skill However, there is not enough concern about language for the
purpose of communication with others.
goal awareness
My .inn] gaal is to (be able to) say d1atever I want on any topic in any
situation.
short sight goal
I did best in a lower level class in my 1st year. I tried to maintain my level
and set my gaal as gaining higher scores in TOEIC. At the moment, I would
like to pass E/J{EN pre-1 level and get more than 700 points in TOEIC.
weak point awareness
I need to improve my vocabulary retention skills.
I analyse my weak point.
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Am1lysing my TOEIO results or E[[(EN results/ I see I score poorly in the
same parts. I don't have enough reading comprehension skills.
reflections
At first, I WllS doing my best in a lower level cl8ss.
In the placement test, I hnd to explain the picture, hut I could not sizy
anything. I WllS shocked.
I thought that I diil..'l't know how to express myself, how to say something.
self·monitoring
I tzy to continue attending TOEIO or EIKEN tests.
I am sometimes depressed a Jot. At such times, I tzy to stop for a while. I
don't want to do anything and I stop listening to the radio fora week. Then,
after I have taken a break for a while, I feel thnt I should continue it.
Something like that.
initiative
During conversational classes, I thought that this type of class was
necessary hut ifstudents are left completely alone, there is no progress ·just
tnlking freely.
I nm not sure what we should do, but it would bebetterifwecouldprogress.
I ask questions ml're than others.
conscious effort of continuation
I need to continue my study as I hllve been doing so far.
I should not stop.
flexibility
I sometimes try to change my Wllyofdoing things.
weaker internal locus of control
I diligently do u little everyday. I nm making more effort than people
arow1d me hut stJ11 I am not making enough effort.

endless POsBibilities

I'm sure that even high level people in the class went through the same stage
e.sme.
I wonder ifit really is true that we can improve our English ifwe listen to it
eveiy day.
I have read about this in a book. Anyway, I just continue
listening while I have faith in m..v possibilities.

uncertainty
I wonder if I might have e.lready reached my final English level without
being able to improve anymore.

Enc:lisb proficiency vis·B.·Yis TOEIC scores
Compan'ng my TOE!C score with when I entered university, my present
score is double. My pellk was when I had completed a TOE!C preparation
exercise book. So, ifI repeat this method, I might improve my score.
Mayumi
Her school marks are excellent and TOEIC results are also high. But as for
what frustrates her, she still has lots of problems speaking English. It may
be that her problems come from her own attitude: she seems to have set up a
barrier, which blocks her improvement.

short sight goal
I had a time when I could not improve my TOE!C scores so easily.

weak point awareness
I still he.ve problems expressing myself freely.
whatever I want smoothly.

So, I wish I could say

reflections
In my Srd year, I had an interpretation class. Wllen 1 was participating in
this class, my TOE!C scores improved and I could understand English better.

self·monitoring
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I think ill continue doing this kind ofexercise, I miglit improve my level.
I should take TOEIC or EIKEN examinations to check the rosults of my
study.

nassivate
At least, I do the work given to me.
I &nswer when I am asked questions.
conscious effort of continuation

I would like to continue as now.
restriction

I worzy about (the opinions of) people around me. I feel I should not do or
say anything wrong. Ill cannot make myself understood, I cannot continue
the conversation. If I am focused on speaking accurate.bl I cannot say
anything.
weaker internal )or.us of conttol

I think I am doing my best. But it is still not enough.

uncertainty
I would like to believe that I can do what I aim for ifI make more effort.
I wish I could improve a little or at least maintain my level while at
um"versity.
English proficiency vis·A·Yie TOEIC scores

I should listen to English as much as possible and practice speaking it out
loud. I should get used to the speed. I should remembf!r more words and
get (better) vocabulary skiDs.
I should increase my grammatical
knowledgf!.

(4) LANGUAGE
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(4·1) Heterogeneous group
Hideo
Classroom learning
In classroom lessons, he wishes to have a place for speaking and expressing
his own thoughts.
Hideo thinks that learners should make each lesson valuable by trying to
absorb whatever possible. He emphasizes the importance of the learner's
own responsibility, enthusiasm, and motivation. Particularly, Hideo is
aware of tho need for leadership to make a good atmosphere in the class.
He thinks that he should take the role of modvating and even influencing
class members.
He wishes to have a place in the class for producing language such as
presentation work or discussions. He thinks that both teachers and
students should be responsible for the organization of classroom learning.
He says that if students have (opportunities for) active participation then
outside and inside classroom learning will connect with each other more
effectively.
Effective language learning strategies
Beyond formal learning, he believe~ that he should put himself into English
environment as much as possible by using various learning materials around
him. He emphasizes that opportunities to use English and an English
Hideo is
learning environment can be made by learners in Japan.
skilfully using the available environment and attempts to create 'his own'
English world. He tries to expose himself to English in his daily life.
I take opportunities to be in contact with English as much as possible. It is
i.mpo1·tant for me to expose myselfto an environment where I can always use
and .listen to English. I .make my own environment orti.icially like 11n
En;;:lish speaKing country. We can do various thin{fB for English learning.
The most important thing is how well we can use the resources around us.
Kyoko
Classroom learning
Kyoko tlllnks that students need to have an atmo~phere where they are able
to give voice to their opinions in the class. She believes that classroom
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while learning should not just be fun, there should be room for students to
take the initiative. She does not like unilateral lessons in which
information only flows from the teacher. She asks for teachers to make
space for students w think and express themselves.
She admits that dassroom learning is the means of basic skill acquisition.
Kyoko's classroom awareness is directed more at her own learning itself
rather than making a good atmosphere as Hideo tries to do.

It is borin{{ ifon{r the teacher talks and it is all just information given in a
one·sided mnnner. We need n cushion. I would like to hnve more students'
work. Not just things we enjoy at tlie time either, but I relli]y Wtmt to hnve
clnsses in which we alwoys tackle something.
I can lenrn grammar and language basics in the classroom, not only by
taking notes, but also keeping memos ofl1ow teachers express themselves.
Effective language learning strategies
As for outside learning, she suggests authentic language use such as reading
newspapers, e·mail exchange, and talking with native teachers? She hopes
to keep her English skills through effort.
Tooru
Classroom learning
In classroom learning, he feels that his own time is taken away from him.
He feels the lessons are not effective and even a heavy burden (interruption
of his own learning). He wishes to study in his own way and at his own pace.
Therefore, he is not good at keeping in step with others. His ideal lessons
would be individual independent work in the class. On the othe): hand, he
believes that learnercentred lessons should be organised, for example it is
better for the students to do something together using Engli~h instead of
learning English in isolation. He wishes to have something liko debates or
discussions to practice using English naturally.

We feel lessons are a heavy burden, because there is lots of homework, and
most ofit is stuff we don't want to do.
I believe that tliere are two reasons why we might not be able to talk one is
having nothing to say and the other is an atmosphere where it is not easy to
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talk.
Everyone believes that Engh"sh must be spoken fluently with native·Jike
pronunciation
but I do not mind Jnpanese·English.
Thero is no meaning in learning n lnngunge ifwe don't tlilk

Effective language learning strategies
Tooru believes he needs to be in touch with English in the class. He
sometimes feels pressure from others when he tries to tnlk English ·
something like standing out. But he believes that there is no meaning
(being a language student) without having opportunities to practice speaking.
He does not mind that his English is not like native speakers' pronunciation.
He makes no connection between what happens inside and outside the
classroom. He thinks that successful learners do work hard outside the
classroom. He believes many people focus on listening. He is a very
independent learner.
Ichiroo
Classroom learning
Ichiroo sets objectives for himself in his mind. He expects of classroom
learning something, which he cannot do on his own. Classroom learning for
him is the place where he tries to solve his problems. He tries to
concentrate on the lessons. For conversational classes, he talks ss much as
possible. He believes that amount of talking practice he does is connected
to his reading and writing skill improvemeut, und when he improves his
skills there will naturally be a reduction of his mistakes as well. So, he
believes that he should talk without worrying too much about his
grammatical mistakes. Ichiroo believes that effective learners are active
participants in the class. He thinks that overyone should work at their own
pace according to their own level.
In the class, there are people who are at various levels, but we aro all
studying together.
So, each person needs to consider their ownpersona.1 level and work on their
own
I don't have nny complaints. I have no room for them because I concentrate
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very hard on listening ta the lessons
I don't need word tests in the class because I can remember words by myself
Effective language learning strategies
Ichiroo is doing a 'Hearing Marathon' on the suggestion of his teacher. He
would like to spend the same amount of time on listening practice as he
spent on writing and reading. He believes that increasing one's vocabulary
improves one's listening skill. Also, he thinks he should memorize
unknown words. Also, he believes that ifhe can improve his listening skills,
he will be able to speak out more. He also values previewing and reviewing
the lessons. He feels however that various learning activities other than
the lessons should be done for immersion in and stimulation for English.
He also believes it is important to know one's own weak points and
compensate for them (by studying) outside the class.

I remember things I didn't previously know. I need to remember words. (e)
This will assist with reading or writing- skills and if we can acquire the
knowledge, we can he aware ofmistB.kes
Yasuhiro
Classroom learning
Yasuhlro expects lessons to be useful opportunities for him He does not like
one·way lessons. For him, one of hls favourite lessons wa~ the Business
English class in which he reads companies' annual reports. The authentic
topic was closely related to his interest. In class, he always sits at the front
of the classroom. He tries to ask questions and along with his friend Hideo
he tries to make good atmosphere.

I would be happy 11 I had lessons, which expand out mare and more from
questions I/we ask like the branches ofs tree.
Effective language learning strategies
He considers his Jessono as basic learning opportunities. He always
previews and revfows the lesaons. He prepares in advance to ask questions
related to his key·points.
Outside the classroom, he continues to listen to the radio program that he
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has listened to everyday since junior high school. He makes a distinction
between learning English and doing other things. He thinks that
concentration is important.
Kazuko
Classroom learning
Kazuko thinks that classroom learning is the place for stimulation of interest.
She prefers to have lots of work to do in her lessons, and she wishes to have
hard/challenging work. She also expresses her wish to have lessons from
which she can recognize her improvement. From her excerpts, Kazuko is
very motivated to learn and needs to enforce her learning with stimdation
and support.
It is ideal to he.ve lessons the.tare very he.rd to gre.sp without previewing
I wish to he.ve e. class which makes me conscious of my improvement, for
example · lessons in which I feel I participated better this week the.n le.st
week in how much I said or I how 11.ccurately I conveyed my opinion.

Effective language learning
Kazuko thinks continuous everyday rhythm for learning is important. As
well as Kyoko or Yasuhiro, she also thinks that classroom learning is for
gaining basic skills such as vocabulary building. However she believes that
she needs more in·put (receptive) skills such as listening and reading
authentic English rather than out·put (productive) skills. Kazuko believes
that she would like to acquire English naturally by reading extensively. She
emphasizes the importance of her strategy to get main ideas from reading.
She believes that a firm grasp of grammar is very important to make her
language skills effective. She feels that she must study grammar more
seriously to be able to cope with real situations.
Rather than aying to remember gre.mme.r by using grammar textbaaks, it is
better to get sentence structures into yom• own head nature.lly. I believe
that naturaJly acquired sentences will be refined like real English. Wi'thout
checking each time, we can guess the keypoints.
Tliroug/1 such reading, we can acquire English naturally. I think it is tJ. good
idee. to use such a practice in the cle.ssroom, but even ifwe tJ.re given Jots of
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inibrmntion and articles, we can't read them ifwe are not interested in them.

(4·2) Homogeneous group
Kaori
Classroom learning
In the classroom, Kaori thinks an active attitude as important, such as
asking questions or taking leadership in group work, even though her own
attitude is passive. Also, she thin.ks that if she tries to speak more and
more, he" conversational skills might improve. Actually though, she is very
quiet in her class. She would like to know how to explain things well
because she thinks there is a difference between knowing something herself
and being able to teach it to someone. She believes tha.t attending,
understanding and reviewing the lessons makes a difference.
/{we review each lesson properly, it (the effectiveness oflessons) will be vezy
different.
Previewing and attending lessons regularly · It is central to our ability to
underst=d lessons.
Effective learning strategies
She is aware of effective learning through using authentic materials outside
the cla: sroom setting. However, her learning seems to focus on TOEIC
score improvement and class exercises only.
Outside the classroom, there is a clear difference in English expression skills
between those who read newspapers, do listening and speaking practices
w~th tapes, listen fo radio programs and watch TV and those who do not.
Tsuyako
Classroom learning
Tsuyako thinks that speaking practices are the most important for her. She
feels that she would like to do something in class, which she cannot do on her
own. She wants to have opportunities to talk with foreigners in the class.
She believes that Japanese teachers should not teach conversational classes

because they are limited in their English.
I can do writing and reading practices by myself But I can't do speaking
practices by mysell
I would like to do something in a specialized area ofstudy; which I can't do by
mysell
I preview and attend the lessons. Then, I listen to the lesson and try to
rmderstnnd what I couldn't understand in my preview.
We need a place for asking questions and clarifying our understanding in the
class.

Effective language learning strategies
Tsuyako thinks that she should study listening and speaking more. She
watches movies trying not to look at the sub·titles. When she sees native
teachers, she tries to talk with them. She likes Western movies and music,
so she listens to them. She believes that she should not force herself to do
uninteresting things, and it is best to learn what she likes to do.
Tsuyako also believes that willingness and an active attitude are important
to improve such English skills as asking questions and talking with
native·speukers of English. She believes imitation of native speech is an
effective strategy. Outside the classroom, she thinks the ones who will
succeed are those who are interested in English and maintain consciousness
of English learning in their daily life.
Sumiko
Classroom learning
Sumiko flays that she wants useful things from her lessons. She cannot
stand boring one·way lessons. Sh.i says that students need to have time to
think about their own opinions, As for classroom learning, she wants to
listen to English as much as possible. Also, she wants to have opportunities
to express her opinions. She feels enjoyment when she gets such
opportunities.
Effective learning strategies
Sumiko strongly empha11izes the importance of listening practices in her
daily life such as radio progra!i.ls or movies in English. She watche11 movies
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without translated sub-titles. She too io doing tho 'Hearing Marathon'
(1000 hours listening) correspondence program as Ichiroo is. She thinks it
is important to concentrate on lessons. Sho also mentions the strategy of
trying to pick up unknown expressions an(} take memos of them. She
believes that improving conversational skillB depends on effort and the
awareness of not using Japanese.
Aiko
Classroom leurning
Aiko says that, in her opinion, whether students behave passively or not is
1mtiroly dependant on students' interest in the class. If students are not
interested in the class, they will behave passively. Moreover, she seems to
adopt her attitude depending on the nature of the class. Aiko admits she
takes a different attitude depending on the class, so for example, she tends to
be de·motivated in a class where unchallenging tasks are given. In these
situations, she behaves in a way where it is not sure whether she is there or
not. For example, when she is given a topic in her conversational class that
is meaningless for her, she feels bored and usos Japanese. ·.
In the dassroom, if the lesson (materiaiJ is challenging, students will have
no time to care about otl1ers, and passive students wJ11 fall in with the active
aless atmosphere.
Effective learning strategies
Aiko believes that it is important \.o get in touch with authentic English as
much as possible. For example, she thinks that it is most important to
listen out for English news on TV or radio. Also, she thinks that successful
learners do something extra to their lessons beyond the tasks given them by
their teachers. In conversational classe11, she balieves the most effective
learner is someone who does not worry too much 8.bout what other students
think of them, although shr. does.
I would h'ke to get in touch with n.uthentic Eiiglis/J as much as possibk1
anyway.
For example, even if/ cnnnot understand it very well, it is most important to
try to h'sten to English news on the radio. If I can understand it, I am vezy
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lu1ppy.
Successful learners do extra things, such as checking unknown words in the
dictionruy and getting other usages efthf' w01·ds,

Asami
Classroom learning
Asami has been doing the translation work diligently every time, quite well.
She liked the Debate & Discussion class, because she felt she could see her
progress clearly. In the class, students practiced using new words related to
the various topics each week. She felt her improvement not only in her
vocabulary skills, but also in her debating Hkills.
She believes that basic knowledge (of English) was acquired at high school,
but that she was not :jven encugh skills on how to use the knowledge.
Effective language learning strategies
Asami continues to listen to the English conversational program on the radio
everyday. She believes that listening bas been a big part of her learning.
She thinks that she needs more opportunities for keeping in touch with
English speakers. 'Th improve, she wonders if it is necessary to go abroad.
On the other hand, she is afraid to make contact with someone whom she
does not know because she is not sure that she will be able to express herself
fully in such correspondence as letters or e·mail.
Mayumi
Classroom learning
She always attends classes, regularly. In the classroom, she is very quiet
and behaves in such a way that her teachers are not able to readily recognize
her. She is shy and does not like to get the teacher's atrention either.
However, she believes that it is important to participate actively in the class
as well as to concentrate on listening to the class.
Effective langimge learning strategies
Her strategies are concentrated on grammar, vocabulary exercises and
listening. Her focus is on improving her TOEIC scores. When she can't
improve the score, she feels that she should have made more effort.
(5) COLLABORATION

(5·1) Heterogeneous Group
Hideo thinks that it is up to students to achieve their goal. He believes that
the teacher's role is to give mental support for their students to head in good
directions.
Hideo is aware of collaboration between teachers and students and among
students.
Regarding the relationship between a teacher and their
students, Hideo suggests that a solid rr:lationship should be established on
the basis of trust that both parties have in each other. Moreover, Hidco
thinks that 6. 'give and take' relationship is needed, in which teachers not
only give something to students, but also teachers learn from their students.
He thinks both teachers and students have a responsibility to make their
lessons useful.

I value each lesson.
Not only does a teacher give something to the students, but also the tee.cher
ce.n learn from the students, It is best if we have a give and take
relationship. Ideal classes a.re when the students are responsible for doing
something. So, I think that both the teacher and the students are
responsible for the class.
A relationship of trust needs to be built firmly between teachers and
students.
I make the effort to make the classroom atmosphere better. I have been
stimulated by others, and we have encouraged each other. If tliere are
many motivated students, the class atmosphere becomes better. So, we
should influence each other (positively).
The teacher's role is to lee.d their students in better directions, not only
teaching us but also giving us mental support. Whether we can achieve our
goal or 11ot, it is up to us. Teachers con help us to keep our motivatioJJ, and
mako us aw= ofourselves and our potential.
Kyoko
Kyoko says that classmates should try to co·operate with and encourage each
other. She is aware that classroom is the place for learning together and
influencing each other.
She requests that teachers make space for students to think and express
themselves.

'lboru
'lboru says that the teacher's role is very important, but he thinks that the
role should be assisting or providing a little help as a supporter. He expects
that Japanese and native teachers' roles are different. He would like to go
to the teacher who is a specialist in the area, which he is interested in. He
says that the teacher should be cooperative.
From one teacher to another, they all have different aroas of
specialization/expertise. So, ifI become interested in their area, I will ask
them
I expect Japanese teachers and native-speaking teachers to have different
roles
In the class, they should be supportive · we need help and cooperntion

Ichiroo
He too respects teachers' longer and wider experience. He expects their
ideas and information will be useful in his future.
Yasuhiro
Yasuhiro requests that teachers do research on what their students are
interested in. He has self·directed thinking, but also considers teachers'
expectations and encouragement as very important to keep up bis
motivation
/[my teacher cares about me, I feel that I need to do my best. /would like
to live up to my teacher's expectation. I feel worthwhile if I have a good
relationship with my teacher.

Kazuko
Kazuko expects teachers to act as as a facilitator. Although the teacher's
influence is very important, she believes that learners can improve by
themselves if they are stimulated to do so. At the same time she feels that
there is no meaning for her when she is inundated with learning materials

ond teachers cannot force their students to study.
I think it is all right to do the materials, which my teacher has chosen.
'Ieachers cannot do much. They can only improve us by rorrecting our
wrong points. - stimulate us · that's enough.

(5·2) Homogeneous Group
Kaori
Kaori thinks that teachers can help and advise how to improve her weak
points because teachers have more e,cperience than her. She thinks that it
is useful for her to top into teachers' e,cperience or ideas. As for tho
teachor's role, she e,cpects more direction.
I world like teachers to talk about their experiences or what they have done
sofe.r.
I would like my teacher to lead me and help me decide what to do.
Do I have to find my own weak points by myself? I want teachers to help
and dfrect me how to do better. Because teachers have ricl1 experience, they
know better tJum me. I would Jike to know how they learned in the past,
too.
'Iee.chers have more expedence thnn we have. So, in that respect, I would
Jike them to lead us.
iv.hen the teacher checked my homework and praised me, I thought the
teacher knew how well I was doing.
'Iencher told us to plan for the test nnd since then I have done so.

Tsuyako
Tyuyako thinks that teachers regard her as a normal student - not bad, but
not e,ccellent either. She thinks of herself as being the same as people
around her.
She wishes to bs able to talk actively with foreigners as an equal. She
wishes to have teachers who listen to students' problems and respond to
them. She thinks that it is better to havo a relationship between teachers
and students in which they both teach and learn from each other. She feels
that it is better to have equal status/mutual respect whereby students attend
the lessons and teachers listen to the students.
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Sumiko
Sumiko expects teachers to tell her about English from different perspectives.
Teachers can tell her various things from their experience, which she could
not otherwise have known by herself.
Ailrn
For the teacher's role, she expects a teacher as a helper or a supporter who
can motivate her. She mentions the importance of teachers having empathy
with students. She also expects the teacher to function as a resource person
who can help learners by giving them necessary information. She liked the
Debate & Discussion class. The class was challenging and also involved
collaboration with fellow class members. Also, she feels her teacher
understands her. The teacher knows that she really wishes to be active but
at the same time feels hesitant.

Asami
She expects the teacher's role to be that of an advisor. This does not mean
just giving advice whenever she needs something, but also telling her
effective ways oflearning.
Mayumi
For the teacher's role, she expects an adviser who can give effective learning
strategies from their own rich experiences. Her attitude is obedient and
faithful: she dutifully accepts her teachers' instructions. Therefore, she is
evaluated as a qniet but good student.

I do whntever my teachers set. I follow them. It is the most suita.hle wa.y
for me.

m

Apper1dix 5-2: From Hideo & Mayuml's Self-Report (Two
Different Types of Learners' Beliefs)

Questions=
Beliefs about language learning
1. In what ways do you believe you can improve your language skills?
2. What are your reasons for studying English?
3.What, in your opinion, should successful students do and how should they
be inside and outside the classroom?
Beliefs about the role of the teacher and classroom expectations
4. What should be the role of the teacher so that you can achieve your goal of
learning English?
5. How should language class time be used to achieve your goal of learning
English?
Self·motivation strategies
6. Have you developed any ways of motivating yourself to learn English?
7. When you have difficulties and problems achieving your goal, how do you
try to solve them?
8. Please give your thoughts on the following matters. Try to e,i:plain them
in detail.
''M'any times students have difficulty studying on their own at home
because there are other more interesting things they would rather do such
as watching TV or going out witli fHends. What strategies do you uso for
motivating yourself to complote your work under those circumstances?
What do you do ifyou are trying to achieve a certain gos/?"
Beliefs about the self
9. What do you believe your teachers' expectations are of you? Why do you
think eo?
IO.How do you feel about yourself ns a l11nguage learner? Please describe in
ten sentences how you see yourself in terms of being a Japanese l11nguage
learner studying English. Start from "I nm a.".
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Hldso's Self~Report
1. It's a secret - as previously sl1id, there

8I'fJ sw'tahle ways .iJr each
individual. In order to look .iJr the way suitable for oneself, one has to
learn English for 8 while. Then, through the process of learning the
language, we have to .ind the wny. In order W immerse myselfas much
as possible in an English language environment, I make 8..I1 effort by
listening to radio programs, and the news in English, or by watching
movies.

2. The reason is simply that it is necessary .iJr my future.

I have a wish to
study abroad st postgraduate level in an English speaking country.
There.iJre, I need to use English as e. tool in my daily lite.

3.

After all, I believe the.t the individual person who i's successful at
learning English is the one who succeeds in finding suitable ways of
learning. Before thinking about whe.t sort of tl1ings lee.d to success, I
believe that sustaining motivation to learn English is an important factor.
The person who does not give up and continues until the end will succeed.
Tl1is 18 the ironbound rule ofsuccess.

4. Probably, the role a teacher can take is changeable depending on the
relationship with the students. At .irst, the teacher's role is to increase

the students' motivation to learn. And it is necessary to guide students
directly and successfully towards their goal. For tlu's, it is vital to build
trust between the teadier and tlie students.
5. Ideally, lessons are needed which make all students participate actively
e.nd motivate them. One idea would he for teachers to give opportunities
for the students to practise their spoken skills (being able to speak outJ.
Through discussions, presentations, debates, they should give students
the environment to use Engh'sh in a more sopliisticated mt1nner.
6. I am dearly aware oftlie reason why I 0111 leerning English.

And it is
necessary to have the purpose and the continuous feeling of
accomplisliing it. The above awareness of both the purpose t1nd tl1e got1l
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a.re the basis ofkeeping my motivation strong.
7. At .irst, I return to tl1e hs.siapoint. I try to look at my s.ttitude towards
English or my pwpose, s.gain. Then, I ms.ke a fresh start to tackle it
again. Also, I try to solve my problems by talking to my close friends or
getting the teachers' advice.
8.

!tell myself that I need to make an effort in order to achieve my future
dream. Or, I think about my parents who pay high educat.ionnl expenses
for me, and my friends who are going to go far in life, as I will. Probably,
it is the most important to be always aware ofmy own dream, (purpose).

9.

One teaaber said to me, 'You are powerful and have guts''. These words
were very inspirational for me and made me happy. I am not sure, but I
think that teachers think ofme as a l1ard worker with strong :motivation.
Also, I think that I am recognized as being a little exceptional. I don't
know the reason very well, but I guess that I show my enthusiasm
towards Eng1ish learning in my usual studies and daily life.

10. I) I am still immature. I still need to make Jots ofeffort.
2) I need to participate more in the places where English is used.

3) I need to have more contact with foreign people.
4) I should make more mistakes through using English.
5) I should have a clearer objective for foreign language learning.
6) I should devise more ways to learn a foreign la11guage.
7) I should make more effort to make foreign friends.
8) I believe that I am a learner who has a firm purpose and proceed with
my E11glish learning towards the purpose.
9) I believe that I am a learner who makes co11siders hiB mother tongue
equally important.
10) I believe that I cs.n keep my own psce up and learn .

•

Mayumi's Self-Report
1.

I think that I could acquire English skills hy my everyday effort and
memorization pra.otice. As I have had vocahulmy tests ill every lesson
from 1•1 to 2M year, I was memoriziag little hy little whi1e travelling to
school Also, at least, by the da.y before the lesson, I never failed to
preview- look over the English (sentences, words, etc) related with tl1e
lesson and dieck u11k11own words in a dictionary. In that way, I believe
that I have gained my English skills. In my 3"d year, wben I got a score
of 735 in TOE/0 IP, I felt a little hit 111ore confident in my English.
Until then, 500 was the maximum score I could get. My reading skills
were better in my /)rd year. I took some reading and writing lessons,
hut I was the most sueeessful in interpreting lessons. Because ofthis, I
believe that I improved my listening skills a Jot. Unti1 then, I had not
h'ste11ed to authe11t.JC English except the English language assistanta'
conversations. Also, I realized how slow they were talking to make us
u11derstand more easily. Really, I caught up with this lesson with great
difficulty and in the Jlnd Semester, it was vezy hard. It went without
saying that the speed ofE11gl1Sh was so quick, I suffered because I could
not resort to using Japanese. I still remember the time when I felt as if/
were actually engaging in conversation.
If I try to improve my English more, I think that I need to be able to
practise my conversation skills Even ifI can read, write and translate
somehow; I think that I am not good at Jiste1U11g and speaking. In
TOEIC, we can see the sta11dard of our listening skills and reading
skJ1Js. But even ifI can get quite good scores 111 the tests, I sometimes
feel that I don't know how much I can actually handle, tmd I don't have
enough con.idence. Except in tests, I can do writing and reading with
a dictionary or a refere11ce book even 1fit takes a Jot oftime. But as for
conversation, I cannot predict or prepare because it is impossible to
know what the topic wJ11 he or wlien the conversation wJ11 occur. Even
if/ don't underste.nd, I cannot ask so many times, and there is no time
to think about the grammar. In tl1e end, I feel impatient and cannot
think ofany words.
!11 the first place, I tried to convey what I wished to say by using
gestures or something. I tried to share my thoughts very hard, but

couldn't express myself vezy often. I felt e.s if I we.s no good to my
pe.rtner and frustrated with myself as well. Then, I think that I
gradulllly stopped trying. Instead, I started trying to cheat. W11en I
couldn't reply to my partnor because I didn't know the proper
expressions, I smiled it away. After all, I might not have enough
EngHsh skiJJs to express myself In 1iddition, I feel that I am acting out
when I speak in EngHsh. I feel that it is not myself So, it needs
plenty of courage for me to speak En{!lish to a Je.ponese partner. I am
not sure. whether it is because I feel ashamed ofmyself or I don't have
cowideJJce iii my English. The Hst is endless to think how I could
improve my English.

2.

• I thought that it would be good if! could talk with foreigners.

· I thoi.lght that I would like to experience foreign countries
• I thought that it would be convonient 1/ I could use English for my
trips abroad.
• I thougl1t that I likod English. That's wl1y I wanted to learn more.
• I thought that I liked movies. Tl1at's why it would be good if I can
understand without translations.
• I thought that I would be able to understand the meaning ofEnglish
songs.
• I thought that I wished to know the foreigners'way ofthinking, their
sense of values, customs, which are different from the Japanese and
this would he possible through studying English
3.

("' From n third person's view:objectively viewing)

In conversetional dasses, (successfuV people talk actively or speak up
without worrying about their mistakes. They talk with con.idence.
They don't worzy. They are usually griod nt talkingJapnnese as well.
In lecture·type lessons, they nnswer even if they make mistakes when
they .are collod. They do nt Jee.st their given work properly. Anywny, I
believe that successful people have their own opinions or ask questions.

4.

My goal is to speak in English, and be able to improve my TOE/C'
scores.
In order to do tl1is, I would h1:e to request teachers to make a
comfortable atmosphere in conversational classes (such as doing games
or a quiz). In my case, it is easier not to be noticed. I prefer small
classes together with people who aro of a similar Jovel and personality
asme.
Also, in other classes, I expect to be given tho teachers' advice or
learning methods (strategies) from their experience. It is better to tell
us clearly what the class' aims are. It is better if I can sometimes hear
the teachers' own experience. I would like them to organise the class
so we are not bored.

5.

I prefer work to be given to us taking into account the teachers'ideas of
setting up times to do the work and ofa suitable level.
I think that it might be passive hut I sometimes do not know how I can
impi·ovemy
conversational skills, or get good TOE/C scores. So, at least, I believe
that teachers
are tolling us some ideas through classes. I try to do it in this way, and
ifit does not work, then I will think shout it. Anyway, at .irst, it is
easier to do whatever teachers give me.

6.

7.

• Checking my skJ1Js by attending TOEIC tests or EIKEN
Observing my friends are studying or talking to them
• Watching movies

/tis vezyhsrd for me to improve my TOE/Cscores. In such time, I [ff!t
so depressed. Or I re·fresh myself without studying and enjoy myself
And then, I apply myself again. I also reDect to myself what the
problem was and what the solutions will he.
I cannot talk even if I would like to talk because I stumble over my
words. !ti this case, I should tell myself that it is tiatura! and talk
without worrying about mistakes.
I should study at my own pe.ce without worrying about others e.round
me. I should tzy to do wl1at I think. But, hotiestly spellking; the le.ct
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is that I know tliis, hut I cannot do it so easily.
When I was a high school student, I put pressure on myself to get high
marks. So unconscioualy, I appeared to be nervous and could not make
the grade. But since entering university, I think that the so-called
'Entrance Examination' skills of my high school days were almost
useless. Of course, depending on the lessons, (reading or writing; etc.},
they were useful, though. Especially, in conversation, I had lots of
trouble how to express myself equipped with only my Examination
skills. But also, I feel that I could start learning from scratch using n
completely new methodology. .
In addition, it was help tl;nt I could see various people and people with
van"ous levels of Engh"sh at university. I realized that people mi{Jht
make effort without being noticed, and there was no one who can do
perfectly. Because of this reah"zation, I could make myself relax. I
could study at my own pace comfortably without feeHng pressured.
And I feel that I could enjoy the alasses, by not just cramming.
8.

I do not have many friends. My friends are not alose to me. So, I did
not play much outside school. I also do not have a car, nor a mobile
phone. So, I could not move or contact them so easily. And on
Saturdays and Sundays, I had a part·time job. So, I could have my
own time. In these situations, I did not have nny problems to reject my
friends'invitations. When I was busy, my friends were also busy.
On the other hand, when I had some friends'invitatioa other than from
my university friends at the time when I l1ad something to do, I told
them the reason and refused them. If I thought that I could make it, I
accepted trnd enjoyed myselfwith them. In many cases, I accepted, I
think.
But, when I felt that I couldn't refuse them because I had refused them
too often already, I went to the library so that they could not co11te.ct ma.
Now, I feel that I was doing terrible things to my friends. If I could
study harder, it would be all right. But I could not study so hard at
that time.
When I feel that it is dif.icult to study nt home, I try to change my
environment. It i~ the best for me to use tlw study room oftho h'brary.

"'

I can concentrate au my study because it is quiet and comfortable. In
summer, the airconditioning is on. At home, I ste.y in a room with no
Tv, and make an effort to .im"sh in a short time. Sometimes I go out to
re·fresh mysell In this situation, I dan't go to the TV room. Basically,
I choose ta only watch my favourite programs. I cannat continue
studying for a very Jong time. So, I try to have a break. It is
necessary for me to decide my goal and achieve it in a short time.

9.

10.

I believe that many teachers think me as a serious and quiet student.
Because I never fail to attend the lessons and never come late or be
absent at all, and alwe.ys take notes. Being quiet-I speak in a small
voice and not so clear. Also, I don't talk much and just listen, or be
um-esponsive.
1) I would like to be able to talk Engh"sh.
2) I beh"eve that I have been making an effort to be able

to do th1S by

deciding my goal.
3) I like English that is why I would like to learn it.
4) I think that I am doing it seriously when I have to do it.
5) I have nat enaugh confidence in conversation.
6) Sometimes, I give up lialfway. I neglect my work and .im"sh it offin
a halfhem·ted way.
7) I would like to think that I have passibilities to be able to improve my
level even a little. Because If I gi"ve up on the possibility al doing so in
the .irst place, I will not make any effort and will 11ot bo not able to
anything. I feel that there would be no point in d01llg so.
8) I cannot deny my feeling that I wish to be able to speak very well or
improve my TOEIC scores. But the moment when I feel I could
improve or understand even a little, I felt that it was worth making
such a big effort.
9) I am happy and motivated to do more.
10)
I believe that I can do it, and my courage 1llcreases.
'.i'herefore, I would like to believe in the pussibility of improvillg my
English people can work hard, maka effo1·t, and grow because we believe
in tl1e passibility of being able to do someth1lll{ by some means.

Appendix 5-3: Four Learners' Beliefs in Study One: Part Two

(1) Affective Boliefs
Hiroshi
Hiroshi would like to be a teacher. His wish is very strong. He likes
English. But basically, he likes meeting and communicating with people.
·Job related motivation
·Wish to acquire English skills
·Interests
·Wish to converse with others
·Enjoyment

Ryoo
Ryoo targets to improve both English skills and TOEIC scores. He believes
that it is the same thing that he gets good marks for tests and tries to
improve his English skills. He has been doing repeatedly exercises books
for listening and reading. He thinks that listening and reading are
important to get speaking skills as well. He is aware of his own
improvement for reading skills. He thinks that the ex~rcises of listening
and speaking out are effective as his teacher taught him. His teacher told
that TOEIC score is important for employment. So, he believes that it is
important. He has very strong teachers' influence of his thinking and
methods. When he meets native teachers, he tries to talk with them, but
before he was afraid to do so.
·Job related motivation
·Wish to acquire English skills
· Interests

'"

Naoko
Naoko also would like to be an English teacher. She hns been interested in
English native speakers and admires their English lessons. Not JUKEN
EIGO, but she would like to study English on her own.
·Job related motivation
;Wish to acquire English skills
·Interests
·Enjoyment
·Wish to acquire English ways of thinking (culture)
Kennichi
Kenichi has strong affective motivation. Especially, he likes himself when
he uses English. As well as other three students, he also wishes to use
English for his future job and communicate with various people.
·Job related motivation
·Wish to acquire English skills
·Interests
·Wish to converse with others
·Enjoyment
·Wish to get advantages of English skills
(2) Self.Perceptive Beliefs
Hiroshi
self-regulation
I hnve 11 TV set, but I h11ven'tput the ontenno. on. I go home 11nd w11nt to
wo.tal1 TY, hut there is no o.ntenno., sa I c1r1't watal1 it.
I use my time effectively.

self-direction
I am &Jing what I need to do. And the importo.nt concern is l1ow I cl'in mo.ke
extro. Jeo.rningopportunities beyond the ones I o.m given.

self·encouragemgnt
I motivate myselfby trying to maintain my level.
It is not a matter of wheth<1r or not I can he something/ I just will he that
thing.
positive self·image
I really like English, so I enjoy studying it. I think it is important to feel
this way.

It is not overconfidence on my part, but I think I have achieved what I have
so far by lbllowing the direction tlwt I set fbr myself.
self·trust
I do whatever I believe is good to do. On the face of it, it may be a false
impression but when I believe that I a.m good at English, then I will have
started to he able to study.
self-obsei-vation
I like English songs, so I did not feel a sense ofincongruity with the language
and the
Ryoo

E.l]f·regu\ation
fl'ben I come home after enjoying myself, as a minimum I thoroughly
complete my required work. If there is something I have to do, I {five priority
toit.
I select which programs I watch on Tv, and I don't watch TV so often.
self-direction
I can't rely just on teachers' lectures, and I can only improve if I do extra
work on my own.
self-encouragement
I cannot talk (in English) as I want to. I haven't been able to improve my
speaking skills as yet · this is a kind ofproblem, which I face. However,
when I am facing h. difli.culty, I try to study as much as possible ... in order to
forget that I have a difficulty at all.

3'8

se!f·trust
I know my level. I can concentrate whenever I need to. I can do it.
self·observation
The tes.cher told me ths.t companies put great importance on TOEIC results,
so TOEIC is important for me.
Naoko

Self·reguJntion
If I aeed to, I refuse my friends' invitation to go out and iastead I give
priority to my study.
I don't usus.lly watch TV I watch only my favourite programs.

self-direction
I believe that, as a minimum, we sl10uld never fail to do the hasia work we
s.re given.
I think that we should he native in our study.
I think ths.t we should do something beyond what we are given in lessons.
~

After reDectingon Semester I, I feel that I would like to study harder.

:E::::tnegative self·image
I didn't ask teachers about tlw things I don't understand or ask them to
check my work. I have not been doing enough so far to enable me to say
tlmt I em doing my hest.
conBcious effort of continuation
The way I am now is no good. Everything depends on how much effort I put
in. I won't quit, but my current inadequacy is always on my mind.
self-doubt
I haven't studied properly, so I can't say clearly that I have positive
possibilities. I think about my future quite negatively.
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self·obseryation
I have trouble dociding which work to do first.
Kenichi
self·regulation
Afler achieving myobjoctive, I give myselfa reward.

Until then, I am really

patient.
solf·ditection
If the person him/herselfhas no wish to leor11, then he/she w111 just be there •
that's all. Without wishing to work by ourselves, we can't adlleve anything.
ft7ien I get a had result, it is my fault. I hate to get lower scores than I have
previously got because I take it as kind ofdefeat.
I don't Jiko to think that the environment can prevent me from doing
anything. Wluitever our current environment, tliere should always be
something we can do to practice or improve our English.
self·encouragement
Unt11 now; I have not done a..nything specia..l for TOEIC, but I know my score
has been increa..sing so it increasos my motivation.
I like myself when I do my best. I would like to learn more because I am
happy when people ca..n understand me.
Because I havo been evalua..ted highly, I would like to do a..s is expected ofme.
positive self·image
I don't worzy too much. If I can solve a question, that's fine, but there are
many tliings that I'm unable to work out even if I really think about it

deeply.
f::::tnegative self.image
I didn't make any effort. I feel tliat I have to do something but I can't get
my actions and my feelings to a..gree with each other.
capricious
stubborn

self-trust
I am positive about mysel£
Onca I can see that I can communicate, I think that I w111 he happy and
improve even more.
fo-lself·doubt
I evaluate myselfas having low skills. With respect ta learning English, as
a wbole, I am not sure what I have achieved so far. So, I don't know; ..
self·observation
1 feel that I am doing my best wben I am talking in English. I like myself
w!wn I am doing my best.

(3) Self·Motivational Beliefs
Hiroshi
own weaklstronG' point awareness
l don't have enough vocabulazy skills.
vocabulmy than on other subjects.

I need to spend more time learning

reflection
I reflect that the reason for getting good results so far has been that I have
been enjoying Englis/J. Because of this feeling of enjoyment, I have been
studying English without really being aware that I am studying.
Somehow, the fact that I am able to he fond of Er,glish has been a strong
inDuence.
I did have a period when I could not imp.rove. I hate bottling up problems
inside myself, so I spoke with various people and then I felt easier.
I ell}Oyed English, so my test 1'lJsults became better· a pa.ttem emerged. I
feel like I have been studying English without my knowledge.
At university, for the first time, I have started real listening practices.

self·monitoring
When I become a teacher, and my students believe in me, and thoy are
interested in Engh'sh, then I will give wl1atever I can. Why are we Jearnin{I

JJ1

English?
initiative

Unless we commit ourselves toit, there is no lesson. So, our intention is vital.
consciou~ effort of continuation

The only thing I can do is to continue what I am doing.
I am continuously interested in English. For example, I watch movies
without translated sub·titles, etc. It is just a trivial thing but I think that it
is importmlt to continue to do such things.
flexibility

In my ideal thinking. I enjoy myself by having fun and also do my utmost
when studying. When I l1ave fun, I really have fun. It is important. If I
believe it will be good for me, I tzy it, but if! think I shouldn't do it, I don't do
it.
internal locus of control

I have to listen to the lessons closely and if I have questions, I ask teachers
after the lessons.
!fl don't make the most effective use ofmy lessons, I'll Jose out.
critical awareness
IfI ignore whllt I don't understand, I will get further and fu1·thei• behind.

I would h".k:e to relax, but I sometimes fear for my future.
endless possibilities
It is not at all wrong to think that we can succeed ifwe make the effort.
If we do our best, one day we will reap the reward. I believe in this
principle. It is not a matter of whether or not I can be what I want to be,
hut how strongly I want to realize my wish.
goal awareness

I have a strong desire, so to achieve the goal I have set for mysel£ I have
begun to think deeply about learning English.

selh1ctualiaation
rt'lJen we meet English·speaking people and can te.lk with them, we (will be
able to) feel n glow ofse.tisfnction in our mind.
I like people. I am learaing sign language for the dea£ Everything is
related to communication with people. I enj"oy relating with people.
Basically, I like communicating with others.

Ryoo
own weak/strong point awareness
I know myselfwhe.t my weaknesses are and whe.t I'm good at. I know my
level. In my mind, I have something to say, hut I can't express it in English.

reflection
rt'lJen I was a 3rd yee.r junior high student, I was e.ble to get top marks. I
ree.lised that success in English we.s within my capability, so I was very
happy: That was when I ree.Jly started studying.

self·monitoring
rt'lJen I ce.nnot e.t first express what I we.at to say, I try to tap into my
knowledge and think ofsome wzy to se.y it.
Before university, I had never been in contact with foreigners, so at first I
could not talk to them, but non~ I can talk with them.

initiative
I know my own level and both my weak points tlnd my good points. Sa, it is
enough ta ha taught only those things which I do not understand.

internal locus of control
There are things I would like to say in English, hut I don't hllve the correct
expressions. When tl1is happens, filter an I sometimes unconsciously think
about bow I could have so.id it. It is B matter afgettin{f used to speaking in
English, so I should try to do so more actively and freely.

critical awareness
If! don't dait by myself, Jwj]J never progress.

endless possibilities
If I study, I will improve. I do whatever I can, and make the most of my
chances. Many possibih'ties llre open to me. If I study, I can achieve what I

want to.
goal awnreness
My goal should not just be b!lsed on speaking English, becauso that is a
given witl1 learning a language. I would like to h!lve anotiJer purpose. I
should he.ve another purpose.
Completing exercise books on my own is good for bath improving my English
skills and raising my test scores.
self·actualiBation
I try to talk with English native teachers.
I try to catch up with my favourite things while using English. For
example, I like sports, so I enjoy watching sports on TV with English
commentozy, or reading about sports in English language newspapers.
English proficiency viB·ii.·vis TQEIC scores

Well, to help with my reading, I bought an exercise book witl1 grammar
explanations and lots of exercises. I went tl1rough it 5 · 6 times during my
spring holidays. Then, when I hfld finished with it, I bought another one.
I have been doing this in order to get used to tl1e exercises and I think jt is
valuable for improvement ofmy English skill as well as improving my sc;res.
Naoko
own weak/strong point awurenesB
lv!y English level is not the same as my TOEIC or EIKEN scores.
When I preview lessons · which m:e the step for acquirinc new knowle.-l;e · I
see that there are Jots of things I still don't know:
reflection
I study because I would like to learn somothing by myself for my own use.
At my junior or Benior high school, I learned English solely for entrance
examinations.

)

self·monitoring
I feel that there are problems in the present method of providing English
education (in schools). Actually, I have opinions about how to improve the
way English is 'taught/learned, brit I don't speak out forcefully. I can speak,
but only softly.
initiative
students have to slww their teachers that they are motivated.
flexihiJity
If! happen togo through a Datorstagnatingperiod, I accept it as being just
that. I know that if I continue with my studies, the results may show later
on. I try to be patient while I'm learning.
f- -trestrictedness
I film to find small, subtle pieces ofknowledge.
I like to find examples of the same expressions being used in different
textbooks.

stronger internal \ocuR of control
I hnve to do more thnn just the given work even if it is just trying to find
inconsequential things. IfI come across something I have already Jenrnt in
a different textbook, I try to recall these repeated English expressions. I
like to hnve such tJllngs confirmed as being valid.
it is important to be surrounded by an English environment.

f:-+ weaker internal locus of control
I havon't studied properly or well. I hm:en't studied in the way that I think
I should have.
critical awareness
If! don't study effectively, my English level will not improve, and instead it
will get worse and worse.

+-)uncertainty
I don't really choose to, hut I suppose I must think a.bout my potential and
what possibilities are open to me.
I don't know how to compl.U'S .l11y abilities with othei'S. I think that I should
be able to improve more, but so fo.r I he.ve not been doing my best, so I can't
tell you what my possibilities e.re. However, the more I studJ; the more
possibilities I will gain.
goal awareness
Even if:it te.kes another 4-5 years, I would like to be an English teacher, so I
hope to keep studying towards my goal
self·actnalieation
Beyond just lessons, we should do something else ifwe feel we want to leo.rn
English more · such as reading good books or listening to good programs in

English.
It is important to be surrounded by an English·speaking environment, so
occasionally it is important to get away from our Japanese environment.
I believe that tl1e most effective studenta are those who try to express their
own opinions completely, and try to speak their thoughts clearly without
worrying too much about making mistakes, while at the same time ta.king
memos or recording important things which teachers tell them.

+~ EngliBh proficiency vis·A·vis TOEIC scores
If I ce.n maintain the progress I have made so far, I would like to pass the
pre·J level in EJ]{EN, and get a score ofmore than 800 in TOEIC.
Kenichi:
own weak/strong point awareneBs
IfI know what is wrong, I work on it.

reflections
From the Jstyear to the 4th year, I have certainly been increasing my score ·
that means I will be able to continue incree.sing it from now as well.
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self-monitoring

,i

'

I

My score is shown as a number, so I can see how much I have improved or
not improved. It is good to see the progress I have made because I thiak I
need to know my level ofachievement.
I am happy when I feel th8t I nm able to converse in greater detm1 than
he/ore, or when I am talking with a. na.tive·spea.ker about more di.iicult
issues.
I really go for it with my favourite activities, but I don't do things I don't like.
So, I show vezydifferent conunitment to different things.

initiative
I tiy to speak a lot without caring about my mistakes.
!put as much energy as much as possible into what! am interested in.

conBcioue effort ofcontimmtion
If! decide that! can't learn any more, then that will he the end ofmy study,
hut I am hoping to improve more than now, so...
l8nguage learning ia an effort.
Wlien we learn with enjoyment and stimulation, then we can improve more
nndmore.

flexibility
I don't worzy and (ifnecessa1y) I try to study in different ways, or change the
exercise hooks I'm working with. In this way, I regain my enthusiasm. It
is better to be ahle to chan~ one's direction."

stronwr internal locus ,.~ontrol
Wlien I think I liear a useful exp.ression, I take a memo ofit.
If I can understand evorything; that's all n'ght, but if not, there may be
somothing I'm unsure about, then I l1ave to review it properly later on.
Otherwise, I haven't got the most out ofit.

+--+weaker internal locus of control
When I consider whether or not I put in enough effort, I am not doing
anythingparticularly.
l have to put myselfin the right environment.

goal awareness
l believe that tbe goal is actually.jm:/ a step.
At .irst, it is a dream, then, gradunlly, it becomes a goal, and then a step.
selfactualisa tion
I study the grammar used in daily conversation, and also I think about what
words I needed when I couldn't express what I wanted to say.

+-~ English proficiency vis-ii:vis TQEIC si:ru:e..s.
Being able to express what I want to szy is not tlie same thing as test scores.
culture. I like people; I like to get in touch with people.

(4) Cosnitive Beliefs

Hiroshi
Input: authenticity
CD/tapes
Music
Mo,,jes
Memorisation: vocabulary learning
It is important to remember with sounds for learning practical Engh"sb.
If I don't know words, I can't catch the words by both h"stening and rending.
So, at first, I am aware ofmy needs for increasing my vocabulary skills.

Ryoo
Input: authenticity
TVmadio news
Newspapers
Naoko
Input: authenticity
Radio program
Keypoint (underline)
exposure ofEnglish environment

""

Output: communicative opportunities
self-directed practices in taJ.lailg to oneself
talkiIJg with friends in English
talk with native teachers
Kenichi
Memorization: vocabulary learning
In order to express wlmt I want to say, knowledge or vocabulary skills aro
important which I have to remember.

(6) Social BeliefB
Hiroshi
Teacher role:
facilite.tor
advisor
supporter
lielper
recourse person

leader
Relationship between teacher and students:
trust
good relationship
faithful to the teacher
support
Ryoo
Teacher role:
e.dvisor
supporter

3J9

Relationship between teacher and students:
trust
good relationship
Relationship with others:
stimulation
ma.kiiig good ntmosphere
Naoko
Teacher role:
fncilita.tor
advisor
helper
leader
Relationship between teacher and students:
trust
faithful to the teacher
tee.cherlearner responsibility
Relationship with others:
influence
ma.king good atmosphere
seeking opportum.ties for relationship
Kenichi
Toucher role:
fe.cilite.tor
advisor
Relationship between teacher and students:
good relationship
faithful to the teacher
teacher influence
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